 
    VirtualU is a video player, recorder and editor. It has a wide range of capabilities and is easy and fun to use.
    An extra feature of VirtualU also allows you to make custom, personalized videos of a cartoon character who looks like you and speaks with your voice.
    This is the prototype release version of VirtualU which means that it's a reasonably well functioning, complete program except for a few possible text errors here and there and some unused variables and inert code that are not yet removed.     
    VirtualU (VirtualU1) is free, contains no known bugs and is reliable and stable. The only system requirements are at least 512 MB of RAM memory and of course, Windows.   
    It's compatible with Windows XP up to Windows 11.                                                                                 

                                                           Downloads
    VirtualU.exe: Download temp15.zip: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8
    Demo movie: Download demo1.zip: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM2MDQ3OF8
    Readme file:  Download readme.rtf: https://od.lk/d/NDJfMjM2MDM4MV8/readme.rtf
    TV shows made with VirtualU: Search Youtube for Fingal McGinnis 

    Send questions, comments, suggestions and any bug reports to virtualucomments@gmail.com. Any replies to emails sent to VirtualU will be shown below in a log report. No emails will be sent back to responders.

    Step-by-step tutorials explain how to use VirtualU and they can be found by doing a search on YouTube for VirtualU Tutorial (01, 02 etc).
            
                                          Instructions for installing and running VirtualU
    1. Click the link for either the program VirtualU or the demo movie or paste the link/s into your browser address window and go to that address. Wait until your browser opens a new page that shows a drawing of a large icon with a zipper on a square reddish background.
    2. On the upper right corner of the page are 3 symbols. Left click the symbol of an arrow aimed down to a disk symbol. A menu will open with 1 choice being Save and the other being Cancel. If you click the Save button, the file will be downloaded to your default download site. Before going to step 3 remove any existing previous VirtualU shortcuts.   
    3. After the file finishes downloading, unzip temp15.zip or demo1.zip to any location on your machine.
    4. If you downloaded the program, find or search for the file virtualu.exe in the temp15 (main directory) and double click it. You can rename the main directory temp15 to whatever name you want. The VirtualU program icon is shown below. If you downloaded the demo movie, just double click it to play it.
    Look for the file named virtualu.exe and double click it to run the program. The virtualu.exe icon looks like the icon below. You can add a shortcut to this icon if U want.
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    To run the demo movie, download demo1.zip, unzip it and then run it by double clicking the file demo1.mpg.
    To uninstall VirtualU then just delete the folder that contains it.
    VirtualU is portable and it changes nothing in your computer except grab and replace processing memory.
    We suggest that you use a standard, independent unzip program like 7Zip instead of the Windows unzipper so that you don't get any propietary, unintentially misleading and unnecessary messages from Windows. Such messages are the result of the simple and innocent fact that VirtualU doesn't yet have a purchased digital signature license. VirtualU is copyrighted and safe to use.
    Most of all, VirtualU is fun and useful.
    The VirtualU demo movie on YouTube named virtualu does not mention the fact that now all of the capabilities of VirtualU2 are in the download version of VirtualU.
    If you have any problems then contact the author of VirtualU at: virtualucomments@gmail.com
    We apologize for any bugs that you may run into while using VirtualU. This program is constantly being improved and bugs are corrected immediately as soon as they are found. As of this writing no known bugs exist but it's always possible that we may have missed one or two. Please see the note in the section "Recent developmental history of VirtualU" below.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    VirtualU makes standalone movies or can join each project movie clip as a scene to a movie under construction.
    A special feature allows the joining of any voice track to a custom cartoon character (talking head) who speaks with that voice and who can look like any person.
    VirtualU joins movies end to end or can sandwich them together into a 3D movie. An unlimited number of movies can be inside other movies.
    A wide range of video formats can be imported and all imported videos, pictures and text can be dragged and positioned within the capture area either as transparencies or non-transparencies. Using the recording and converting features, VirtualU can make AVI, MPG, MP4, MOV and WMV movies.
    Your finished movies can include the movement of pictures, videos and text by means of four object movement recording features. The Freehand object movement recording page allows you to record a very smooth freehand movement of objects using a mouse, your finger or a stylus by means of the Touchscreen feature.
    VirtualU can import any video frame rate (decimal or integer) up to and including 30 fps and it can make mono, stereo or silent movies. Videos with different frame rates can be in the same movie together. Any imported video can be looped or joined section by section to another movie under construction.
    VirtualU can also clean audio tracks, mix audio tracks, join audio to video and extract audio from video. You can convert any video to a different format, add a fadein or fadeout to a video, dissolve two movies together, extract the frames from a video, create a video from frames, join movies together, resize videos and lighten or darken them. 
    This package includes a detailed, graphic tutorial, an extensive help menu as well as other external programs that are available to the user at any time. The program has been extensively tested during a period of more than six years. If you have any comments or suggestions, the author can be reached at: fingalmcginnis@gmail.com
    VirtualU can directly make MPGs and AVIs up to the screen size of the computer. Other features in the program can enlarge videos to any desired size while maintaining perfect aspect ratio proportions.

                                                                                            
                                                    Terms And Conditions
    Errors and omissions excepted, you may use, copy and distribute VirtualU1, otherwise known as VirtualU, freely as you wish, though this does not apply to VirtualU2.
    This software is provided by the copyright holder, author and contributors "as is" and any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright holder be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.
                                                                                        
    The above statements being said, the author has spent years creating and testing VirtualU literally thousands of times and is confident that the program will run well on any Windows platform.

                                      Recent developmental history of VirtualU
    Note: If you downloaded the version that you have before the most recent date shown below then the version you have is not the most updated, corrected version. If you ever restart your computer while VirtualU is running or if you shut it down by any means other than by closing the opening page then VirtualU may not run correctly the next time that you use it. If VirtualU ever seems to not function correctly then start it up, close it immediately and then restart it which will have the effect of resetting it correctly.

                                                          Dec. 9, 2016.
    *Several obscure but potentially serious bugs have been fixed. 
    *There have been some problems with VirtualU not shutting down properly. If this happens, press Ctrl+Alt+Del to open the Windows Task Manager so you can close it there. After that, save all data, files etc. that are important to keep and then reboot your computer because the incomplete closing of VirtualU may have caused a memory leak which a reboot will fix.
    The problem above should be fixed by now and testing confirms this. If the problem should happen again, please let the author know so that it will be further addressed: fingalmcginnis@gmail.com
    *VirtualU has no memory leaks.
    *New features have been added to the Custom page Tools menu. (Resizing and changing the brightness of a video)
                                                           Dec. 10, 2016
    The closing program problem reappeared so the closing procedures were redesigned, which should fix the problem. The download file virtualu.exe contained in temp15.zip has been updated, extensively tested and is the best functioning version.
                                                            Dec. 24, 2016    
    Major strides have been made in improving VirtualU and the current download is a whole new and better program. This is the one!
    I'm continuing to improve the movie-making program VirtualU and the newest and best version is available for download as shown below. I realized after the fact that previous versions weren't up to snuff and I'm sorry about that. As I work on VirtualU and use it, I find ways to improve it. The current version has no known bugs, no memory leaks, is much more user-friendly and the tutorial has been updated.
    This version is so much better than the others. Project build times are more than three times faster and instead of displaying a mere wait message to the user, each major build process now has its own progressbar that actually shows the progress of each process. Now you don't have to go back and forth between various pages or press extra buttons in order to do build and update frames. I think VirtualU has potential.
    This has been a real, long learning curve for me and again I'm sorry if anyone got a version that was cumbersome, slow and/problematic. This is the One! Of course, there's always the chance that I missed something but if I do then I'll fix it and apologize for it. I always do and I'm almost always still working on VirtualU and other stuff. Eventually no bugs will remain and that's the way it is as far as I know. Much agony went into this program. It can do a lot and it's much more convenient to use. I'm surprised at how excited I am and it's Lazarus.

                                                            Jan. 6, 2017
    Many changes and improvements have been made to VirtualU since the last set of changes. The current download version is the best ever and is more reliable, much faster and easier to use. VirtualU can even handle 'bad' files properly without problem.
    Every major process in the program now has its own progressbar so you don't have to sit there wondering when something will finish. Other improvements are too numerous to mention but they all make VirtualU a better program.
    It's a nice little program. Surely not many, if any other program can 'sandwich' videos together like VirtualU can.
    It's now very close to what it's supposed to be.
    The only bugs (minor bugs) currently known: 1. When the alternative capture method was used to make an avi with the capture area set at 110x120, the movie was bad. When the capture area was changed to 120x140, the movie came out perfect. 2. The brown-skinned cartoon character on the Accessories palatte erroneously stays in front of other accessories that  he should be behind, like hair.
    VirtualU can make AVIs that have transparent frames!

                                                           Jan. 14, 2017
     I'm continuing to improve the movie-making program VirtualU and the newest and best version is available for download as shown below. As I work on VirtualU and use it, I find ways to improve it.

    This version is so much better than the others. Project build times are more than three times faster and instead of displaying a mere wait message to the user, each major build process now has its own progressbar. Now you don't have to go back and forth between various pages or press multiple buttons in sequence in order to do builds.

    No memory leaks or known bugs
    More user-friendly - can handle 'bad' files
    New features and options for the user
    Progressbars for all major file and build operations
    Program is more reliable, efficient and stable
    Builds are much faster
    Updated tutorial

                                                            Jan. 17, 2017
    Fixed a very obscure but potentially serious bug in VirtualU. The current version has this fix. This bug allowed a .BMP picture file, falsely labeled/named as an .MPG file, to be loaded and sent on to the build process where it would crash the program.

                                                             May 4, 2017
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download. This program can now do so much more. A few small things were fixed, such as the fact that the Help files weren't read only! (Duh) and the program is packed full of some great new and useful features.      
    The current download version of VirtualU has the new features shown below. A new World Of The Future 'TV' show that was made with the new version is also now available for viewing. Among other events and highlights, this show displays the new features of VirtualU. Go to Fingal McGinnis at Youtube to watch and hear all three shows.
    VirtualU, or VirtualU1 (the current download version) doesn't have everything that VirtualU2 has but a willingness to do a few
extra steps enables VirtualU1 to do almost anything that VirtualU2 can do. It's all there if needed. For example, the Freehand method can be used with the new Zoom In unit to enter and exit the capture area. Also, a Freehand or Zoom picture movement can be captured into a movie and then that movie can be imported into the project and used with an unlimited number of other Freehand/Zoom operations on different imports. (The zooming in can be turned off resulting in object movement w/o zooming.)
*Show/Hide center lines (all ver.) - Horiz., vert., and diagonal lines can be shown in capture area to aid in alignment of imports.
*Aspect Ratio/Proportion calculator (all ver.) - Gets correct width & height settings for videos that you want to resize.
*Add a fadein and/or a fadeout to a movie (all ver.) - Puts a fadein and/or a fadeout into an existing movie.
*Create a dissolve between two movies (all ver.) - Adds a dissolve to the midpoint of 2 movies.
*Resize a video feature - This menu item has been corrected and improved.
*Save first or last frame - (Playback/Recording scr.) Saves the first or last frame from a movie about to be made.
*New Help sections - Contains new information and Help sections for all the new features.
*Updated Tutorial - Showing changes to VirtualU (VirtualU1) and VirtualU2 (not yet available).
*Zoom In button - Zoom unit (all ver.) - Provides 3 ways to zoom into movies & pictures.
*Diagonal unit (VirtualU2) - Provides diag., horiz., vert. movie & picture movement.
*Freehand object movement (all ver.) - Your mouse records movie and picture movements.

    If you've already run VirtualU and you weren't impressed, please take another look. This is the one! It's so much better. The previous version is crude compared to the current download but I promise you that I didn't realize that before. Only recently while fine tuning this program did I see some important things and make changes that really make a difference. I've really been working hard on this. Some of you are correct that VirtualU looks rather retro, deco and plain but it gets the job done and I don't have the time to more it 'slick' looking right now. I'm concentratin on making sure that the program works as efficiently and fast as possible even with complex projects. It's like a used car that has a fine motor. That motor is Lazarus et al.

                                                         June 7, 2017
    Substantial changes have recently been made to VirtualU and the current download version is better than ever as the following list shows.
    1. All processes which previously had no progress bars now display command prompt windows which show the progress of each operation as well as providing the user with an opportunity to halt each operation.
    2. New feature: The menu item "Audio\Remove soundtrack from video" allows the removal of audio tracks from videos.
    3. Most audio operations have been put into their own section in the menu item "Audio" on the Custom page.
    4. Problems with the Change Processing Speed page have been fixed.
    5. New feature: The menu item "Tools\Extract frames from a video" enables the user to extract all or some of the frames from a video.
    6. New feature: The menu item "Tools\Create movie from frames" enables the user to build a movie from PNG, BMP and JPB still picture frames.
    7. The Custom page menu item "Tools\Convert from one video format to another" was not quite correct in the previous version but it has been completely overhauled and corrected so that now it's perfect. This feature now shows with charts and other information exactly what the conversion choices and limitations are and considers formats, frame rates as well as specifically the fact that some conversions aren't possible when the size dimensions (width and/or height) of a video to be converted are not equally divisible by 2.
    8. Some problems with the Film Options page were fixed in regard to converting imports.
    9. You can now load your own background picture on the Playback/Recording screen (form126).

                                                       June 11, 2017
    Some of the videos that VirtualU was making were either too light or too dark but these problems have been fixed and the current download version has those corrections.

                                                        June 15, 2017
    The Custom page menu item "Tools\Resize a video" was not working correctly for AVI, MP4 and MOV videos that needed to be resized but this process has been changed so that it's now correct.
    A few other miscellaneous small bugs were fixed. This is a work in progress and though that process is mostly finished, little things appear from time to time that need to be corrected and they have been corrected. No known bugs currently exist but in the future it may become apparent that certain sequences or operations may reveal new errors. If so, they will probably be problems that most users will not encounter but nevertheless they will be fixed.
    Not much useful feedback is received so the fine tuning process will have to proceed without that feedback.
    VirtualU is becoming a better program as time goes by and it will continue to become better and better. - Author

                                                        Sept. 19, 2017
    A new version of the Lazarus movie-making program VirtualU is available at the download site below.  Various problems were discovered and corrected. Numerous features have been added and many problems were fixed including:
    1. The video playback method using MPlayer has been significantly redesigned. Now a left click while in Quick Play mode plays all videos in Windows XP and the clicked video in all other Windows versions.
    2. The Z-Order of all cartoon images used from the Accessories palette now function like any other video, picture and text. Some problems involved with the Z-Order levels have been corrected.
    3. All imported videos and pictures can now be deleted by name en mass easily and quickly.
    4. Size limitations for AVI movies have been removed. AVI movies of almost any size can now be made.
    5. Big bug fixed: I discovered that the "Choose by frame" method on the "Extract all or some frames from a video" page does not work correctly if the video has a soundtrack. If this method is chosen then a message now warns the user about this and suggests using one of the other two methods if the video has a sound track.
    6. The feature that adds each project as a scene to a movie under construction has been improved. The program now precisely builds the audio file separately as the movie is built and then joins them when construction is ended.
    7. In addition to dragging, a new feature on the Custom page (The main work station) positions videos and pictures numerically. This feature is useful when an object needs to be exactly positioned or moved only a few pixels.
    8. The Tutorial and Help files have been updated.
    9. A new feature on the Playback/Recording screen provides much more control in how audio files are recorded and how movie and audio files are played. Playback methods include TMplayerControl, Windows Media Player and VirtualU's frame player.
    10. Some issues involving brightness levels of the movies made by VirtualU have been resolved.
    11. VirtualU now detects what version of Windows from Windows 95 up to 8.1 is being used and makes adjustments accordingly. I could not find a way for the program to detect Windows 10 but this isn't a problem.
    12. A new feature was added that now offers two ways to join MPGs together. Method 1 is for run of the mill joining tasks and Method 2 is for joining 'lip sync' videos together with an audio precision of 5/10,000 sec. Now the user can just drop movies into a movie under construction.
    13. A new feature was added that allows the user to quickly get the exact duration of a video. If you've worked with videos alot then you know that the recorded duration (meta file) of a  video is often slightly wrong more than 50% of cases so this feature will be quite useful.
    14. A pause button and a continuous play button have be added as new Quick Play tools.
    Too many things too numerous to mention were improved, fixed and/or added to.

    I have discovered that big differences exist between Windows XP and other Windows versions in particular categories. Windows 10 is much less forgiving than XP and much work was needed to make the program compatible to both versions as well as hopefully in addition to those versions in between 'em.
    Unsurprisingly, VirtualU works much faster on a machine with ample memory. Various processes in Windows 10 work faster or slower than in Windows XP but for the most part Windows 10 is better and faster. 
    I also discovered that processes involving brightness levels works differently between the two versions. Windows 10 requires far fewer adjustmenst in the different movie formats than Windows XP, which some folks still use.
    I was very disappointed to discover that only one instance of MPlayer can be used at any given time when using Windows 10 despite all my considerable efforts to overcome this limitation. Windows XP allows multiple movies to be played at the same time when using MPlayer.
    VirtualU is a work in progress and it continues to be fine tuned, improved and made more useful. Occasionally overlooked problems and bugs like the one described in item 5 are discovered and fixed though almost all of them are minor and the number of them becomes fewer and less serious as time goes by.
    This program is very large, complex and I don't get much feedback so I have to weed out all of the problems now by just using it and testing it. Except for a few minor bugs that still may be lurking, it's working great.
    The work takes time and I can't do everything at once, as any of you who have authored a considerable program know.
    This program is starting to shine and should reflect well on Lazarus.
    A new TouTube show named show5 that was made with VirtualU is available at: Search YouTube for : Fingal McGinnis. This is the most precise, best show of all and Lazarus is mentioned in the end credits.
    Thanks again, Lazarus.

                                                       October 4, 2017
    New feature added: The Custom page menu item "Audio\Edit, trim or pad audio file" allows the beginning or end of an audio file to be precisely padded with silence as well as allowing the beginning or end of an audio file to be trimmed.
    New feature added: The Custom page menu item "Audio\Convert audio file to a different format" allows an audio file to be converted to a different format (extension).

                                                         December 19, 2017
    We're excited to mention an update of the Lazarus movie-making editing program VirtualU. What was intended to be a minor update which we weren't even going to announce turned into an almost completely new program update with a bunch of new stuff.     The current download has all of these new features: 
    1. A bug that caused the End Quick Play button to not reappear correctly was fixed.
    2. Fixed a bug that caused unneeded conversion file copies to be made.
    3. Fixed some other minor bugs related to particular, unusual sequences of events.
    4. Touchscreen has been added to the Freehand Recording Screen so now the user can drag objects around the capture area
with a mouse or with his or her finger. Using Touchscreen instead of the mouse results in much smoother movements. This feature should work on all Windows Touchscreen devices from XP on up (if XP can use Touchscreen technology, which appears to be true) but it has only been actually tested on Windows 10.
    5. A diagonal object movement page is now included in the download version and provides movement at any angle from any place to any place.
    6. An automatic object movement page is now included in the download version. This page provides a wide range of controls
and options to precisely move objects horizontally and vertically.
    7. Instead of having only one object in any given project being capable of exiting the capture area during recordings,
the user can now use the free download version to move up to seven objects in any given project. If the user wants more than seven objects moving in a single project then all he or she has to do would be to make a movie with those seven moving objects, delete the current objects, import the movie just made and then add up to seven more object movements. For example:
    picture1.bmp - Use Zoom to move the picture into the capture area from the right and stop in the center.
    video1.mpg - Use Zoom to move the video into the capture area from the left and stop just inside the capture area.
    StaticText1 - Use Zoom to move the text into the capture area from the bottom and stop just inside the capture area.
    picture2.jpg - Use Zoom to move the picture into the capture area from the top and stop just inside the capture area.
    video2.avi - Use the Freehand Object Movement screen to weave the video around in the captue area.
    StaticText2 - Use the Automatic Object Movement panel to have the text enter from the left, pause and exit to the right.
    picture3.png - Use the Diagonal Object Movement screen to have the picture pass at an angle into and out of the capture area.
   
    The effect of having layered pictures, videos and text in the movies made by VirtualU simulates 3D movies quite nicely.
    We felt that we were being a bit stingy with the few object movement options available in the free download version of VirtualU and we wanted to showcase some features which up to now have lain inert inside the code so the program now provides much more object movement options.
    The touchscreen feature in VirtualU is unique in that a left mouse click on an object (pix, video, text) is required before the object can be finger (or stylus) dragged. It was made this way so that this feature would most likely work on all Touchscreen devices using Windows XP and above. The programming was thus hampered by the fact that the Windows API message WM_TOUCH is only available on Windows 7 and above so alternative strategies were needed. 
    What this all boils down to is that problems were caused by the fact that the touchscreen feature in VirtualU can't recognize and process a touch in either a TImage mousedown procedure or in the Windows Callback function though it can recognize a finger drag or a finger up in both the procedure and the callback.
    The touchscreen feature sends all touches and gestures to the mouse instead of being processed separately and those signals do not include a finger down message.

    We also finally realized that the most recent Youtube video made by VirtualU has such poor text is because the uploaded video didn't proportionally match one of Youtube's format sizes. Duh. Youtube went and changed their broadcast size from 320x240 to a larger size and that caught us off guard. Of course larger sizes mean longer recording times but a great thing about VirtualU is that in many cases U can use VirtualU to record a small sized movie and then use a different VirtualU feature to enlarge that video to Youtube's broadcast size or larger. If the proportions of the small video match the larger video then the small video can be enlarged with good results in quality. The VirtualU Aspect Ratio/Proportion calculator quickly and accurately tells the user what size dimensions to use for the small video.
    You should see the new Freehand, Automatic and Diagonal Object Movement features do their thing. They are something strange to see.
    We still sometimes find bugs in the program though they are becoming rare and dependent upon unlikely sequences of peculiar user operations. It's simple and fun to use though it can do much, sometimes more than meets first impressions.
    It's becoming a cliche or slogan that VirtualU has provides lots of workaround solutions and multiple options at each step of the way.
    It's pretty accurate, too. Some parts are accurate within a few 10,000 ths of a second and if directed to never lose or add a frame to a video then the program will do that.
    VirtualU announces up front that all the third party programs used externally are available to the user, making players of all the programs and programmers involved and distributing their programs to a wider public.
    No programmer wants his or her program to be obscure, unknown and unused.
    It's also a good tech plan to package VirtualU with certain external programs in certain ways in order to achieve certain goals. After all, VirtualU is a substantial program in its own right which took six years to make but to write a program that does everything that VirtualU and the external programs do would take 20 years to finish and then it would be obsolete. It's good to have your name on a finished and capable program.
    The current download version is the prototype of VirtualU which means that it's a reasonably well functioning program that may contain rarely encountered idiosyncrasies that are not yet discovered.
    No known bugs currently exist.
    Best wishes, all praise and Merry Christmas to Lazarus.

                                                  December 21, 2017
    Right after the previous update on Dec. 19 we went back to work on the Freehand Touchscreen object movement section so as to improve it. This section in the current download version of VirtualU is now reliable and finger dragging is smooth and problem free.
    In the previous version, all finger drags would start out with a jump which could only be muted by dragging the object quickly or by starting the drag outside of the capture area. This idiosyncrasy has been fixed and finger or sylus drags in the current download version are now perfect from start to finish.
    It remains true that every finger drag must be preceded by a left mouse down click but the silver lining here is that this left mouse click also allows the user to choose the location (handle) on the object from which to drag the object. It's very important for the user to have this choice on occasions when the object is very large and the user has to choose a particular place on the object in order to drag it to some desired location in or out of the capture area.
    In case you're interested, an object (picture, video, text) moves around the capture during a project playback or recording by means of a text file made during an object movement recording. The reason that a Freehand Touchscreen finger drag formerly jumped at the start of the drag was because in the file list of XY pixel coordinates there was a gap between the unlisted coordinates at the start of the drag and the coordinates at the point where the text recording begins.
    In other words, finger drag recordings lagged behind or were delayed somehow. If you experiment a bit by doing both a mouse and finger drag then you'll see the differences between them.
    I decided to try and put in a cheap, cowardly but fast fix by thinking outside the box. Since I didn't know what the cause of the problem was and thus didn't have a coding solution, I decided to simply (hopefully) pad the gap at the beginning of the faulty file with the missing XY numbers. The code does get some preliminary information from the first few lines of the original faulty recording. This info includes the movement direction, if any, of X and Y as well as the amount of average increase or decrease.
    Finger drags now appear to be completely satisfactory, with no jumps and lurches at the start of finger drags.
    It was like fixing an orange with an apple.
    All very satisfying 'ectually.

    As always when using Touchscreen, keep your monitor screen and finger clean .cause you don't know where that finger's been, hah, hah. Happy holidays to Lazarus.

    On a different subject, in the previous version a bug in the Automatic object movement feature caused recorded rightward and downward movements from a greater negative number to a lesser negative number to incorrectly move at the project duration instead of automatically resetting the duration to the appropriate setting.
This bug has been fixed and now the program does what you tell it to do.

                                                        January 2, 2018
    A minor bug was found which caused Form248 to sometimes mistakenly appear. This form notifies the user when an object that has an object movement recording associated with it has been dragged away from its original position.
    This bug has been fixed and the current download contains the fix.
    We also fixed some previously undetected bugs that would appear whenever the Custom page (the main working page) was closed and restarted.

                                                        January 3, 2018
    A bug that caused all imported pictures, videos and text other than the first imported picture or video to not operate correctly when using the Freehand object movement method was fixed.

                                                         January 5, 2018
    Improved the appearance of the Custom page (form5) and made some other minor improvements.

                                                         January 6, 2018
    In previous versions the Run Video Alone option on the Playback/Recording page (Form126) would run all videos that have an object movement recording instead of running only one selected video but the code for this option has been changed so that this option in the current download version now indeed plays only one selected video regardless of any object movement recordings.

                                                          January 8, 2018
    Did some other minor chores regarding the menu item "Tools\Lighten or darken a video" and considerably improved the Quick Play process on the Custom page.
    Also made some major changes to the Playback/Recording page and the Film Options page that should improve their performance and reliability.

                                                          January 9, 2018
    In previous versions the Pause Q. Play button on the Custom page would pause the playback but when the project duration or the duration of the longest video was reached the playback would stop instead of remaining paused. This minor bug has been fixed so that this button will now keep all videos paused until the Resume Q. Play button is pressed.
    A bug was fixed that sometimes prevented the Clip Type Change button on the Film Options page from changing to AVI if the capture size was greater than 76,800 pixels.
    We also added more information to the Help files.

                                                          January 10, 2018
    In previous versions when the Capture Image button on the Custom page was pressed and the Save button on the save form (form25) was pressed which would open a save dialog page, the program would sometimes crash if the save dialog page was closed or cancelled without saving the image. This bug has been fixed.
    The program was again checked for any memory leaks but none were found, thank goodness.

                                                           January 14, 2018
    Some videos made at a few particular sizes just don't seem to look right or play correctly. It's not so much the width and height measurments that are responsible, but the ratios produced from them. It's not always easy to know beforehand what unusual ratios will make a good movie.
    Until now. A new button labeled Teach VirtualU on the Playback/Recording screen now makes that task easier. If you press this button before or immediately after a recording is made then after the first playback of that recorded movie a prompt will ask you if the playback was good or bad. Your stored responses in conjunction with other existing analytical tools help VirtualU to catch problems and inform you before they happen .
    Also strengthened up various parts of the program and did some other maintenance and chores.

                                                             January 17, 2018
    Added a new feature to the Custom page Projects menu and a button on the Playback/Recording page that quickly shows all of the current project settings. When information about the project is needed quickly then this feature will spare the user the inconvenient need to close whatever the current page is, open the Film Options page, get the info and then go back to the original working page.

                                                              January 18,2018 
    Fixed a bug that caused the program to potentially crash because of the following steps: Selected "Project\Create and build external movie", recorded the movie but cancelled the save and then selected "Project\Stop building external movie".
    By the way reader, don't be alarmed or surprised that we list here all changes to the progrtam in addition to showing all the bugs that have been found (and fixed).
    Not many problems remain with VirtualU at this late stage in the game. VirtualU's current status is that of being a prototype, which means that it's a reasonably well functioning program and you shouldn't have any problems using it if you follow normal procedures and allow each process to finish before doing something else.
    All the hard part of creating this program is done (knock on wood) and it was very hard indeed.
    Words can't describe the angst involved in making this program.
    Many parts of the program have recently been strengthed and improved 
    Numerous new and useful features have been added.
    After six years of effort, now it's time for the fun part.
    The fine tuning and just generally playing with VirtualU, trying to make it screw up in the hunt for bugs.
    Considering all that VirtualU can do, some currently undiscovered bugs may exist but if this is true then it's also true that such bugs as the one above could only be encountered by very obscure, odd user-moves

                                                               January 19, 2018
    VirtualU can record and play AVI and MPG movies at most capture area dimension sizes and aspect proportions, but not all. The movie sizes that VirtualU will record and play:
        1. All MPG movie even-numbered sizes with no sound track on WindowsXP - Windows10.
        2. Most MPG movie even-numbered sizes with a sound track on all Windows OS above WindowsXP.
        3. Most AVI movie even-numbered sizes with or without a sound track on WindowsXP - Windows10.
        4. All MPGs with at least one odd size dimension (ex: 250x125) on WindowsXP - Windows10.
        5. All MPG sizes with or without audio on WindowsXP.
        6. Most AVI sizes with or without audio on WindowsXP.
        7. All AVI and MPG standard size videos with or without audio on WindowsXP - Windows10.
    As you can see in regard to MPGs, the presence or absence of an audio track can make a difference. For example, if you must use a very odd size MPG but VirtualU rejects that size because of an activated audio track then if possible you should record the movie without a sound track and then use "Audio\Add a soundtrack to a movie" to join the audio to the movie after it's made.     
    In accordance with these facts, the current download version now does things a bit differently than previous versions (Each date in this document represents changes to VirtualU). VirtualU now keeps a list of all sizes that 'should' record and play an AVI or MPG movie successfully. All the standard sizes that VirtualU can do are on the list in addition to some non-standard sizes. When used in conjunction automatically with user input through the Teach VirtualU button on the Playback/Recording page, this list is updated with some sizes being added and some removed. This list is named sizelist.txt and it can be found in the same main folder that VirtualU is in. You can replace the default list with your own if your file is a textfile, you save it as sizelist.txt and the numbers on your list are shown printed and formatted in the same way as the default sizelist.txt. On the default list AVI sizes are followed by an "a" and MPG sizes are followed by an "m".
    Eventually, with regular or occasional user input, the list will contain almost all of the sizes that VirtualU can do. When the Make Movie button on the Playback/Recording page is pressed, this list is used in conjunction with a code filter to determine if the current capture size dimensions will or will not successfully make and play the movie about to be made. Thus, if the width and height of the movie about to be made fail to pass the filter and list tests then the program displays a message warning that the proposed movie probably won't record and/or play correctly after the recording. By the same token, if the program displays no such message then the movie about to be made will almost certainly record and play the proposed movie successfully.
    If the Teach VirtualU button is pressed before or just after a recording then after the first and only the first playback of that movie a prompt will ask if the movie played okay or not, The responses to these prompts determine if the list needs an update.
    An odd thing that we noticed in experimentation with different size movies is the fact that on some occasions a newly made movie would play from inside VirtualU just fine but yet would not play from its folder. The reverse of that scenario would also happen: A newly made movie would play from the folder but not from VirtualU. We do not think it's a "Can't open file because it's being used by another program" kind of issue.

                                                               January 24, 2018
    We have some other concerns to attend to so for 2 or 3 months we probably won't make any major changes to VirtualU unless we find some glaring problem but we are pleased to mention a few changes that are in the current download version.
    The current download version can now import and make movies as large as 656x386 or its equivalent in pixels.
    This size range includes a movie size of 640x360 which is the default broadcast size of Youtube players.
    This means that the capture area could be switched back and forth between 320x180 and 640x360 videos while maintaining the same proportions.
    For example, if you need speed and the capture area won't include a whole lot of stuff then you could record at 320x180. If on the other hand the capture area needs to include lots of stuff that can't be fit into the smaller capture size then you could instead make a project movie at 640x360. The 640x360 could be perfectly resized to 320x180 or vice versa.
    A new button on the Playback/Recording page is titled Hide Items. This button hides some of the text and components so that all of a very wide capture area can be seen.
    A new menu item, "Projects\Extend custom screen right border" widens the custom view screen so that more of wide pictures and all of a very wide capture area can be seen.
    The Tutorial and Help files have been updated as much as possible to reflect all of the recent changes.
    Did some more work on text file banner dragging operations which resulted in big improvements in text dragging operations.
    Also made some other improvements here and there throughout the program.  

                                                                January 25, 2018
    Well, a few glaring problems were found with Quick Play and some other stuff which were mainly caused by all the new recent changes made in the program. Sometimes a change in one place of the program can affect stuff in another place. Some new items were added to the Custom page Project menu and to the Playback/Recording page. Some of the buttons on the Custom page have been relocated.
    These problems were fixed and VirtualU seems to be functioning superbly.

                                                                  January 26, 2018
    A small but annoying bug that erroneously caused the message "Please select Project\Custom movie screen-Try again" to appear when importing a video was fixed. Once again this is related to the recent new stuff that was added to the program. VirtualU is a new program so not many people know about it which means that I don't get much feedback on it. Thus I must find all the errors myself and this takes time.

                                                                   January 27, 2018
    We completely redesigned and overhauled the Quick Play player system and we're happy to report that it's running better than it ever has. We hope that we won't ever have to work on it again.
    The Quick Play feature now actually plays all loaded videos the first time, every time if that's what is desired when using Windows XP. Quick Play uses MPlayer which uses video panels called MPlayerControls and we discovered that all videos play every time if one of those controls is a picture.
    We may make some small changes to VirtualU in the future but we also hope that it's basically finished except for 'window dressing' stuff and other little chores.
    Windows indeed.

                                                                    January, 28, 2018
    We made some improvements on the new feature that extends the borders of the custom viewing area so it shouldn't be vulnerable to any bugs related to picture, video and text dragging. We're sure about that so that's all wrapped up.
    We couldn't resist adding a new feature to the Project menu before we have to focus on other stuff for 2 or three months or so, no more than that. The program already allows the top and left viewing borders to be unlocked and this new feature allows the right and bottom borders to be unlocked also, but in a different way.
    Unlocked borders allow picture, video and text media to be dragged over them instead of sliding under 'em. This new feature is closely coded, linked and partnered together with the border extension feature (wider viewing area). 
    One huge bonus about being able to unlock the right and bottom borders in addition to the top and left borders involves the Quick Play video playback feature. In all prior download versions which didn't unlock the right and bottom borders, a Quick Play playback of any existing media located under the red right or bottom borders would play at an undesirable reduced size instead of it's true size. Thus and in addition to bonus 1 is another huge bonus which is the fact that the width and height of the VIEWING AREA has no size limit!
    Of course, the largest capture area is 656x386.
    When you're making a VirtualU project AVI or MPG there is no need for huge movies which take more processing time because VirtualU allows you to reduce or enlarge with high quality even huge videos very fast in a separate menu item in Tools, courtesy of the external program in the main directory named ffmpeg.
    The rule of thumb is to to always use standard size videos (re: Youtube) whenever possible to keep that quality and also to make as few movie generations as possible and to use dimensions that both can halved or doubled evenly when you're dealing with even numbered widths and heights. Odd numbered dimensions are a different, less restricted case. 
    By the way, VirtualU functions fine even on 512mb machines though it's load dependent, which means that it works at a reasonable speed if there aren't too many other programs competing for small memory resources.
    It works great on everything between and including Windows XP through Windows 10.
    Whew! We're excited and pleased with all the new changes but we're also glad that the prototype is basically done and running fine.

                                                                        January 29, 2018 5:30 am
    Immediately after uploading the previous version we found and fixed a bug that caused the width of text, movies and pictures to be erroneously clipped: If the right and bottom borders are unlocked and "Project\Default movie screen" is selected while the right and bottom borders were unlocked then upon a return to the extended view any picture etc. that formerly extended beyond the right or bottom border would appear clipped when dragged. This has been fixed.

                                                                       January 29, 2018 2:26 pm
    Oops, found another bug.  If "Project\Show default screen" is selected, hiding some media outside the small default viewing area which then appears and then "Project\Unlock right and bottoms borders" is selected, the correctly hidden media then incorrectly appears. The current download contains the fis.
    We apologize for this error that slipped our attention. We will play with the program for a day or two to make sure that nothing else like this exists.

                                                                       January 30, 2018
    Found another bug that caused imported media to disappear when going from the default view screen to the custom screen if  the right border is extended. We sincerely believe that this is the last error associated with the recent changes.
    The current download contains the fix.

                                                                       January, 31, 2018
    We found another weird bug but we don't feel bad about this one because we believe that it isn't the fault of the program or programmer. We were able to sidestep the problem but we could never solve this anomaly.
    Its origin is unknown but this bug has no relationship whatsoever with the code and there is no logical esplanation for its existence. It's a fluke caused by the compiler, Windows or something else.
    The bug scenario: The right border is extended and a wide video is already loaded. "File\Import video" is again selected which displays an opendialog window. If the filename is typed in and then the Open button is pressed then everything is fine and dandy but if the filename is double clicked in the opendialog list of filenames then for some unknown reason the width of the wide video already loaded is erroneously shortened.
    We couldn't solve this problem so now the program automatically retracts the right border at an earlier stage than was previously done when loading any video. If the user then cancels the loading of the video then the custom screen border automatically extends back out to the way it was before loading a video.
    The current download contains the fix for this rather obscure and bizarre bug.
    It's odd that a bug like this would appear at this late stage of the game. We expect that our next report will simply be a statement that the program is bug free and working fine. Thank yer.

                                                                      January 31, 2018 (later that day)
    Made some small changes to the program to make sure that it deleted some temporary files. No bugs to report.

                                                                     February 2, 2018
    No bugs to report.

                                                                     February 4, 2018
    Found and fixed a small bug: If the default view screen of the custom page shows and an import is right clicked to show the popup menu and then the Accessories button is clicked, the outline of the popup menu erroneously is still seen.
    The current download version is free of this bug.
    Also changed the text on the Get The Exact Duration Of A Video page.

                                                                      March 10, 2018
    Found a minor bug: If the right border is extended and the right and bottom borders are locked and if an object movement recording is made with a media object (text,picture,video) and that object is dragged to a new location then the previous versions of VirtualU would incorrectly resize the object.
    Found an error: A text example is supposed to be directly below the Words Spoken In Soundtrack box but the previous version didn't have it.
    Both problems have been fixed and the current download version has the fixes.

                                                                       March 11, 2018
    We discovered that the changes above caused incorrect resizing of certain repositioned images when in the custom view while the right border was NOT extended. This problems is now fixed in the current download version and we promise that no more problems will arise from these recent changes.

                                                                       March 12, 2018
    We found another glaring but rather obscure bug caused by the above changes. This bug involved the mouse dragging of objects that have an object movement associated with them while using the default viewing screen. We apologize but the silver linings here are that this should be the last bug of this type and it was found and fixed quickly.
    We also improved the appearance of several buttons on the Custom page.
    The current download version has all of these latest improvements and no known major problems currently exist.

                                                                       March 12, 2018
    We found another obscure but serious bug though we don't feel too bad about it because it's not all our fault or under our control. We were able to find a solution. This bug involved the erroneous appearance of form248 in addition to the erroneous positioning of some loaded object import just after trying to load a new picture or video import. Form248 asks the user if he or she wants to reposition a recently dragged object that has an object movement recording.
    To fully illustrate just how obscure this bug was, all of the following conditions would have to be true and done in the sequence shown below for this bug to happen when trying to import a new picture or video.
    1. An operating system other than WindowsXP is being used.
    2. A picture or video object import with an object movement recording is dragged and then repositioned after being correctly prompted by the program.
    3. Some other picture, video or text is then left clicked but not dragged.
    4. An attempt is made to import a new picture or video. When the file open dialog page appears, the chosen file is double clicked instead of being loaded by pressing the Open button after typing in the file name.
    5. The computer screen location of the double click is directly over the recently repositioned object.
    What this all boils down to is the possibility that a slight anomaly in the open dialoge page involves the double clicking of a chosen file. We don't currently have access to that code so we had to find another way to fix the problem, which we did. The current download has the fix.
    As stated before, any possible undiscovered bugs still remaining in the program are probably obscure and likely to be encountered only after certain specific, lengthly sequences of user actions are done in some specific order. You probably won't encounter these obscure bugs but they will always be fixed after they are found.
    It seems that we have recently found a number of bugs, one after the other again and again. Most of them are related to recent program changes but at least they have been found and fixed rather quickly. We think it's unlikely that any serious problems remain but of course we will continue to run VirtualU and make it better and better.

                                                                      March 12, 2018
    Right after the previous version was uploaded we discovered that a test button erroneously remained on the Custom page. It was just an oversight on our part. The current download is currect and doesn't have that test button.
    We will continue to evaluate VirtualU and will report any bugs. We're looking for a week or two in which no new bugs are discovered and when that happens we will report it.

                                                                      March 12, 2018
    We're ashamed to admit it but we found another bug right after uploading the previous version. This bug was the erroneous appearance of the words "no move" or "moved" in the Movie Body Text edit box after left clicking either of the first two imports. This was another test thing that should have been deleted. It was a mistake that anyone could have made so please blame it on our current workload. The current version is correct.
    Whew!

                                                                       March 13, 2018
    We found a minor bug that caused imported pictures or movies that extended under the locked custom view bottom border to extend errorneously above the border whenever returning to the custom view from the default view or when the right border was retracted/extended.
    We also found errorneous height resizings when going to the custom view from the default if the right and bottom borders were unlocked or locked from the default screen
    These bugs have been fixed and the current version contains the fixes.

                                                                      March 15, 2018
    A bug was found that caused the Custom page (Form5) to display itself incorrectly in the unlikely event that this page was closed and then reopened.
    We also found that some imports containing an object movement recording wouldn't reposition themselves correctly after a drag.
    The current download version is free of these problems.
    In addition to these changes, we made some minor impovements in various areas of the program.
    We apologize for not discovering these bugs sooner but VirtualU is very complex and we're doing the best that we can. We will continue to run and test the program and we will report any new bug discoveries and repairs and if we find no bugs then we will report that. This program is new to most folks so at this point we don'r receive much in the way of feedback which means that we must find any problems ourselves.
    Surely by this point no major bugs remain. Thank you.

                                                                       March 24 2018
    Bug found: If an object that has an object movement recording is dragged and then released when in the Default view, form248 appears and asks the user whether to move the object back to its original location or whether to leave it where it is. After form248 is closed, some objects are not sized correctly and may erroneously reach beyond the red border. This bug has been fixed.
    Bug found: Form121 appears on the Film Options page if a duration change is made while object movement or zoom recording exists. On some occasions this form would errorneously appear after a duration change even though no object movement recording existed. When this happened, this bug persisted even after the Custom page was closed and reopened and it couldn't be fixed until VirtualU was closed and restarted. We think that we may have fixed this bug but we're not sure about that. We will continue to monitor this situation.

                                                                       March 26, 2018
    We found a bug that erroneously reduces the width of some loaded wide pictures or videos if the right border is extended when doing some Tools and Audio file operations using double clicks but this bug isn't actually our fault. It's really an anomaly involved with the file Open and Save dialogs in the compiler, with which we have no control. If a name is typed into the file name box then there is no problem. Only double clicks cause this bug. In any event, we have eliminated the erroneous resizing by having the program automatically retract the right border when doing Tools and Audio menu operations. This anomaly has caused us much recoding.

                                                                       March 27, 2018
    Bug found: On some occasions the program would think that an audio file loaded into the Custom page wave form box would be cleaned when in fact it wasn't. This bug has been fixed.
    A new feature has been added to the Custom page Audio menu item options: If you choose this option titled "Audio\Mark wave form audio as cleaned" then the program will consider the wave form audio (audio loaded with "File\Import audio file") to have been cleaned even if it actually hasn't been cleaned. This option is useful if you import an audio file that you know has already been cleaned so that you don't have to clean it again. In fact, it's not always a good idea to clean an audio file more than once. In some cases, cleaning an audio file that has already been cleaned may cause the program to not make the sync lines when building a cartoon. 
    These changes are in the current download version of VirtualU.

                                                                        March 29, 2018
    Bug found: If a very wide picture or video is imported (700 pixels for example) and the custom view is being used and the right border is extended and the right and bottom borders are unlocked then the picture or video is erroneously trimmed at the right red border. From then on the picture or video remains at that trimmed width no matter what is done. This bug also affects the height in the same way. This bug has been fixed in the current download version.
    We also added some crash prevention measures to the Playback/Recording page for any possible cases in which some program other than VirtualU corrupts the computer's memory system.

                                                                        March 31, 2018
    Bug found: On one occasion the pair of eyes from the Accessories palatte which was at that time in view in the capture area disappeared when the Accessories palatte was closed. This has been fixed, we think.
    Also did some minor improvements.
    If you have the previous download version from March 29, 2018 then there's no real reason to download the current download version which has these small changes in it unless you have any problem with the palette eyes.

                                                                       April 2, 2018
    Bug found: When the Playback/Recording page (form126) was opened, the eyes erroneously appreared during a recording even though they were located on the custom page Accessories palette before form126 was loaded.
    Bug found: Some error messages erroneously appeared on the Film Options page when the AVI format was chosen or when the frame rate was changed while in the AVI format. This bug is a remnant from when limitations were placed on the size of AVI movies. Those size limitations were removed but the messages were not.
    These bugs have been fixed and the fixes are in the current download version.

                                                                      April 5, 2018
    Bug found: In addition to other possible problems with the Move button, if the Move button on the Custom page is pressed to move a very wide or very tall object up or to the left beyond zero (Part of the object is hidden under the Custom page top or left borders.) then object is not always sized right or it disappears entirely. Any problems with the Move button have been fixed in the current download version.
    We haven't noticed any other bugs lately. We are currently giving the program a good shakedown and will continue running and testing VirtualU. We will always report bugs or major changes here in this log.

                                                                     April 6, 2018
    We've been working on the program and using it constantly. We haven't found any bugs lately but we have just added a nice new feature in addition to making some improvements, especiall on the Zoom In page.
    Until now, zooms have been okay but some of them had unequal spaces around images as the images enlarged. We're happy to say that the code has been tweaked and all Zoom 2 Rec. button zooms are exactly centered as they enlarge. We were never satisfied with some slight imprecision on that page.
    We're also happy to mention that the Zoom In page has a new feature. This new option enables the program to zoom into a picture or video until that media fills up the capture area, at which point the zoom automatically stops. If the project duration is set to be longer than the duration of the zoom then what happes is that on the Playback/Recording page the media will enlarge, stop enlarging (zooming) and then continue to play at the last largest size from the zoom.
    If the zoom media has the same proportions as the capture area then it's easy to make the media stop zooming when it fills up the capture area. These effects can be very dramatic and appealing visually.
    The current download version of VirtualU has all these new fixes and features.

                                                                       April 6, 2018
    Right after uploading the previous version of VirtualU we discovered a small but irksome misprint on one of the forms used with the program. When the "Halt at capture size"  button was pressed on the Zoom page, a form (form6) was shown. On that form in the text just above the button captioned Method 2, the phrase Method  1 is shown but it should be shown as Method 2. This is just a typo but it could have caused some confusion. The current download has the fix.

                                                                      April 7, 2018
    We just noticed something that we feel is important enough to mention here. We noticed that all zooms are now so much better than ever. As a recent previous log report mentions, we recently tweaked the Zoom page code to make all zooming pictures and movies center themselves more accurately. 
    The big news is the fact that those centering improvements seem to have also improved the smoothness of the zooms!
    Zooms are looking real good.

                                                                     April 10, 2018
    There have been a number of significant developments.
    We noticed that the Move button on the Custom page was still not quite right in its function. We tweaked it some more and now it should be correct. We've said that before but this time we think we got it right.
    We did some extensive work on the Zoom page and it's much better now. We noticed that objects on the right hand side of the page to the right of the controls weren't being recorded correctly because of interference of those controls during a recording so now those controls, text etc. now disappear during a recording. We did some other work on this page which improved its overall performance.
    We also did quite a bit of work on the Diagonal page. Its controls now disappear during a recording and form the same reasons affecting the Zoom page. The Diagonal page now works much better and is easier to use.
    All of these changes are in the current download version of VirtualU. We're very pleased with the results.

                                                                     April 11, 2018
    A small bug was found on the Custom page. If a user was using Default view ("Project\Default movie screen") with the Accessories palatte not showing and selected "Project\Disable quick play process" then the text width and text height boxes and their controls would disappear. This has been fixed.
    Some additional items were added to the VirtualU Help files.
    These changes are in the current download version.

                                                                      April 13, 2018
    For the first time ever the "Save first or last frame" button failed to save the last frame of a movie just made and let to a partial crash of the program. New code has been added to prevent a crash when the first or last frame is saved and to allow the program to continue and finish normally even after a problem is encounted in saving these single frames.
    These improvements and changes are in the current download.

                                                                      April 17, 2018
    We haven't found any new bugs but we have made some changes to the program that should considerably reduce VirtualU's memory use. These changes are in the current download version. 

                                                                     May 3, 2018
    Bug fixed: We noticed that the first recording and playback on the Diagonal page was not always correct and would necessitate a closure and reopening of the page to correct the problem. This problem has been fixed and the current download contains this fix. No other bugs have been found.

                                                                     May 4, 2018
    We made some small changes, edited the text on some forms and did a few other minor improvements. We have no bugs to report and the current download version has these changes.

                                                                     May 26, 2018
    We have been playing with VirtualU and just randomly running some of its features. No bugs have been found though some of the text on the Film Options page (form78) has been corrected. The current download has those changes.
    We are currently working on a legacy CD for the owner which will contain all the programs, files and instructions needed to make new versions of VirtualU for sharing and upload. VirtualU is looking good.

                                                                    June 4, 2018
    A few changes were made to VirtualU and the current download has these changes. We ran VirtualU a bit, checked out a few features and looked for bugs.
    No bugs were found.

                                                                    June 7, 2018
    Small bug fixed: When the Step Through button on the Playback/Recording page is pressed and then the Stop button is pressed, the phrase "Playing" should change to "Not Playing" but in previous versions it didn't. The current download contains the fix.
    We will continue to run and test VirtualU and to fix any bugs that are found.

                                                                    June 8, 2018
    We have proofread the Tutorial that's included with VirtualU and have found and corrected several errors.
    Some of these text errors were flat out wrong and might cause confusion.
    In previous versions of VirtualU the first paragraph after the picture of the Film Options page read: "The purple timeline does not meet the green marker line since the project duration is greater than the video duration. If you were to record the clip now, the last 3.77 sec. of the newly made movie would show and repeat the last frame of sky4.mpg." but it's been corrected to read: "The purple timeline meets the green marker line since the project duration is equal or almost equal to the video duration. If the project duration were to be greater (31 sec. for ex.) than the video duration then the purple timeline would be shorter and so wouldn't meet the green marker line and any project movie made at 31 sec. duration would repeat the last frame in the video numerous times."
    Please excuse any confusion these errors may have caused. VirtualU is a big project and some items have been missed. The current download version of VirtualU has the corrected Tutorial. We also made some other changes to the Tutorial and to the VirtualU program code.

                                                                   June 14, 2018
    The following text was added to the Diagonal object movement page: "If a playback isn't correct then record again. The second recording will play perfectly."
    Some new articles were added to the Help files.
    No new bugs have been found and the current download contains these changes.

                                                                   June 15, 2018
    On some occasions the computer that we have been using to test VirtualU on has crashed and for a while we were full of dread that VirtualU might have something to do with those crashes. We are talking about computer machine crashes, not program crashes.
    We are very happy and relieved to report that VirtualU had nothing to do with any machine crash.
    These machine crashes happened because of the following reasons, especially number 1. These causes are listed in order of importance.
    1. A very old 16 bit very old program which remained on the computer from a previously aborted installation of a particular program would automatically launch when the computer was started and continue to run until the computer was shut off. A standard Windows program called ntvdm.exe automatically starts up when any 16 bit program is launched and the 16 bit program would adversely affect ntvdm.exe which in turn caused ntvdm.exe to crash the computer. We removed the 16 bit program, rebooted the computer and no crashes have since occurred. It's common for very old programs to cause problems with Windows10.
    2. Automatic Windows updates while VirtualU or other programs are being run have caused some crashes. We have thus changed our update settings so that we are prompted to either install the updates or delay them for a while.
    3. It's possible that programs that require much memory resources such as online full length movies, online videos or other memory gobbling programs might have occasionally crashed the computer though it's possible that cause number 1 might have also played a role here.

                                                                   June 16, 2018
    We are very happy and excited about two new features that we recently added to VirtualU.
        1. VirtualU now allows the importation of any approved format video no matter how large it is. We did this because we realized that on some occasions it might be important to be able to import a very large video. For example, if a video is only slightly larger than the old previous size limitation then you can now import it immediately instead of resizing or converting it first. This means that you'll be able to avoid one or two intermediate generational copie which in turn means that the quality of the movie made from it would be higher.
        2. VirtualU now allows a build already in progress to be ended using the new Stop Build button on the Film Options page. All previous VirtualU versions allowed the cancellation of a pending build but not one already begun. If, for example, you started a build and realized that the build would take more time than you wanted to wait then you could press the Stop Build button and have time to decide what to do with that large video. Of course an interrupted build will almost certainly result in an incorrect build but the Force Build button can fix that. 
    Though a video of any size can now be imported, the maximum size of the capture area remains the same at 656x386 but this isn't a problem or limitation. Using the resize option on the Tools menu, you can enlarge a video much faster than recording a new large movie if you use stadard size videos with even numbered width and height and you enlarge to sizes that are the exact double of the original size.
    On other matters, you are reminded that some interesting video frame cropping can be done with VirtualU simply by moving a large picture or video around the capture area, using the sides of the capture area to include or omit portions of the media.
    The current download has the changes above and no new bugs have been found. We will continue to monitor VirtualU to ensure that the new changes won't present any problems.
    No crashes, no bugs, no problems. VirtualU is looking superb.

              (Older log reports have been deleted to reduce size of this document.)

                                                                      June 17, 2018
    Possible bug: We're not sure if this is a program bug and we haven't been able to make it happen again. It has only happened once. While on the Diagonal page we dragged and stretched the bottom border of the page down to expose more of the picture so that we could record its movement but when we released the border the whole VirtualU program locked up as if it was lost in an unescapable loop. We stretched the bottom border down into the computer task bar area. Whatever caused this potential problem is particularly disturbing because the act of stretching the page borders has nothing to do with the program code so there's nothing we can change about the code to correct the problem.
    We were forced to open the Windows Task Manager and shut VirtualU down. VirtualU ran fine again after it was restarted but were unable to recreate the error. It's hard to fix a problem that happens only once and then never again.
    We don't know yet if this problem is specifically caused by something amiss in the Diagonal page or not. If so, one possible solution would be to turn the Diagonal page into a separate program and then to have VirtualU simply launch it and send information to it in the same way that VirtualU uses the external Zoom program. In that case, any unlikely repetition of this problem could be dealt with by using the task manager to shut down only the Diagonal page instead of the whole VirtualU program.
    We will keep this situation in mind, keep testing and may ask around to see if anyone else has ever experienced this problem.

                                                                     June 18, 2018
    The problem described in the previous entry happened when the bottom border of a particular page was stretched down into the computer screen task bar area. We have not solved this problem but we have instituted some changes that will prevent the program from locking up when the Diagonal page borders are stretched into the task bar area.
    Some related small problems still exist but they don't lock up the program. For example, when the bottom borders of the Freehand or Diagonal pages are stretched into the task bar area they will sometimes cause those pages and their borders to become unmovable but all other functions still work just fine. Closing and reopening these pages fixes all problems. We'll look further into this issue as time allows.
    The current download contains the fixes above. No other bugs have been found.

                                                                       June 18, 2018
    After unzipping a test download of VirtualU (the folder temp15) we noticed that when we went into the folder to make a shortcut to virtualu.exe that its icon (and many other icons in that folder) had not correctly appeared as the image shown in the left image below.      
                                                  file_1.wmf
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    The icon erroneously looked something like the image on the right
    If this happens to you then be advised that this happens sometimes in Windows 10 and possibly other systems. A computer reboot usually fixes this problem.
    

                                                                January 12, 2020
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU is available with the changes shown below.
    *A relatively obscure problem was found on the Film Options page: In rare occasions an error message would erroneously appear after a right click on a video timeline. The program thought that there was a problem when in fact there was no problem except for the message which shouldn't appear. The problem was due to a typo that was fixed. Except for very rare cases a user would not be likely to encounter this problem in previous versions but we just couldn't stand the idea of having a known bug exist in the VirtualU download so we uploaded a new version.
    *User prompts from the program have been updated.
    *Various other miscellaneous changes were made to the program to make it more user friendly and less confusing.
    Edge softening Method 2 is not yet available but it should be ready in about a month. We're very happy to say that it looks like we will be able to dramatically increase the processing speed for Edge Softening Method 2. It should be able to process 225 320x320 images in less than 3 seconds instead of 6 seconds.
    The current download version contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 15, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes.
    *We noticed that the width and/or height of large images weren't always correct when they appeared on the Edge Softening page unless the borders were already unlocked on the Custom page. This minor bug has been fixed.
    *In previous versions when a user selected an image to be sent to the Zoom page then the image that appeard on that page was always the original imported image instead of the image that was showing when the Zoom page was launched. The Zoom page now shows the image as it currently exists.
    *In previous versions large images didn't always appear at the right size on the Zoom page. This has been fixed.
    *In previous versions when the "Use sample color" checkbox on the Method 8 Mask Color Selection Page (form304) was checked then the program didn't always produce the correct results. This problem has been fixed.
    We are in the planning and early development stages for Edge Softening Method 2 and it should be ready soon.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above.

                                                                January 23, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements.
    *In previous versions when the Custom page Transparencies menu item Method 8 was used on a video, the program would automatically begin altering the frames whether the image showing on the Custom page was correct or not. The program now prompts the user just before the frames are altered so that the user can cancel the alteration of the frames if the image is washed out or otherwise doesn't look right.
    *The Help files, instructions and user prompts were updated.
    *Various other changes, corrections and improvements were made.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                February 3, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements.
    *The menu item "Transparencies\Use eraser.." has been changed so that you can use it on any picture, not just a masked image.
    *In previous versions when "Exit and save" was selected on the Erasure page then the program would act as if the image was changed even if no change was made. This has been fixed.
    *To our surprise we noticed that if a video was designated as a loop while the Quick Play process on the Custom page Project menu was enabled or if the Quick Play process was already enabled when a video was designated as a loop then the program would show an error message after the Build Clip button on the Film Options page was pressed. This bug has been fixed.
    *Some user prompts and Help files have been updated to reflect changes made to the program.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                               February 15, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements.
    *An extremely rare bug was found. In all the history of VirtualU this bug has happened only once. On this occasion an Automatic object movement recording failed and caused the user to shut the program down. In spite of multiple attempts we were unabled to cause this bug to deliberately happen again. All we could do was to strengthen the code involved and to insert exception handlers where appropriate. We also added some tracking statements into the code which will help identify the problem in the unlikely case that this bug ever happens again.
    *Help files, instructions and user prompts have been extensively updated.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                               February 21, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements. Several rare problems were found. At this in the development of VirtualU we have been finding few bugs and any that are found are extremely rare and not likely to be encountered by the average user.
    *On one occasion and only one occasion the program crashed when a division by zero error occurred after pressing the Build Clip button on the Film options page. This bug has been fixed.
    *A rare floating point error happened on another occasion, also when the Build Clip button was pressed. We were unable to recreate the error but we're confident that it has been fixed. The problem most likely happened because of some old, early archaic code which has been removed. We added some tracking code to the procedure involved which will help us to find the cause of the problem in the unlikely event that it happens again.
    *On some rare occasions the program has been unable to get the frame rate of a video when it is imported. The user prompt that shows when this happens has been changed and updated to provide more work around solutions for this problem.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                               February 25, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements. 
    *A new button has been added to the edging instructions which displays a new section of instructions including picture examples.
    *The eraser on the Custom page Transparencies menu can now handle images from videos. The eraser can now also make transparent holes (a type of foreground transparency) in images and this ability will be further developed if possible. The eraser user prompts have been updated.
    *The Custom page Capture Image button now allows the saving of images in either 24 or 32 bits.
    *In previous versions if the record size was very large like say, the full screen size then during a playback the Playback/Recording page would show progress reports. This has been changed so that those progress reports will be shown only during a recording.
    *The Help files have been extensively updated with much new information.
    *The Contrast/hue/lum/sat page has been updated.
    After we have taken care of some things then we will resume work on Edging Method 2.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                               February 28, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements. In particular, the instructions in the Transparencies menu has been updated with much information about the new Eraser and Hand/Auto draw feature.
    *Instructions, Help files and user prompts have been updated and some more have been added.
    *A new feature titled "Get bit depth of loaded picture (for 24 and 32 bit images)" has been added to the Tools menu. This feature gives the bit depth of any loaded picture as it exists in VirtualU.
    *The Capture Image button on the Custom page can now save any loaded image as a 24 bit or 32 bit picture. 32 bit images have different properties than 24 bit images as explaind in the Transparencies instructions and in the Help files.
    *The eraser tool in the Transparencies menu has been radically changed so that it is much more useful. This tool will now accept Video images as well as pictures and a new auto draw feature has been added to it. This feature can quickly make background or foreground transparencies from 32 bit images.
    *VirtualU has been changed to accommodate 24 and 32 bit images and these changes open up many new exciting possibilities.
    Note: We actually did two uploads on Feb. 28. After the first upload was done we noticed a small error in one of the user prompts so we quickly fixed the problem and uploaded a new version before anyone downloaded the version with the error. The problem wasn't a bug. It was like a typo error.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                               February 29, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements. Several corrections and modifications were done. Also, a new feature was added to the program.
    *We discovered that the menu Transparencies eraser/draw tool auto draw feature would not draw a color correctly if the color was under the bottom or right border of the page. This has been fixed.
    *We also found that the eraser/draw auto draw feature would not draw all colors correctly, whether or not the image to be recolored was under a border. This bug has been fixed.
    *New user prompts were added to the program to alert the user on some occasions when a 32 bit image is involved in an operation in which the image would go transparent instead of having its color altered.
    *A new feature titled "Show entire capture area" has been added to the Custom page Tools menu. This feature shows the entire capture area when it's size is equal to or nearly the same size as the computer screen. This gives the user access to the bottom or right side of the capture area no matter how large the capture area is. Previous versions would not do this.
    *The Playback/Recording page has been changed so that during a playback the entire capture area is visible when it is the same or almost the same size as the computer screen.
    We are very pleased with the Eraser/Draw feature and it adds more capabilities to VirtualU.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                March 3, 2020 
A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and improvements.
    *In previous versions the Custom page Project menu item "Show active image altering methods" would display what coloring methods had been applied to a picture or video but it only would show up to 4 methods, it used a rather simplified technique and it would show the results for only 1 import at a time. The Transparencies and Image menus feature 12 mask and color-changing methods and this new page shows at a glance which of these methods have been applied to all imports.
    *In previous versions when an attempt was made to unswitch an image then sometimes the attempt would fail. This bug has been fixed.
    *In previous versions when an image-altering method was cancelled then the original imported image would be restored whether the image was a picture or a video. If other methods had been applied to this image then they would have been wiped out too. This has been changed so that as each method is applied then it goes into a queue of methods. Before a method can be cancelled, any methods applied after it must first be cancelled. This enables a user to remove some effects while retaining others, thus sparing the need to start all over. This also lessens confusion and prevents the possibility of ending up with an image that can't be restored to its original condition because so many different effects have been repeatedly applied and reapplied to it. The new system is much more intuitive, logical and troublefree.
    *In previous versions the eraser and draw color on the Eraser/Draw page was always the same color as the page background color but now the eraser/draw color can be different than the page backgound color.
    *The Custom page has a new Menu item titled "Special". Currently the only item in this new menu is a feature called "Restore original picture". When used, this feature quickly restores a loaded picture to what it looked like when it was originally imported. This feature is useful if the user wants to cancel many effects instantly instead of needing to cancel them one by one.
    *The Custom page Image menu item "Change contrast/hue/lum/sat" has been improved so that when its Transparent button is pressed then the results more accurately reflect what the image will look like on the Custom page.
    *The Help files have been updated and many other miscellaneous improvements have been made here and there throughout the program.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                             March 5, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes and corrections. At this point in the development of VirtualU, the problems have become fewer, rarer and more minor. However, even those will be fixed.
    *On the Contrast/hue/lum/sat page if the image of a video showing on that page is altered but the frames of the video haven't been changed and the user attempts to close the page, a message appears warning the user that if the page is closed at that point then the alteration will be cancelled. In previous versions if the page is closed at that point then a contrast change is still erroneously considered to have been made in contradiction to the message. This has been fixed.
    *TouchScreen + VirtualU Eraser Hand/Auto draw, VLC player/editor, Paint, Lazarus Forum, Free Pascal, Windows XP - Windows 10, YouTube et al are now mentioned prominently in VirtualU. TouchScreen is amazing with Eraser/Draw. 24 and 32 bit images both have their respective uses and capabilities. They are both good.
    *User prompts have been updated and a few other changes were made.
    *We are not sure but it seemed like on one occasion a contrast change on a video erroneously did not appear on the Active Altering Methods page when the Custom page menu item "Project\Show active image altering methods" was selected. We have taken steps to ensure that this does not happen again.
    *It has seemed to us that every once in a while a right click on the colored timeline of a video on the Film Options page would fail. It may be that there was no actual failure other than the program's failure to notify the user that an attempt was being made to right click a loop which is not allowed. We made a few changes in the appropriate code and we will continue to monitor the situation.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
    Thank you.

                                                                   March 6, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because a new feature was added to it.
    *The frame renumber/rename page shown by selecting the Custom page menu item "Tools\Renumber/Rename a set of movie frames" has a new tool called Method6 which changes the lowest frame number to a chosen new number and then renumbers all the remaining frames accordingly in sequence. This new feature completes the suite of methods on this page and can be very useful in certain situations. For example, if you had 3 sets of frames and every set of frames begins with 1 but you know in fact that the images on the frames of all 3 sets are actually in sequence. With Method6 all you have to do is to renumber the 2nd set so that it begins where the 1st set ended and so. Method6 makes it easy.
    No other major issues exist right now. We just had to make the recent changes to VirtualU because they were important to the program. We may soon be ready to finally tackle Edge Softening Method 2.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                         March 19, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded due to the changes shown below and is available for download.
    *Some minor typo errors were found and corrected.
    *On one occasion when using the Transparencies menu item Method 8, the "Please wait.." message erroneously remained visible after the process was done. Instead of showing this message the program now displays the words "Please wait..." in the Custom page Audio Dur., Movie Body Text and Words Spoken In Soundtrack boxes.
    *Method 7 in the Transparencies menu has been considerably changed and these changes should remove some confusion. For example, in previous versions when Method 7 was cancelled then sometimes the resulting image might not be what was expected.
    *On some occasions the program prompts the user to left click an image prior to doing some operation and sometimes the program will respond with the message "Repeated invalid entry error". In previous versions the program would unnecessarily advise the user to reboot the computer. This has been changed so that now the program advises the user to simply reclick the image and perhaps to move it around and then try again.
    *If Method 5 is active then none of the functions in the Image menu will work with it. This is also true for some other methods in the Transparencies menu. The user prompts have been changed so that in this case the program now provides better information about what to do in that case.
    *Bug found: This was a serious bug because it caused an exception error. During testing of Method 3 the Transparencies menu item "Make a transparent mask - Method 3" was selected and a prompt appeared saying "Load the traced picture if it is not loaded...". Instead of continuing on At this point the message was closed which resulted in an error prompt from Windows announcing the error and asking whether to shut the program down or to keep going anyway. This bug has been fixed.
    *Numerous changes were made to some of the Transparencies menu items and these changes should reduce any problems and confusion that may be encountered when using those features in conjunction with other methods.
    *User prompts have been extensively updated with new and more relevant information.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    We have been working on Edging Method 2 in addition to doing the stuff above and it should be ready soon. We will continue testing the program and will fix any problems that may arise.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                   August 26, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because major changes and improvements have been made to it.
    *The cause celeb which causes this version to be available is the addition to VirtualU of a new feature that does edge softening. This process transforms the hard pixel edges of raster scan foreground images on transparent pictures and videos and makes them soft and fuzzy so that they blend into the background.
    VirtualU Edge Softening is super anti aliasing in all directions and quadrants on all non-moving or moving backgrounds. The program adds multiple layers of new, color-adjusted pixels around the foreground image surrounded by its background transparency. Thus the background is seen through the transparency and is used to define the new foreground pixel color based on the settings of a scale pointer.
    Each color of every foreground edging pixel is a mix between itself and its neighboring background pixels. VirtualU edge softening softens the edges on foreground images even if the backgound contains moving images and even if the edge softened picture or video is itself moving.
    The edge softening feature uses two methods and three automatic speeds. Method 1 is for pictures only and it is useful when the moving or non-moving background images under the transparent picture to be edged have a consistent color and brightness level. Method 2 handles pictures and videos and edges them to whatever moving or non-moving images may be under them with each frame of the project movie to be made. Good pointer settings on the edging page can result in a nice situation in which you can't tell where the edged image ends and the background begins.
    The edging page uses APIs, BGRABitmap and handles pictures and videos with solid background colors that will go transparent. Multiple layers of edging can be appied to every picture or frame of a video.
    The edging page is the capstone for the image-altering methods and the Transparencies tools. It basically completes the suite of tools available with this program though improvement will continue. The program contains over 10 new major and minor tools.
    VirtualU is the king of transparencies and the current download version is a vast overall improvement.
    *This version of VirtualU introduces three new features in the Image menu on the Custom page. These three new tools remove any existing edge softening (anti aliasing) from the foreground images in most transparent pictures and videos, even those which have been edge softened by programs other than VirtualU.
    *When previous versions of VirtualU were used, the Film Options page would not permit a frame rate change if a video import had been through an image-altering method. The program has been changed so that now a frame rate change in such a case is allowed if the frame rates of all loaded videos divide evenly into the project frame rate.
    *The Help files have been vastly increased and added to. Prompts have been updated and improved.
    *When VirtualU is run, the program now alerts the user if the previous run was not shut down correctly.
    *On one occasion an exception error occurred after the Build Clip button on the program's Film Options page was pressed, causing the program to crash. The cause of this error has been found and fixed.
    *Many improvements have been made to VirtualU, too many to list here but they make using the program easier, faster and more trouble free. If there's ever a problem then you can bet that there's also a workaround solution.
    We have run VirtualU and its new edge softening feature through a gauntlet of testing and we're aware of no problems but if we missed something then apologies in advance. All issues will be dealt with.
    The edging page uses the fastest possible code though complex projects with much size and/or movement can take a while to edge. A search area selection tool helps when using large images and the edging page provides a time estimate for every Method 2 edging task. 
    VirtualU is totally free with no strings attached.
    The main program run by virtualu.exe is virtualux.exe and it was compiled on an older version of Lazarus while the edging page was compiled with the newest Lazarus version. This was necessary to use BGRABitmap. This odd combination has ramifications and thus protocols and compromises which must be followed so that VirtualU basically works the same on any Windows system with some tolerable minor variances. The program works fine whether default out or in compatibility mode though the latter requires two launching attempts.
    The folder in which virtualu.exe (green trident) resides is portable and the program makes no connections to the host computer (Windows XP - Windows 10) except for normal memory use.
    There are still too many forms in the program and it turns out that we still have an artifact problem which appears in AVI transparencies made by VirtualU. Several VirtualU tools fortunately can remove them. Older code could be speeded up and a few other improvements made when and if we find the time to do them. The edging feature was a huge task. 
    The quality is there if you have the time and what you see is what you get for the most part.
    We have received much valuable help from this forum, specifically with BGRABitmap, image contrast, color handling and in many other ways. Just coming to the forum can sometimes be a catalyst for finding solutions.
    Those folks are something else or something more.
    See the show "World Of The Future" on YouTube at wtf7 by Fingal which was made with VirtualU.
    A movie clip (softedge2) about VirtualU's new edge softening tool can also be seen on YouTube.
    All praise to Lazarus and great thanks to OpenDrive cloud storage. - Author



                                                                   August 30, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes listed below.
    *A new item in the Project menu on the Custom page enables the user to change the background color, the color that surrounds the capture area on the Custom page.
    *On one occasion out of hundreds of tests the third colored timeline on the Film Options page failed to appear at its correct width even though the other timelines did go to their correct widths. We were unable to recreate the error nor could we find any difference between the code driving the third timeline and the code driving the other timelines so we put in some new code which should prevent this error from ever happening again.
    The program has no known bugs or problems.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                                   September 2, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes listed below.
    *Bug fixed: To our surprise and consternation we noticed that the timeline of any looped video did not show correctly on the Film Options page. Recent changes to the timelines resulted in this error. This bug has been fixed.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *A progress bar has been added to the edging page.
    *Error fixed: We noticed that a rectangular object was erroneously visible on the right side of the edging page. This object was removed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.



                                                                   September 2, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes listed below.
    *Error fixed: We noticed that a rectangular object was erroneously visible on the right side of the edging page. This object was removed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.



                                                                   September 4, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes listed below.
    *The progress bar on the edging page didn't always show exactly how much remained to be done. This has been fixed so that the progress bar is accurate.
    *In previous versions of VirtualU when all of the frames of a video have been edged the program in error did not stop the processing. This has been changed so that in such a case the processing stops and the user is informed about what to do.
    *The estimated time given on the edging page is now more accurate.
    The next new version of VirtualU will process mono audio files loaded from the Custom page much faster. All of the Cartoon processing will also be much faster.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                                   September 6, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes listed below.
    *While looking into the possibility of speeding up some old code as mentioned in the previous log report, we discovered to our chagrin that the Cartoon process would not function on any Windows computer. This problem has been fixed and now the Cartoon process works fine.
    Our investigations into the possibility of speeding up the mono audio file import on the Custom page as well as the Cartoon process indicated that the speed of these tools can't really be improved whether VirtualU is run in compatibility mode of not so we have suspended work on this goal. These processes simply run slower on Windows 10.
    We will next look into the possibility of adding another edge softening tool to the edging tools that already exist.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                                  December 11, 2020
A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of changes that have been made to it.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *The Edge Softening page has more on-site help menus and tools.
    *Previous versions featured an option that when activated would show alerts when the edge softening of videos or pictures being used in video mode needed to be updated before a recording was made but those alerts did not always appear when they should have. This alert option has been vastly improved so that they always appear when they are supposed to appear.
    *A project duration can now be less than 1 sec. by pressing the "Remove 1 sec. dur. limit" button on the Film Options page.
    *The edging test on the Edge Softening page has been redone so that it's less prone to problems.
    *Bug fixed: On some occasions after the Build Clip button on the Film Options page was pressed when it was flashing, it would erroneously start flashing again. On other occasions the Build Clip button would start flashing when it was not supposed to. We changed the code so that this will not happen again.
    *When the Edge Softening page was loaded then in previous versions some images that should have appeared didn't always appear. This has been fixed.
    *To our dismay we discovered that on both the Edging page and the Playback/Recording page a video made of a picture import was not playing all the frames of the video made from that picture. This has been fixed.
    *Many changes and minor fixes were done all through the program to strengthen and tighten it up. Crash protections and recovery code has been added here and there in key places.
    *The Custom page no longer runs sluggishly before an imported video is built into the project due to the fact that timers are no longer used on that page. Other operations are also less problematic because of this.
    *Bug fixed: This was a rare but very bad bug. In past versions on very rare occasions the Diagonal Object Movement Page and potentially the entire program would crash when the Record button was pressed because the program would sometimes attempt to open a text file that was already erroneously open. This has been fixed.
    *When the Soften Edges button on the edge softening page is pressed then the page expands automatically to the appropriate size. Previous versions did not do this.
    *Edge softening methods 1 and 2 (VirtualU SoftEdge) have been improved so that they now produce higher quality images. They also function better.
    *A new edge softening tool has been added to the program. This feature is called SoftType and the technique that it uses to soften edges is different than methods 1 and 2. This tool produces edge softening that is similar to Apple TrueType and Windows ClearType but unlike those methods SoftType is not limited to solid color backgrounds and it can handle videos as well as shapes other than text.
    With skillful use of the pointer on the edging page you can combine the Default (SoftEdge) and SoftType edging methods to produce edging that is better than industry standards like TrueType and ClearType. SoftType may not be able to handle all images but it can handle most images and it can handle all text.
    We are currently working on two new tools which will go into the next VirtualU version after this one. One of these tools will invert the images on pictures and videos. The other tool will rotate TImages. The latter tool is run by original code that rotates the image as well as code that flips the image as part of the rotation process. The flip code was obtained from the Lazarus Forum.
    For info see the article "VirtualU new version" by user5 in the Lazarus Forum Third Party section at: 
https://forum.lazarus.freepascal.org/index.php/board,19.0.html?PHPSESSID=dku2d8cc9dg0rg9llh222tpfr4
    The above article features pictures that illustrate the results of using SoftType.
    VirtualU contains no known bugs though making substantial changes in a substantial program can sometimes cause undiscovered problems or mere kinks elsewhere in the program. If so then rest assured that any such kinks will eventually be found and fixed. VirtualU is currently a good prototype demonstrator that works reasonably well on all Windows machines.
    VirtualU is a leader in edge softening, 3-D, de-edging, color editing and good manipulation of pictures, recording, videos and text. VirtualU is the king of transparencies.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    December 12, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *An incorrect counter on the Edge Softening page was causing problems of confusion in knowing which buttons to press, being stuck in an erroneous logical loop in page operations and being shown conflicting messages when using SoftType. This has been fixed.
    *The user can now use the Cancel button with SoftType to remove preliminary edging.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    December 13, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *We noticed that when a SoftType time-quality test was run on an unedged video and then the edging page was closed, the main program would 'think' that edging had been done when in fact it hadn't been. This in turn would cause an edging alert to erroneously appear when the project duration was changed. This has been fixed.
    We're sorry that the kinks that this and the previous short log report mentioned weren't found and fixed before the December 11 debut but at least they are fixed now.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    December 13, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *We noticed that the Cancel button on the edge softening page would not always produce the right images and results. This has been fixed.
    *The following change is not really a bug but is simply a change in the way that the Edge Softening page logically works: When the first preliminary SoftType edging is applied (using the Soften Edges button) to a video with unedged frames then a cancellation or a deletetion is allowed. If the preliminary edging is applied to a video with prior edged frames then only a cancellation of the preliminary using the Cancel button is allowed. The previously edged frames are unaffected. After the frames are edged then the Custom page becomes the only where the edging of the video can be removed/cancelled and this is true for both SoftType and SoftEdge. SoftType works differently than SoftEdge, applying multiple edging layers all at once while SoftEdge applies its layers one at a time. Once SoftType is applied to a video then the only way to remove its layers is to cancel it on the Custom page. 
    For example, you come to the edging page having previously edged the first 30 frs. of the video. The project duration is now 2 sec. and you want to SoftType edge frames 31 - 60. You press the Soften Edges button to apply a preliminary SoftType layer. You then decide to cancel that preliminary layer so you press the Cancel button which cancels the preliminary edging without affecting the previously edged frames. The Delete Edging button will not work at this point since edging had been before this visit to the edging page.
    On the other hand, let's say that you apply in this session both the preliminary edging and the edging of the next 30 video frames and then press Soften Edges button again. At this point you can press the Cancel button or the Delete button to delete both the preliminary edging and the frame edging without affecting the previously edge first 30 frames.
    Anyway, all this may sound complicated but the bottom line is that the setup in the current download version is more logical, intuitive and more easily understood by the user when he or she is doing operations.
    We apologize for these recent changes but bear with us. The Edge Softening page is very complex and only one person is doing the testing right now. These are just 'growing' pains.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    December 16, 2020
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *The "Remove 1 sec. dur. limit" button has been improved so that it works better.
    *In previous versions when the Edge Softening page was loaded, images under the image to be edged did not always appear like they should have. This has been fixed.
    *The time estimation for SoftType processing has been improved. The estimation for SoftEdge processing is more accurate but the SoftType estimation will always be a rough estimate.
    *We found a crazy rare bug that wasn't actually a bug but acted like one: During testing we closed the Playback - Recording page while the Pause button was pressed. We saw an error message (ShowMessage) and then VirtualU seemed to freeze up but in actuality the error was waiting for a response. The problem was that we couldn't press the response button because it was behind the Playback - Recording page where we couldn't get to it. We changed the code so that this doesn't happen again.
    We think that we can improve VirtualU SoftType and we are currently testing and tweaking the gradient percentages. We believe that in some cases an image can erroneously lose at least one layer of edge softening. Adding another user-initiated layer of SoftType can rectify this problem but we are currently working on the actual solution. SoftType should improve.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                          December 16, 2020
    The latest version of VirtualU is the current download version. No changes have been made as of this log report.
    We have tested SoftType some more but see no need for changes in its processing method though we will continue to test the Edge Softening page to make sure that as a whole it works okay.
    Comparing VirtualU SoftType to Apple TrueType or Windows ClearType is like comparing apples and oranges. They have different uses. We ourselves use ClearType and SoftType depending on the circumstances. If you are edging solid color text to a solid color, unchanging background underneath the text then TrueType or ClearType is the way to go and in such a case then SoftType can only match about 97% the quality of the other methods. If the background is multi-colored or constantly changing and you want each part of the edge softening to be specifically created according to whatever that background is at any given moment then SoftType is the way to go.
    We have begun initial work on severnal new tools that will probably go in the Special menu item on the Custom page.

                                                                          December 24, 2020
    The latest version of VirtualU is the current download version. No new versions have been made available for download as of this log report but we are doing some exciting things with VirtualU.
    *The Custom page Special menu in the next version will contain 9 or 10 new items including Rotate, Flip Horiz. and Flip Vert.
    *The current download version now does INTERNAL edge softening but it does not contain instructions for doing that. The next version will contain those instructions. It also turns out that VirtualU can do edging of white text on black or colored backgrounds by using internal edging methods. Edging is usually done on the outside of images and the parts of those images that come in contact with the image background color. The ability to soften even the edges of colors inside of the foreground image which do not come in contact with the background color adds a whole new dimension to the edge softening process.
    We will continue to tweak and improve the SoftType edge softening method.
    The activities shown above are going on now and will soon be available in the next version of VirtualU.

                                     December 24, 2020 (published after the previous Dec. 24th message)
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because a serious bug was found.
    *We were astonished to discover that when the Info button on the Edge Softening page was pressed then an exception error occurred which could result in an incorrect shut down of the edging page. Though the main program can deal with and corrrect such an event, we thought this was serious enought to make a new version available. This problem was easy to fix but it shouldn't have been there. It was an unfortunate oversight on our part.
    We are doing some exciting things with VirtualU as described below.
    *The Custom page Special menu in the next version will contain 9 or 10 new items including Rotate, Flip Horiz. and Flip Vert.
    *The current download version now does INTERNAL edge softening but it does not contain instructions for doing that. The next version will contain those instructions. It also turns out that VirtualU can do edging of white text on black or colored backgrounds by using internal edging methods. Edging is usually done on the outside of images and the parts of those images that come in contact with the image background color. The ability to soften even the edges of colors inside of the foreground image which do not come in contact with the background color adds a whole new dimension to the edge softening process.
    We will continue to tweak and improve the SoftType edge softening method.
    The activities shown above are going on now and will soon be available in the next version of VirtualU.
    
                                                                 January 8, 2021
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU is available and it includes some nice new features and tools. This new version probably will not be changed in any major way for some time unless we find problems with it. We are considering the possibility of making an instructional video that will explain how to use VirtualU. The making of this video would provide more opportunity to shakedown and improve VirtualU.
    Of course we will use VirtualU to make that video.
    *In addition to external edge softening, VirtualU now does internal edge softening! This enables the softening of white text and other white foreground images.
    *A new tool inverts the colors of a picture or video.
    *In previous versions if a picture was edge softened after being de-edged and then the edge softening was cancelled, the cancellation would also erroneously remove the de-edging. This error has been fixed. 
    *The current download version now has tools for rotating and flipping pictures and videos. The flip code was provided by the Lazarus Forum.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *The edge softening page has been improved. We will continue to tweak and improve the SoftType edge softening method. Note: The Edge Softening page is run by the program file edges1.exe. If Windows XP or Windows 7 are not being used then the SoftType method runs about 35% faster when edges1.exe is set to run in Compatibility mode.
    *Many changes and improvements were made throughout the program, too many to list here.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
    Thank you Lazarus.


                                                                 January 8, 2021
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU is available and it includes some nice new features and tools. This new version probably will not be changed in any major way for some time unless we find problems with it. We are considering the possibility of making an instructional video that will explain how to use VirtualU. The making of this video would provide more opportunity to shakedown and improve VirtualU.
    Of course we will use VirtualU to make that video.
    *In addition to external edge softening, VirtualU now does internal edge softening! This enables the softening of white text and other white foreground images.
    *A new tool inverts the colors of a picture or video.
    *In previous versions if a picture was edge softened after being de-edged and then the edge softening was cancelled, the cancellation would also erroneously remove the de-edging. This error has been fixed. 
    *The current download version now has tools for rotating and flipping pictures and videos. The flip code was provided by the Lazarus Forum.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *The edge softening page has been improved. We will continue to tweak and improve the SoftType edge softening method. Note: The Edge Softening page is run by the program file edges1.exe. If Windows XP or Windows 7 are not being used then the SoftType method runs about 35% faster when edges1.exe is set to run in Compatibility mode.
    *Many changes and improvements were made throughout the program, too many to list here.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
    Thank you Lazarus.

                                                                 January 10, 2021
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because several important changes were made.
    *Some crash protections were added to Method 8 in the Transparencies menu on the Custom page.
    *Some vital information was added to the instruction and Help messages on the Edge softening page. Specifically, the added information is: "Important: To use SoftType after Default, close this page, apply the Default edging and then use SoftType."
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 11, 2021
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because a bug related to the recently added new features needed to be fixed. This is not unusual when new features are added because it's not always possible to be immediately aware of all the effects that a new tool will cause.
    *When the rotate and flip pages were launched in the previous version the selected picture or video did not always appear on those pages in their correct sizes nor did they always appear in their correct sizes when the changes were applied on the Custom page. This problem has been fixed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 20, 2021
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU is available because it was changed.
    *When SoftType preliminary edging is used after Default edging is applied to the frames of a video and the Delete Edging button is pressed then the program is supposed to remove the preliminary SoftType edging without affecting the existing Default edging but previous versions did not do that. This problem has been fixed.
    *One particular message form is used by the main program to display user prompt messages. On one occasion out of thousands of test runs this message prompt appeared with the wrong width and height, the text was shown incorrectly and the GO button was not visible. Steps have been taken to ensure that this problem never happens again.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                               January 20, 2021 (2nd entry for this date)
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU is available because we noticed that the Edge Softening page still was not correct. We are sure that this page is now correct.
    *The Cancel button removes any preliminary edging layer for both pictures and videos when using Method 1, 2 or 3. With pictures using Method 1 the Delete Edging button removes all changes. With pictures and videos using Method 2 and/or 3 the Delete Edging button like the Cancel button removes any preliminary edging layer (or suggests using the Cancel button to do that) but will not remove any edging that has been applied using "Video\Apply Method2/3 Edging", which must be removed on the Custom page.
    The Edge Softening page is now easier to understand, more logical and less confusing. We are sorry that it took this long to get it right.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 22, 2021
    A new version of the Lazarus program VirtualU is available because some important instructions have changed.
    *Sometimes VirtualU and all other programs will not be able to get the frame rate from an imported video. When this very rate event happens then other programs will usually assign an incorrect frame rate to that video. When this problem occurs while using VirtualU then VirtualU will display an error message and provide solutions to fix the problem. The instructions and solutions shown on this error message have been changed considerably. The new error message and its content are so important that a new uploaded version is justified.
    *The Help files have also been updated and improved.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 23, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available because of the changes shown below.
    *In previous versions the menu item "Image\Remove edging from a multi-color..." worked fine for pictures and to to alter the frames of videos but for videos we noticed a problem: If a second de-edging was done to an already de-edged video then after the first user prompt the image showing on the Custom page would erroneously change to the original image instead of remaining as it was. The de-edging itself would be done correctly to the video but the wrong image would be displayed on the Custom page. This problem has been fixed. We also found that in other parts of this de-edging process the wrong images would sometimes be displayed. Those problems have been fixed.
    *The sample voice track for the cartoon process has been improved.
    *The Help files and user prompts have been updated.
    *When the program is unable to get the frame rate of a video then an error message is shown which displays several solutions to the problem. This error message now mentions a Help file that contains a copy of those solutions and instructions.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 24, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available because of the changes shown below.
    *Important user prompts (including De-Edging and Rotation/Flips) have been updated and improved.
    The recent flurry of uploads and new versions is unusual and we do not anticipate uploading any new versions for a while unless we find an unexpected reason for doing that. As stated before, "Rome wasn't built in a day".
    In addition to that, the uploading process has lately contained some problems and we wanted to be sure that the current download version is A-Okay.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 25, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available because an error was found.
    *We discovered that if a video that contains a blank frame is processed on the edge softening page then an error occurs. This problem has been fixed so that the edging page can now deal with blank video frames. This problem does not affect pictures run in Method 1.
    In all fairness the above problem is just something that most people would not have thought about until it happened. It's a chance discovery that we found by simply testing the program and we are glad that it's fixed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                January 26, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available because of the changes shown below.
    *The Custom page menu item "Tools\Extract frames from a video" can now process animated GIFs. 
    *VirtualU can now convert an animated GIF into other formats including AVIs. This tool enables the use of higher quality GIFs than the usual method of importation. This method eliminates or reduces problems such as pixelation and provides images that are more transparent.
    *When the program in rare cases is unable to get the frame rate from a video then an error message is shown which provides a solution to this problem. We have spent a great deal of time and trouble trying to come up with solutions that will work consistently well. After much experimentation and testing we decided that the solutions given in previous versions are not reliable and are confusing, complicated and laborious. We have finally come up with a solution that is easy, quick and fail-safe. The error message now contains this good solution.
    *The Help files and user prompts have been updated.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  January 27, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU will be available soon.
    We are currently overhauling the menu item "Tools\Extract frames from a video" because it was found to be not totally correct. A new version containing these changes will be available today or tomorrow.
    This work has been very difficult but the hard part is done.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  January 28, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *The Custom page menu item "Tools\Extract frames from a video" tool has been refined and improved. In previous version this tool was not what it should have been. This tool will now accept animated GIF movies. Accomplishing this goal was very challenging and difficult but it now works like a charm.
    Some animated GIF movies do not contain a frame rate or duration and a few have neither a frame rate nor a duration. Extracting the correct number of frames from such a video is quite a task to say the least. This problem can also happen with other formats but the program can now deal with that.
    *User message prompts have been updated and improved.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  January 28, 2021
    There are no new versions. We merely wanted to comment further on "Tools\Extract frames from a video" and the fact that it can now handle animated GIF movies.
    This extraction tool used in conjunction with "Tools\Create movie from frames" enables the user to get much higher quality than the usual method of importing GIFs by extracting the frames of a GIF movie, making an AVI movie from the extracted BMP frames and then importing and using the AVI movie. This method prevents pixelation and other quality loss. The user message prompts now emphasize this capability prominently so that the user is aware of it.

                                                                  January 29, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *Some user message prompts were added and some were updated to provide more important information. One of these prompts is shown when the Custom page menu item "Image\Apply image color change" is selected. This prompt provides more information that will help the user to choose the appropriate color.
    In the near future another version of VirtualU with a new feature will be available. This new tool will be a color fill tool. This tool will function like the fill tool in Paint and it will be able to work with videos.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  February 3, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *The Custom page menu item "Image\Change contrast/hue/luminance/saturation" now allows any combination of changes to be made on a picture without closing that page.
    *A new tool has been added to VirtualU which performs background flood fills on pictures and videos. This tool changes a background color without affecting any foreground color or any "enclosed" foreground color that is the same as the background color. This tool does only background color fills and will not do foreground fills but it is still very useful, especially when using pictures or videos that have the same color in both the background and foreground. Without the existence of this tool then in such cases a background color change also affects a color in the foreground and vice versa. "Image\Change image color to solid color" can do limited foreground fills.
    *The functions of the "Contrast/hue/lum/sat" page have been improved.
    *User message prompts have been updated and improved.
    The new flood fill tool has been extensively tested but as always if later we find that we missed something then we will upload a new version containing any corrections and/or improvements.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  February 8, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *A bug was found: In previous versions if the project duration was greater than the duration of the video being processed on the Rotate/Flip page then the progress bar and the number of frames to be processed would be incorrectly set. This bug has been fixed.
    *Some user prompts have been updated.
    We are really pleased with the new flood fill feature and have found it to be a great help in those cases in which the background color appears in a foreground image. The user can now change the background color without changing the same foreground color and thus preventing the foreground color from erroneously going transparent when the background is made to be transparent. By the way, foreground fills for images that move in a video cannot be done except by doing the fills frame by frame in Paint because any area to be filled in the foreground image may change position in each frame.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  February 10, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *On one rare occasion out of hundreds of tests the program crashed when importing a video. We could not recreate the error but the code was changed so that this problem should not happen again.
    *Some changes were made to the Rotate/Flip page which will improve its performance.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  February 17, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *Some important new instructions for doing internal edge softening have been added to the Help files.
    *Some new picture examples associated with the new internal edging instructions have been added to the "bin" folder which contains sample pictures and videos.
    Our next goal may be to change VirtualU so that decimal frame rates can be entered on the Film Options page without the necessity of making conversion copy videos. We will be involved with some other unrelated activities soon so we won't be able to do any serious work on VirtualU for a month or two.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.



                                                                  March 22, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *On one extremely rare occasion using a particular video, a major error occurred while processing the frames of that video on the Contrtast/hue/lum/sat etc. page. A Windows data error message appeared which asked the user to either continue or shut down the program. The program has been changed so that if an error occurs then VirtualU now displays an error message and explains what to do. The Windows error message will not appear again. Until recently this error has never happened before and it only happened with one particular test video and no others.
    *A Tip menu item has been added to the Edge Softening page which provides more information to the user.
    We are continuously improving VirtualU.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the change mentioned above.


                                                                  April 13, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *New info has been added to the Tips menu item on the edge softening page.
    *A rare bug that caused an exception "Access Denied" error on the edge softening page when the Soften Edges button was pressed has been fixed.
    *A coding error on the edge softening page would sometimes cause a serious exception error when the menu item "Tools\Time estimate..." was selected. This code blunder has been corrected.
    *User message prompts have been updated and improved.
    *Various changes were made in VirtualU to strengthen it and protect it from errors.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.


                                                                  April 15, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *The bug mentioned in the April 13 log report that caused an "Access Denied" exception error (crash) appeared again so we strengthened up the pertinent code some more. However, we suspect that Windows 10 was "up to its old tricks" and thus was somehow involved in this problem. After our test computer was restarted then the problem vanished and hasn't reappeared. We will closely monitor this situation. Other problems happened elsewhere in VirtualU at about the same time period that the above probem occurred. We think these temporary problems were related and due to some problem with Windows 10. These odd problems have happened before and they are similar in nature to the above current problem. We do not have much control over them but we have managed so far to minimize their detrimental effect and to prevent crashes.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  April 16, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *We just noticed that some of the information in the Tips help menu is incorrect. This error was serious enough to justfy the uploading of a new version. A particular Tip advises the user in a certain described case to do Default edging, save that edged image to a file and then do some SoftType edging on that same image. This is completely wrong and has been changed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  April 17, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *To our surprise and consternation we noticed that the edge softening page time estimate tool and the Soften Edges button would occasionally malfunction and cause a crash error to occur. This problem was mentioned in the April 13th log report. We thought that it was fixed but it came back with a roar. This problem was especially difficult to solve because until recently it could not be made to happen on demand. To make a long story shorter, the situation is the following: On some occasions, especially when running the edge softening page for the first time after starting VirtualU, the time estimation tool and to a lesser degree the Soften Edges button will sometimes fail on the first and occasionally the second attempt. Instead of crashing when this unavoidable, unexplained error happens, the program will now display a VirtualU error message which tells the user what to do in order to get a successful outcome. This bad bug is fixed.
    The problem above happened on our Windows 10 test computer. We do not know if other OS systems were vulnerable to the problem but in any case the question should now be moot since the error is apparently fixed.
    This was one of the most difficult and daunting bugs that we have ever fixed. We trust that this bug is truly gone.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  April 17, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *This is embarrassing but we left something undone in the previous upload. In the previous version if the error described in the first April 17th log report happened then everything is handled correctly except that a "Please wait..." message on a red background would erroneously remain visible. This has been corrected.
    Sorry about that.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                   April 18, 2021
    The program is still having trouble (potential crashes) with the time estimation tool on the edge softening page.
    We are working on it.



                                                                  April 19, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *After using the edge softening page for some time without problems we recently starting having crash problems when using the time estimation tool on that page as shown in previous log reports. We have not been able to find any logical or specific reason in the code for these problems but yet we must still provide a program that does not crash and we think that we have finally done that. We have done some more tweaking of the code to make its error reporting simpler and friendlier to the program as a whole. Of course we have done more tests but we have experienced no problems with this new version on Windows 10. We think that the problem is fixed bu if it occurs again then we will have to change the way that estimations are done.
    This crash problem has been very difficult to fix but we think that we got it this time. We hope that we did.
    *We also noticed just recently that on some occasions VirtualU would crash when the Build Clip button on the Film Options page was pressed. We found what we think is the cause and we believe that this bug is fixed.
    We will continue our testing and will report any problems.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    April 20, 2021
    No new versions have been uploaded since none are needed at this time.
    We have been testing the edge softening page time estimation tool as well as the Build Clip button on the Film Options page and both appear to be working fine. The current download version is thus okay except for a few minor changes that need to eventually be made.
    The first problem was due to a conflict between text files and the second problem was due to a code error.

                                                                   April 22, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    The problems reported in previous logs have not reappeared. Their causes are now known and understood though they were very difficult to solve. They turned out to have simple but "hard to find" causes.
    *On one occasion during testing of the Build Clip button on the Film Options page, we were very irritated to witness an "Access Denied" exception error and this error happened repeatedly. This new bug may also have been due to a text file conflict. We will be on the lookout for this problem but we have tested it extensively and we think it is fixed. If not then we'll report it.
    *The time estimation box on the edge softening page will now always show that estimation. In the previous version that estimation would sometimes be replaced with test data.
    *The two test boxes on the Film Options page which provided data to the programmer have been removed.
    *The time estimation process on the edge softening page has been adjusted to be more accurate.
    *When an edging page message prompts the user for a color sample the new current download version now allows the user to do a right click instead of a left click which displays the color dialog page, enabling the user to select any color whether it is visible or not. For example, since only the first frame of the video will show on the edging page, the user was previously out of luck if that frame was blank and could provide no sample. A right click on the image provides a work around solution. The user will of course need to record the settings of the color to be used as a sample and then to apply those settings on the color dialog page.
    *User prompts have been updated.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                      April 23, 2021
    VirtualU is fine. There's nothing to report and the current download version is the newest, best version.
    Testing will continue and thank you.

                                                                      April 30, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *Some user prompts have been updated and improved so that they are more informative and useful. This includes the first prompt that appears when an animated GIF movie is imported, which now emphasizes the fact that there are two ways to import GIFs.
    *In previous versions if de-edging is done to a video but is not yet applied then the program would not allow the de-edging to be cancelled or the video to be deleted until the de-edging is first applied. The program now will allow a cancellation or deletion even if the de-edging has not yet been applied.
    *A Tips menu item has been added to the contrast/hue/lum/sat page.
    In the future we plan to tweak and improve SoftType edge softening. SoftType does a pretty good job generally but it sometimes fails to do the edging in very small, tight spaces of a foreground image.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                      May 12, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *The new version has been changed so that if a user's computer shuts down because of a power outage or other reason while VirtualU is running then VirtualU now runs better when it is restarted.
    *User prompts, Help files and information pages have been updated to provide more information to the user.
    *More testing was done with VirtualU and some changes were made here and there in the code.
    *Bug found: During testing a complete SoftType edging run was done on a particular video and the Soften Edges button was pressed again to do another preliminary edging run prior to applying that second initial edging to the frames. After the second preliminary edging was done an attempt was made to close the edge softening page but the program erroneously closed the edging page without issuing a warning that the preliminary edging had not yet been applied to the video frames. After the edging was applied to the video on the Custom page the image of the video's first frame showing on the Custom page erroneously showed two edging layers even though only one layer had been applied to the frames of that video. This bug has been fixed so that the warning is issued like it's supposed to be. If the warning is not heeded then the second preliminary edging is automatically cancelled.
    VirtualU runs well with no problems and no crashes. We will continue testing and improving it. Some multi-tasking is possible with VirtualU but it's generally best to let each major process finish before running another major process.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    May 14, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *The SoftType edge softening method can be used after the Default method has been used on the same picture or video but the results are usually best if the Default edging is applied on the Custom page before SoftType is used. The program now issues an alert if an attempt is made to use SoftType if the Default method has already been used in the same session. This alert is important since the use of SoftType after Default in the same session can lead to poor SoftType edging and unwanted specks in the image.
    *The capture area color can now be temporarily changed on the edge softening page without needing to return to the Custom page to change it. This enables the user to experiment with different capture area colors.
    *Some other checks and tests have been made to make sure that everything is okay, which it is.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    May 18, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *When a PNG is de-edged the current download version now will issue an alert to the user about what may happen in rare occasions when using pngs, which is the fact that sometimes the edges will be made transparent instead of being turned into the background color. This anomaly can actually be quite useful since it leaves an outline of the slowing disappearing/eroding image. This effect does not happen with GIFs, BMPs, and most PNGs. JPGs are of course not accepted by VirtualU for de-edging but a BMP can be made of any picture import and used in place of that import.
    *The Help files and user prompts have been updated with important new information. Much of this information involves 32 bit BMPs, JPGs and some PNGs, which on occasion produce different results than GIFs and 24 bit BMPs. Extensive new testing was done with PNGs and 32-images to ensure that the user will get appropriate alerts when using those formats when needed.
    *The Move Box button on the Playback/Recording page now enables the Playing Time and Framecout boxes to be dragged by the user and to be visible at all times until this button is pressed again. Thus these boxes can be moved into the capture area during a recording, enabling the user to see exactly what frame is showing during playback and in a recorded movie.
    Our next goal is to try and tweak SoftType edge softening a bit. SoftType generally does a good job in most cases but sometimes could do better with images that contain small, tight spaces that need edging.
    Other than that, one of our biggest challenges to make more people aware of VirtualU's existence. If that could happen then maybe VirtualU could catch on with a greater number of video buffs. We feel confident that most folks doing video work would place value on at least some of VirtualU's suite of tools.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                   May 23, 2021
    No new versions of VirtualU have been uploaded but a new version will be available soon. This log report is simply an update on what is going on with the program.
    *User prompts are being updated.
    *When the capture area color on the edge softening page was changed in the previous VirtualU version, that change would erroneously not be applied to any existing video frames. This problem will be corrected.
    *If the user changes the capture area color on the edge softening page and uses that color for an edging session then the next version of the program will remind the user of this change after the user applies the edging.
    *As we promised, we are currently tweaking the SoftType edge softening method to improve its performance when images with tight, small spaces are edged. The work is very challenging but the results so far are promising and an alternative SoftType method may possibly be created. If so then this new method will be slightly slower than the primary SoftType method.
    When the above tasks are completed then we will make a new version of VirtualU available. Breaking with precedent, we are making this type of log report mainly because we know that the current download version has a minor but potentially irritating problem (the 2nd listed item above) that won't be resolved until we are finished with the SoftType code alterations. We want the next version to include all of the above changes.

                                                                      June 14, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *User prompts have been updated and improved.
    *New onsite help menus have been added and the Help files have been updated.
    *We discovered that pictures rotated or flipped by VirtualU did not retain their transparent capabilities after the rotation or flip was applied on the Custom page. Videos were not affected. This problem has been fixed.
    *When the capture area color on the edge softening page was changed in the previous VirtualU version, that change would erroneously not be applied to any existing video frames. This problem has been corrected.
    *If the user changes the capture area color on the edge softening page and uses that color for an edging session then the program now reminds the user of this change after the user applies the edging.
    *As we promised, we tweaked the SoftType edge softening method to improve its performance. We have tested numerous images and the current download version now does better SoftType edging. SoftType may require some more tinkering and fine tuning in the future. Only long term testing will answer that. We will continue testing and we will report any significant information. 
    *The edge softening page has a new SoftType secondary edging system that better handles pictures and videos that contain small holes and gaps between foreground images which are less than about five or six pixels across. This new system takes a bit more time to process videos but it processes pictures in about the same time.
    *It's now possible to use the SoftType or Default edging methods on one part of an image and then to use either of them on a different part.
    *The edge softening page has a new tool that enables the user to adjust the SoftType level of change. The level of change is how much or to what degree each layer of edging changes from the previous layer, like in the gradients.
    *A new tool on the Custom page and on the edge softening page will tell the user if a particular color exists in an image. The tool on the edging page is faster than the same tool on the Custom page.
    *The program now automatically sets the work colors used on the edging page so that the user does not have to do that anymore. Work colors are used to do some processing operations. These work colors also work better with less chance of problems. A solution which enabled this change was discovered after consulting the Lazarus forum.
    *On one occasion during testing a right click on a video timeline resulted in the error message "Please press the flashing button and then try again." even no button was flashing. This bug has been dealt with.
    This work was challenging but this new upload version is the best ever.
    VirtualU now offers four ways to do edge softening of pictures and videos. The program can edge most pictures and videos that have good quality and reasonable design.
    The images below illustrate what we say. The top image is a raster scan, unedged picture. The bottom image shows the same picture after it was edged with the secondary SoftType system to a white and blue sky background (the background image under the edged picture or video frame) and its own red background was made to be transparent. This image is one of the most challenging images to edge. The image in the upper right hand corner of the picture did not turn out too well but that's only because it was of poor quality to begin with. The top image is a great image to use for testing because it contains a little bit of everything.
    The primary SoftType system is good, it's faster than the secondary SoftType system and can handle most images but it can't do what the secondary system can with small spaces, small holes and thin lines.
    Thank you Lazarus and Free Pascal.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
         
    (Pictures referred to by article above have been deleted to reduce file size. More recent examples have not been deleted.)             
                      
                           
                                                                     June 14, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes.
    *Right after we uploaded the previous version we discovered a potential major bug. We discovered that if the menu item "Video\Play Project" and some other menu items and buttons on the edge softening page were activated while video frames were being altered then the edge softening page could crash. This bug has been fixed.
    If the user were to let each process finish before starting something else when using the previous version then there would be no problem. Of course, the program should be able to function okay even if this is not done and the current download version does that as far as we know.
    We are very, very sorry that we did not find this problem before the previous upload but these things can happen. We have been working extremely hard on some complex issues, so hard that we missed some things. We will do our best to see that this does not happen again.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.


                                                                     June 15, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes.
    *We made some big changes to the SoftType secondary edge softening system and this system now works better than all previous versions. The picture below was made after these changes were done and it is better than the previous edged picture shown in the June 14 upload. The edge softening is better.
    We are sorry that there have been so many uploads lately but the program has been undergoing a series of rapid improvements. We expect that this pace of uploading will shortly decrease significantly.
    Our next goal is to see if we can improve the Default edge softening method and if so then we will report that.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

    (Picture referred to by article above have been deleted to reduce file size. More recent examples have not been deleted.)



                                                                     June 18, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the following changes.
    *User Help prompts have been updated.
    *The Default (SoftEdge) edge softening method has been considerably improved. This method works best if the foreground image (image being edged) and the background (whatever is UNDER the foreground image) are both complex images with many colors, the more complex the better. The image shown below consists of a picture of the planet jupiter edge softened to a background picture of space using only the Default (SoftEdge) method.
    *The edge softening page now has a new menu item that explains in detail how to use the Default (SoftEdge) and SoftType edge softening methods in combination. This mini tutorial uses picture files included with the program. Sometimes neither the SoftType method nor the Default (SoftEdge) method alone can do the job. In such cases the two methods used together can edge almost anything reasonably well. 
    Unless we find an unlikely major bug then we do not plan to upload any new versions in the near future.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

    (Picture referred to by article above have been deleted to reduce file size. More recent examples have not been deleted.)

                                                                         June 25, 2021
    No new version of VirtualU is being uploaded but a new version will be available very soon. We are overhauling the edge softening system so that it and the way it interacts with the rest of the program will be much better. New tools, mini tutorials, Help files, corrections and prompts will make things easier, more informative and less confusing for the user.
    Any user who has encountered problems in previous versions will likely not encounter them again. VirtualU is a complex work in progress and it takes time to get it right. The improvements and the testing never stop.

                                                                         July 12, 2021
    We just wanted to say that we are still working hard on the next version of VirtualU. The next version will contain new features and some unusual problems have been fixed. This new version will be big, very big in terms of performance, usefulness and problem-free operations. It should be ready very soon.


                                                                      July 18, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the big, big changes shown below which will enable the user to understand and use the program with more ease and less confusion. This one is the best.
    The bottom picture shows layer within layer of Default+SoftType edge softening by VirtualU.
    *On some occasions an edging alert would appear with no text in the file name boxes. This has been fixed.
    *Steps were taken to strengthen the cartoon-making process and prevent exception errors.
    *A memory leak check was done on the main program as well as the edge softening page. No leaks and no problems there.
    *It was discovered that in the previous version SoftType did not work correctly with a picture or video that was in movement. This has been fixed.
    *The edge softening process is now much, much faster, even for SoftType.
    *The Tutorial has been re-edited, updated and proof read.
    *Bug found: An error occurred after some of the frames of a video were edged but when an attempt was made to apply the edging on the Custom page the program erroneously said that no edging had been done, resulting in a bad situation in which the edging could not be applied or cancelled. This has been fixed.
    *Bug found: This one is hard to explain but it had to do with a workcolor used by the program and it affected edge softening, especially if a foreground image being edged had tints of red. This bug would cause problems when an image being edged would move into and around the capture area. It has been fixed.
    *We have taken more steps to ensure that if a processing error of an object movement on the Playback/Recording page occurs because of a Windows anomaly then no crash will happen.
    *A new checkbox titled "Do fine tuning" option has been added to the Film Options page. This option is only for videos that have their continuity boxes checked when an external movie is being built. This checkbox is disabled by default. When enabled it ensures that the project duration and the number of frames in the built movie match exactly based on the project frame rate. This means that the program will sometimes automatically add or subtract 1 frame to/from the movie being built. This is explained more in the Help file "Help\Misc.\Fine tuning adjustment". This tool cannot be used with edge softening.
    *The time estimate tool on the edge softening page has been re-adjusted and now it's more accurate.
    *A project duration of less than 1 sec. may now be used at any time without any previous action as long as any combination of the project duration and the project frame rate results in a frame total of at least two frames. The "Remove 1 sec. dur. limit" button on the Film Options page has been removed.
    *We found that if the duration was less than 1 sec. and the duration was changed to a different duration that was also less than 1 sec. then the new duration would not always 'take' correctly. This problem has been fixed.
    *Located in the main program folder where virtualu.exe is located is a folder named "bin" which contains sample pictures and videos. Some of these samples are referred to by the program when example instructions are displayed. We have made sure that they and all other example pictures used by the program do not infringe on any copyright issues and thus are free to use. In some cases we have made our own artwork and videos for use by the program.
    *The Help files, user prompts and other program instructions have been updated. Many other changes not listed in this log report have been made to improve the program. The Help files contain many new examples and mini-tutorials.
    *We discovered that in previous versions when an external movie was built then sometimes the first frame of the clip being joined to the external movie under construction would be dropped. This problem has been fixed.
    *On some occasions on the Film Options page when a right click was made on a video timeline a message would appear saying to press the flashing Build Clip button when in fact no button was flashing. This bug was dealt with in the previous version but the current download version handles it better.
    *If an attempt was made to check a continuity check box and the project duration was less than 1 sec. then previous versions would not allow the checkbox to be checked until the duration was at least 1 sec. This restriction has been removed. We will continue to remove restrictions based on a project duration that is less than 1 sec. See the next item below.
    *If a video is imported when the project duration is less than 1 sec. then the program will no longer issue an error message when the Build Clip button is pressed.
    *Sometimes an edging alert would erroneously appear when no prior edging had been done. This bug has been fixed. The edging alerts now appear when needed and only when needed.
    *We found that some code meant to adjust counter variables solely for pictures being edged in video mode would in fact mis-adjust the same counters for edged videos after a recording was made, which could cause the edging page to edge the wrong frames. This bug has been fixed.
    *An image with incorrect edging would sometimes appear on the edge softening page. This has been fixed.
    *We realized that a reduction in the project duration after a set of frames had been edged could cause any future edging session of that video to edge the wrong number of frames. This has been fixed.
    *The appearance of the opening page and the main work page have been changed. The default color of the Custom page background color has been changed from a bright yellow to dark gray. Of course, the user can change the background color to whatever is desired. The program now has a less "retro" appearance.
    *The edge softening page has a new tool called Status Of Current Edging page which displays much information about any particular edging session such as the number of frames that will edged, the starting frame number, number of frames already edged etc. This page will help the user to better understand what is going on and it also displays alerts that tell the user what to do in certain situations so that mistakes can be avoided.
    *In previous versions when a SoftType edging pass was attempted after a Default (SoftEdge) edging pass then the program would prompt the user to apply the Default edging on the Custom page before the SoftType edging was done to make sure that the quality was at its best. However, the program would not always allow the user to return to the edging page to do the SoftType edging. Now the user may return at any time to the edging page except for a few cases in which all edging must be done in the same session.
    *As stated in the above item, the program would recommend that the user close the edging page and then apply the Default edging before doing the SoftType edging in order to preserve the quality. That is no longer necessary. In other words, both methods may now be done in the same session without returning to the Custom page while still having the same quality.
    *We found that if a picture was edged using the Method 2 video mode then the program wouldn't always function correctly nor would the correct image always be displayed. We discovered that if the picture to be edged was the first picture imported into VirtualU then the process would be correct but any other imported pictures would be wrong. These errors have existed in the program for a very long time but we didn't know that. These errors existed because we failed to apply changes made to the first import to the other imports. These errors have been fixed.
    *We have completely overhauled and changed the edge softening page as well as the way that it interacts with the main program (ie the Custom page). This new setup is more logical, more intuitive, easier to use and less confusing, as well as being more informative and helpful to the user. We actually surprised and surpassed ourselves in the amount and scope of the changes we made. VirtualU is evolving.
    *The way that the program operates when a checked video is edged has been completely changed. A checked video is a video that has had its continuity box on the Film Options page checked. A checked continuity box ensures that frames are continuously extracted from the video and added in the correct sequence to an external movie being built. The new system operates much better, is more logical and less confusing. All of the previous restrictions and limitations have been removed. The project duration will no longer be locked while edging a checked video, enabling it to be lowered or increase while edging. A few other problems were found and fixed. The work was very, very challenging but it now works much better.
    *Among other things we are currently involved in making a "Legacy" collection of program files and documents that explain how VirtualU functions as well as all of the information needed by possible future coders. 
    We're sorry that we have only recently found and fixed some problems that have existed for a while. We plead overwork and preoccupation with many complex and difficult issues. However, this proves that we will eventually find and repair problems if they exist.
    The changes listed above as well as many unmentioned changes represent major alterations to the program so we have exhaustively tested them. If we missed something then as always we will eventually find any problems and fix them. VirtualU is a substantial program so it's always possible that it contains some problem that we have yet to discover. Rome wasn't built in one day. For example, just before the upload of the new VirtualU version we found and fixed the problem mentioned above about the dropped movie frame. We never knew that it existed.
    We will be mortified if we find a bug in the program after this version has made its debut but it's always possible and it has happened before. We can't think of any more testing to do right now. If so than all we can say is that we will fix it in the unlikely event that it happens.
    VirtualU only uses about 4.5 MB of memory but it's a big, complex and intricate program with many inter-connections so it's just not possible to solve everything at once. Sometimes we had made a good change in one part of the program only to discover often much later that the good change adversely affected a different part of the program. We have found many bugs just by playing around with VirtualU.
    At this late stage of the game we truly believe that we will not find many more problems and that most of the hard stuff is done. It must be remembered that this program currently is a prototype demonstrator and thus further development will continue to happen.
    The add-ons and improvements never stop.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the change/s shown above.

    (Pictures referred to by article above have been deleted to reduce file size. More recent examples have not been deleted.)

                                                               July 25, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below. These changes are few in number and very minor but we wanted to make this new version available for aesthetic reasons. 
    *The background color of the VirtualU opening page has been changed from white to black.
    *The program usually performs a one-time test in which the Custom page moves on its own to the left and then upward. On only one occasion during this test the Custom page kept moving until it was out of sight, causing the program to basically crash. This rare bug has been fixed and will never happen again.
    *User prompts have been updated.
    *Some changes were made to the edge softening page.
    We would like to assemble a suite of programs made with Lazarus for distribution and we are looking into that.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.


                                                                    August 31, 2021
    No new versions are available or needed at this time. We have been doing things other than coding but we have continued our testing of VirtualU which appears to be functioning okay. In other words, we are reporting that there is basically nothing to report.
    We hope to resume work on Lotto7 soon after we finish some other stuff and we will continue to run and test VirtualU.

                                                                   September 4, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because some minor but noticeable changes have been made to the program.
    *In previous versions when the project duration was greater than the duration of a video being edged then the progress bar would not be set correctly though processing wasn't affected. This error would also erroneously affect the time estimates. This bug has been fixed.
    *The test box on the Film Options page that displayed test data to programmers has been removed.
    *The Help files have been updated, including "Help\Misc.\Edge Softening tips" which has been updated with some new helpful tips.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                                  September 25, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the change shown below.
    *Improvement made: In previous versions when a very large or long video was being built on the Film Options page then the current position of the progressbar would sometimes reach the end and just stay there until the processing was done, leaving the user to wonder what was occurring though a graphic user prompt would state that processing was still continuing. In such a case the progressbar position idicator now returns to its starting place and advances until the processing is done. This is not the best solution but it's much better now because the user can at least have a better idea of how long to wait for the processing.
    This is the only change made to VirtualU so no download of the new version is necessary if the above problem is of minor concern to the user.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the change shown above.

                                                              September 29, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *User prompts have been updated, including the Film Options frame extraction progressbar prompt which now has new helpful information about how long it takes to extract video frames.
    *Problem found: During testing while building a very large and long video on the Film Options page we pressed the Stop Build button. The program displayed a message reading "Please wait while some problems are fixed." The "wait" message and other prompts remained in view but the program appeared to be hung up. The program actually was trying to re-extract all the large frames of the video but the progressbar pointer/idicator was not moving. The reason that nothing appeared to be happening is because the program was taking a long time to process some very large and numerous frames. This problem has been fixed so that now the program will not attempt to re-extract any video frames when the Stop Build button is pressed.
    *Bug found: During testing we imported a video and built it into a project with a 2 sec. duration. We then imported another video, set the project duration at 28 sec. and then pressed the Clip Length In button. The program correctly extracted the appropriate number of frames for the second video but erroneously failed to get all the frames for the first video. This has been fixed. The program now requires that a pending build be done before the project duration is increased which is a bit more inconvenient but yet more reliable.
    *Bug found: On some occasions the Film Options page progressbar prompt would not appear when it was supposed to appear. This bug has been fixed.
    *The Stop Build button works better now, stopping builds in progress quicker and w/ less problems.
    We're sorry that the above problems were not discovered earlier but it's not always possible to know specifically what to test for when testing the program. The only practical way to find any possible remaining problems is to run and test the program under different conditions which is what we will continue to do. These problems took us by surprise but at least they're fixed now.
    At least it can be said that we fix or improve every issue that we find. We believe that the user should always have the best possible tools and information so that the user always knows what is going on and is not left in uncertainty. The above changes improve the program considerably.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above.


                                                             September 30, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the change shown below.
    *Potential problem found: In previous versions if the build for any video import other than the first import was cancelled and then the Clip Length In button on the Film Options page was pressed, the program would extract the frames okay but it would fail to name them correctly which could in some cases cause confusion and problems. This bug has been fixed.
    We are sorry that we had to upload a new version so soon but there's nothing else we can do since we can't allow a known bug to exist. This problem was serious enough to justify a new version upload.
    It's just one of those things. We realize now that this potential problem has existed for some time but we only recently discovered it while testing VirtualU import slots 2 - 7 instead of the usual first import slot. That's what testing is for. Thank you.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the change/s shown above.
                                                                
                                                             October 2, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the change/s shown below.
    *Bug found in previous version: If the Delete Edging button on the edge softening page was pressed after the frames of a video were edged then on some occasions the program would erroneously not show a message saying that the edging can only be deleted on the Custom page. Is such a case as this, if the program erroneously allows a deletion then the result is that the program 'thinks' that no edging was done when in fact it was done. This bug has been fixed.
    Again we apologize that a new version follows so quickly on the heels of the previous upload but like always we cannot allow a known bug to exist in any download of VirtualU.
    It's simply not possible to find all potential problems in one testing session. We are quite sure that few if any major bugs remain to be discovered but it's always possible that certain rare combinations of user actions might result in the existence of a problem.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the change/s shown above.


                                                           October 5, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the change shown below.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *User prompts, instructions and information windows have been updated.
    *Very rare bug found: On one occasion while a build was occurring on the Film Options page a user prompt appeared and erroneously listed the filename of a video which would be converted because its frame rate was not evenly divisible into the project frame rate. In fact its frame did actually divide evenly into the project frame rate. We were unable to duplicate the error but we added some new code to the program which should fix this bug.
    *Another rare bug found: In previous versions if the Clip Length In button on the Film Options page is pressed after a certain convoluted, unusual sequence of user operations are done then in some cases the program would erroneously extract frames from the original video instead of from a program-made copy of the original video, resulting in the extraction of the wrong frames. This bug has been fixed.
    The last bug mentioned above was relatively rare but fairly serious so the upload of a new version is justified. Most of the recently discovered bugs are minor and they are the result of unlikely user actions but they had to be fixed and reported like all bugs.
    In the near future we expect that new versions will not be appearing as often as they have recenty appeared because we are confident that most major problems have been found and fixed.
    VirtualU's status is still that of a prototype demonstrator and it is a work in progress so improvements will continue to be made as needed. We want the program to be available as it is being improved because it is a useful suite of tools regardless of its condition at any given time.
    VirtualU's current condition is actually the best that it's even been and no problems should be encountered if it's used in a typical way.
    Thank you for your patience.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the change/s shown above.

                                                             October 8, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *User prompts, instructions and information windows have been updated.
    *A new method which softens the internal edges of solid color foreground images has been added to the program.
    *Rare bug found: The following steps caused a video to erroneously not play at all during a recording: A 10 fps. video was built into a 10 fps. project. The framerate was changed to 30 fps., a recording was made and then the project frame rate was changed back to 10 fps. During a subsequent recording only the first frame showed but the other frames did not. We think that we fixed this bug.
    *We will be looking into other ways of softening the internal edges of solid colored foreground images as well as ways to soften the internal edges of multi-colored foreground images if possible.
    As predicted by the October 2 log report, most of the errors that we have recently found are the results of unusual and relatively complicated sequences of various user operations that aren't often done. To us this is a sign that the program is becoming more finely tuned and improved. Hence, any given use of VirtualU will most likely not involve any problems. We will continue to test and improve the program.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                             October 11, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *The accuracy of the Time Estimation feature on the edge softening page has been improved.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *Minor bug found: We tried to soften the edges of an imported video that had a frame rate of 29.97 fps. but the program would erroneously not allow it because its frame rate was different than the project frame rate of 30 fps. The program should have allowed this since this video was automatically converted to 30 fps. by the program when it was imported. This bug has been fixed.
    *User prompts, instructions and information windows have been updated.
    *Serious bug found: When for example we edged a video with a green background around its foreground image to a video under it using the Default method then the edging wouldOctober 11, 2021 erroneously have a green tint instead of being edged to the bottom video. This bug has been fixed. If the bottom image was a picture instead of a video then no problem occurred.
    The problem described directly above arose because unknown to us some improvements we made several months ago caused a problem elsewhere in the program that we only recently discovered. This happens sometimes. The solution was elusive and difficult to solve but we are glad that it's fixed.
    We trust that no problems or subsequent new versions will occur in the near future. We're keeping our fingers crossed on that. Thank you.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                             October 11, 2021
    We regret to say that the most recent new version of VirtualU that was uploaded earlier today is still not correct. The edge softening page in the previous uploaded version is not working properly.
    We are very sorry and we apologize for this mistake.
    We are currently working to fix this situation and we will upload the correct version shortly.

                                                             October 12, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *The edge softening page has been corrected and is functioning fine. The Default edge softening problem involving videos being edged to other videos is fixed. We have tested it repeatedly and can find no fault in it. This problem was very difficult to deal with.
    Again, we apologize for uploading a faulty version of VirtualU. It was an accident but at least our programmer hasn't screamed again.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                             October 12, 2021
    We discovered that the Time Estimation tool on the edge softening page is now not working correctly, probably as the result of some recent changes we made to VirtualU. We are working on it now and thus a new version of VirtualU will be available soon.
    Everything else is working correctly and we will make a report soon.
    Things will settle down soon. These are just growth pains.
    Thank you.

                                                            October 12b, 2021
    Well, the edge softening problem described in the October 11 log reports seems to have returned so the edge softening page in the current download version of VirtualU still may not be correct.
    We don't understand this. We tested and tested the previous version and everything was fine.
    We are investigating to discover what is going on. 


                                                            October 17, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *The biggest news is that the Default edge softening problem described in the Oct. 11 log reports is fixed. We know that we have said this before on two occasions only to be proven wrong but not only have we tested the program extensively but we also think that we found the cause of the problem. We think the error happened because some operations didn't have the time they needed for complete processing. The backgrounds of the foreground images did not have a chance to go transparent when requred in the processing so the foreground image to be edged would erroneously be edged to its own background color instead of to whatever colors were under it.
    *Minor bug found: On some occasions after edge softening was applied to a video the image that would show on the Custom page would not always be the first frame of the video. This has been fixed.
    *When a video with a frame rate which prevents the video from being a good transparency is imported then the program now warns the user about this and offers solutions.
    *The Help files have been updated with new information.
    *We increased the accuracy of the edge softening page time estimation tool.
    *User prompts and program pages have been updated.
    *Irritating rare bug found: In the previous version if an external movie was being built and the continuity check box of a video was checked then the any activation of the time estimation tool on the edge softening page would cause the test to erroneously run for an excessively long time and the displayed estimated time would be way too large. This bug has been fixed.
    *The program now stores information about estimated and actual edging times and makes this information available to the user if the time estimation tool repeatedly fails. This has happened only once in the entire history of VirtualU and we think that event was related to the first issue listed above.
    *Bug found: In previous versions if the time estimation tool on the edge softening page was run on a picture to be edged in video mode then the number that would show in the Est. Time box would erroneously be zero. This bug has been fixed.
    *Bug found: In previous versions if the edging page time estimation tool was run on a picture that had just been edged for the first time in video mode then a problem would occur when an attempt was made to apply or cancel the edging on the Custom page. The problem was that the program would erroneously show a message saying that no edging had been done. This bug has been fixed.
    *The edge softening page now has a box that displays the actual processing time.
    *Bug found: In some cases on the edge softening page a message would appear saying to press the Delete button when it should have said to press the Cancel button. This bug has been fixed.
    *Rare bug found: We pressed the "Save first or last frame" button on the Playback/Recording page and followed the instructions to save the last frame of a movie we were making but we got an error message saying that a file named test1.bmp was missing. This problem arrived totally out of the blue. We were able to recreate the problem but we never could find the cause so we just went around the problem and put in several things to ensure that this bug never happens again. This bug has been fixed.
    The edging page may not be able to handle all edge softening cases but if the color matches between foreground and deep background images are good and if the user is patient and can learn the intricate nuances of VirtualU then superb results can be obtained such as in the edging example shown below which shows a raster scan (rough edges) foreground video frame of a gauge with a moving pointer edged to a deep background space video.
    We were surprised at the number of bugs that we found. We have made some considerable changes so it's possible that we may have missed something. The near future may reveal some minor adverse results and more growing pains like the rediculous error shown in the last entry above though we don't expect that. VirtualU contains no known bugs.
    As always we will continue testing VirtualU. If we find a problem then we will fix it as always.
    We do it for the user.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.
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                                                            October 19, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *The Custom page has two new features titled "Special\Make all 24-bit pictures/non-mask text/videos be non-transparent" and "Special\Make all 24-bit pictures/non-mask text/videos be transparent". These modest features can be helpful in, among other things, locating lost images such as a transparent image moved to the very edge and then released and which thus becomes invisible. If an image is not visible then the user might forget where it is.
    *Bug found: In previous versions the edge softening option "Tools\Do not alter edges of image" worked okay for videos but not for pictures. This bug has been fixed.
    *Error found: In previous versions the Help topic "Help\Misc.\Edging internal colors(3)" uses the video ball3.mpg as an example but that video did not exist. This error has been corrected. The wording of this Help topic has also been changed.
    At least the problems above are minor as well as not being previously repeating problems. Also, anyone using the October 17 version does not really need to download this version until and unless the errors listed above are encountered.
    We just like to fix problems as soon as they appear. We can't help it. It's unthinkable for the current download version to have a known bug in it.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                           October 23, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded because of the changes shown below.
    *The Help files have been updated.
    *User prompts and instructions have been updated with new useful information.
    *Rare bug found: On one occasion out of hundreds of tests after the Build Clip button was pressed, the program erroneously displayed a message that an imported video was about to be converted when in fact no conversion was needed. The frames would have been extracted okay but they would not have made good transparencies. We could not recreate this error but we put some new code in place to prevent it from happening again.
    *Improvement made: The program has been inconsistent about frame rate changes so the code has been altered. If a pending project frame rate change will cause any loaded video to be converted then the program now displays a warning that a video will be converted if the user continues with the rate change. The message also points out that any converted video will not make a good transparency.
    *The operation and setup for the edge softening page time estimation tool has been improved so that it's more logical, less confusing and more informative.
    Some of the above changes to the instructions, user prompts and Help files are very important and will better guide the user and enable the user to avoid mistakes. VirtualU has the user's back.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.


                                                            October 29, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *Minor bug found: On one occasion while getting a SoftType time estimate on the edge softening page the program erroneously displayed a message prompt that required a user response. The first part of the message said that the chosen number of frames to be edged was less than the frames already edged. This message should not have been shown during a test. After the prompt was answered the program finished the test and displayed a totally wrong time estimation. This bug has been fixed.
    *User prompts and Help files have been updated.
    *Improvement made: When a video with a decimal frame rate was imported in previous versions the program would display a message saying that the video would not make a good transparency. The program now will display that message only if the decimal frame rate does not divide evently into the project rate. If the video rate divides evenly into the project rate then no conversion will be necessary and the video thus will make a good transparency. The wording of this and other similar messages has also been changed.
    *Improvement made: Some of the images used in the program as examples were replaced because their copyright status was questionable.
    *Improvement made: With previous versions a playback on the Playback/Recording page of an edged picture or video that moves across the capture area would sometimes erroneously show little specks/pixels or short lines of color around the edges of the image. These specks would be the same color as the image background color but for some unknown reason would not go transparent like the rest of the background. This was never a major problem since these specks would not appear in the recorded movie but was nontheless irritating. A new tool titled "Misc.\Remove SoftType edging specks/lines during playback" has been added to the Playback/Recording page. This toggle menu item removes those specks during playback.
    The changes above were very minor yet necessary and some of 'em really improve the program. We waited until we had accumulated enough of them to justify the upload of a new version. The solution to the last item above eluded us for some time and we are very pleased that it's fixed.
    With the exception of the creation of major new features we hope that future changes will also be minor and less frequent. Recent changes basically represent fine tuning of VirtualU. VirtualU is running good and has no known bugs. (Knock on wood)
    Important note: Our first two attempts to upload the new version of VirtualU to the download site were interrupted. These were very rare events but they did happen. We think that any versions waiting to be downloaded from the upload/download site are not overwrited until after a successful upload but if any recent download version of VirtualU doesn't work right then these interruptions are the cause. It's likely that no problem exists but we mention this just in case.
    The current download version is correct and free of probems. After we successfully uploaded this version we downloaded and tested it before we published this log report.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes shown above.

                                                          November 2, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download.
    *Rare bug found: We cannot recall that this error ever happened before but it resulted in the complete crash/unresponsiveness of the edging page so that it had to be shut down with Windows Task Manager. The Custom page of the program has something in place to deal with this kind of problem but it was a very serious bug. We pressed the Soften Edges button while in SoftType mode and then a Windows error message (not a VirtualU error message) appeared saying: "Unable to create file...". We chose to keep the program going instead of shutting it down but the program became unresponsive. We know where the problem occurred and have taken steps to ensure that it never happens again.
    *Help files, user prompts and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *The appearance of the waveform window on the Custom page has been altered.
    We believe that VirtualU must inevitably reach its zenith, the point at which no more new tools are needed and no more problems exist.  It has to happen at some time and that time may be now or in the very near future. As a result of that we expect that these log reports will become rarer. When that happens VirtualU will no longer be a prototype demonstrator but will then become just another application with a suite of tools.
    Other than the bug described above, most of the recent changes have been minor.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above.    

                                                             November 5, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because of the exciting new tool described below.
    *Rare bug found: We have never encountered this particular error before but it was very serious. While edging a video a Windows exception error notice appeared saying that a data error occurred and suggested shutting down the edge softening page. We kept the program running which resulted in the fact that the edging page was unresponsive and had to be shut down with Windows Task Manager. We were unable to recreate the problem because the bug was so rare but we are confident that we know why and where the error happened. The code involved was poorly written and similar code in the main VirtualU program was in the same condition though it had never caused a problem there. This bug has been fixed.
    We are sorry that this new version upload follows so closely on the heels of the previous upload but the seriousness of the bug described above justified it. 
    We still believe that few if any of these type of problems remain.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above. 

                                                            November 6, 2021
    No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. Except for the minor item/s below, this is a report that there's nothing to report. In this case no news is good news.
    Soon after uploading the Nov. 5th version we noticed that recent endeavors threw the time estimation off on the edge softening page. The time estimates now are twice what they should be. This will be fixed in the next version. We won't do a new upload until we have at least several such changes to make.
    The new menu item "Special\Make AVI "copy" of external movie being built" still gives us excitement since it now enables the program to build external AVI movies scene-by-scene just as it has always done with MPGs yet the AVIs have higher quality. This tool basically makes an AVI while an MPG is being made! After the MPG is made the user has to use "Tools\Create movie from frames" to make an AVI from all the frames that the program has collected but this latter tool is very fast.
    VirtualU is running fine and we will keep you advised.
    Best wishes.


                                                         November 10, 2021
    No new version of VirtualU is available at this time but we wanted to explain what is going on with the edge softening page time estimate tool. This tool will be changed in the next version.
    After much testing we have concluded that it is impossible to accurately predict how long any particular edging session will take. Our original premise to get a time estimation was to use the following formula: (f / 5) * t where f is the number of frames to edge and t is the time it took to record 5 test frames. An actual non-test recording of 5 frames would often be less than the time it took to record 5 test frames. In addition to that, the program would slightly change speeds during a recording. In some cases the program would take less time to record a very large capture area that it took to record a small capture area. Too many variants are involved.
    Our planned solution not only solves this problem but also provides many more benefits. The next version will not provide a time estimate before the edging of a video is done. Instead, the user will start the edging "Video\Apply Method 2/3 Edging" and the altered frames will be stored in a temporary folder instead of replacing the original frames. When another recording is made or the edge softening page is closed after a successful recording then the program will replace the original frames with the newly edged temporary frames. If the user thinks that a given recording is taking too long then that user will be able to cancel a recording in progress without affecting the original frames. With the new system the user instead of the program will make the test. The benefits are:
    1. There will be less chance of problems since no time estimate process will be needed anymore.
    2. The user will now be able to immediately do a cancellation of video edging from the edging page instead of having to do that on the Custom page.
    3. Any video edging cancellation done on the edge softening page will not require a rebuild.
    4. As a recording is done a time estimation will appear in the Est. Time box and the accuracy of this estimation will improve as the recording is done. The progressbar will also give an idea of how much time is left.
    We are now working on this new system and it should be ready in a few days. The next version will also contain a few other changes and improvements.

                                                       November 15, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because of the very nice changes listed below.
    *Minor bug found: On some occasions the "Starting frame number" on the Status Of Current Edging page would be incorrect. This has been fixed.
    *When a video was being edged in previous versions and the number of frames to edge was less than the number of frames already edged (because the proj. duration was reduced) then the program would display a warning and increase the number of frames to be edged to equal the number of frames already edged. The program in such a case will now only display the warning but not increase the number of frames to edge. The warning message will also provide helpful information to help the user decide what to do.
    *Improvement made: The program now displays BMP and AVi file size warnings more often when the Custom page menu item "Special\Make AVI "copy" of external movie being built" is selected. When this tool is used with large capture sizes and/or longer durations then the BMP frames and any AVI made from them can quickly reach huge file sizes so the user should be totally aware of that fact.
    *The user is given more "heads up" warnings and notices in important situations.
    *Bug found: In previous versions when doing a floodfill operation on a video, the Cancel button on the progressbar would not work though it would work on other operations. This has been fixed.
    *The text of any file listed in the edging alerts will now be shown in green if it has "rolled over" and its frame counter is at zero which means that all of its frames have been edged. A new notice on the alert page explains this. This should lessen some potential confusion about rollovers.
    *In previous versions when a playback on the edge softening page was running then the transparency status of the image to be edged was always dependent upon its status when the edging page was opened. Whether an edging image is transparent or not during playback now depends upon the Transparent button. If the image is transparent when playback begins then the image will be transparent during playback. This can be helpful to see the edging result without needing to go to the Playback/Recording page though the playback on the edging page may be very fast in some cases.
    *Help files and user prompts have been extensively updated and improved, including the help stuff on the edge softening page. The previously existing information often did not reflect recent changes and was even wrong and misleading. These Help files and prompts have finally caught up to the recent changes. We can't do everything all at once.
    *The new time estimation system on the edging page now works with pictures being edged in video mode just like videos! Edging of pictures in video mode must still be cancelled on the Custom page rather than the edging page but this is no big deal since cancellation is fast with no rebuilds ever needed.
    *We did everything that we said we would do in the Nov. 10 log report about the time estimation changes on the edge softening page. This new system in addition to the new AVI movie-building system represent major improvements to VirtualU and will be very beneficial to the user. The Est. Time box basically counts down the time in seconds and it's perfectly accurate. The great thing is that if the video edging is cancelled because it's taking too long the user can then delete the session edging and exit the edging page with no further action required.
    We have extensively tested the new tools. In the unlikely event that we missed something then rest assured that it will be fixed.
    We are inspired by this very nice version of VirtualU and the addition of its great new tools, meaning the new time estimation setup, the ability to cancel a video edging session on the edging page and the incredible new AVI movie-building stuff.
    Wowser.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above.

                                                        November 16, 2021
    Don't worry, no new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. We just wanted to mention some upcoming developments that will be available in the next version.
    A magnifying glass tool will be added to VirtualU and it will be on the Custom page, the Playback/Recording page and the edge softening page where it will be especially useful. This tool is courtesy of VirtualMagnifyingGlass. http://magnifier.sourceforge.net/
    We continue to test VirtualU. We will be considering new features, tools and corrections and when we have accumulated a handful of them then we will make a new version available.

                                                        November 19, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because of the changes listed below.
    *A magnifying glass tool has been added to VirtualU and it's available for use on the Custom page, the Playback/Recording page and the edge softening page where it is especially useful.
    *Help files and user prompts have been extensively updated and some new prompts added.
    *The program no longer allows the frame rate of an imported video to be altered when it its imported because this can lead to problems. The program now offers several other methods for changing a video frame rate while preserving its quality and transparency capabilities without the need for a conversion and that's good because a conversion always results in some loss of transparency capabilities. The program does this by using the custom page menu items "Tools\Extract frames from a video" and
"Tools\Create movie from frames".
    *If the edging process of a video or a picture in video mode is cancelled then in this version the Est. Time and the Rec. Time boxes will be blank.
    *The appearance of the VirtualU opening page has changed. The tacky notice at the center of the page has been moved to a button. Eventually the buttons may be removed after their functions have been moved to menu items.
    *The appearance of the Custom page has changed. The background is now solid black and its buttons may also be eventually removed after their functions have been moved to menu items.
    VirtualU is evolving and constantly being improved.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above.

                                                          November 20, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because of the changes listed below. However, if you are already using VirtualU then we offer an option to download only 1 file instead of all the VirtualU files (temp15). This alternative option is much faster and easier than downloading all the VirtualU files and it is detailed at the end of this log report.
    *Bug found: On one occasion during testing when the Delete Edging on the edge softening page was pressed, the program displayed a message that among other things said that prior edging had been done on the image before the edging page was opened when in fact this was not true. This erroneous statement would give the user false information and could lead to great confusion. This bug has been fixed.
    *When an edging session is done on a picture being edged in video mode (Method 2), the program now allows that edging to be deleted while the edging page is still open, though any edging that existed before the edging page is opened must be deleted on the Custom page.
    Alternative download option for anyone already using VirtualU:
        1. Download the file edges1.exe (3 MB) from: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMjM5NjY0NDdf
        2. Paste this file into the folder where the VirtualU files are located, overwriting the previously existing file edges1.exe. Ensure that the edge softening page is not open when you do this.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above.

                                                         November 22, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download because of the changes listed below.
    *Minor bug found: While testing the rotation of a transparent video we found that after the rotation the newly rotated image on the Custom page would not go transparent though the frames of the video would go transparent. This same bug also applies to flips. This bug has been fixed.
    *Recurring bug found: When edging with previous versions an edging page message would sometimes appear saying that prior edging had been done when in fact this was wrong. We have taken steps to enusre that this bug never happens again. We're sorry that we didn't get this right the first time but In any case this bug was not likely to have been encountered by users. The program is so complex with many possible user sequences of actions that it it's not possible to discover everything at once.
    *Other very important technical changes have been done to the edge softening page. The program is being improved and problems are being removed. Any prior problems that users may have encountered have most likely been fixed.
    *Our next goal is to make internal edging be easier and faster. That is what we will be working on. If we can make internal edging less complex then the capability of the program will enormously improve. Our initial investigations indicate that this goal is probably attainable. The next upload of a new version of VirtualU will most likely include a new tool that will add a solid color border to a picture or video and this tool will be used with our new system of internal edging. Previous versions offered a few methods for doing manual internal edging but these methods involve numerous and detailed steps of preparation. The SoftType edging system always does a good job of internal edge softening when those preparations are made and the new system should be able to do most or all of those preparations quickly and automatically. We are very excited about this potentially huge improvement of VirtualU.
    We don't want to make excuses but we get very little feedback so we must discover most problems on our own and this takes time. Thus, please cut us some slack. Thank you for your patience.
    The alternative faster download offered in the Nov. 20 log report is no longer available but the current version download of all the Virtualu files contains the changes listed above. Faster download download options similar to that alternative option may appear again in the future.

                                                      November 27, 2021
    No new versions of VirtualU are available now though a new version will be made available soon.    
    We just wanted to report that we recently had a setback when our main computer went down for a few days though it is now up and running again. We did manage to continue some limited yet productive work on other machines and a new internal edging tool should be available soon. Thank you.

                                                       December 4, 2021
    No new versions of VirtualU are available now. This is just a progress report.
    The work on the new internal edge softening system is done. All that remains is to run a series of tests on this new system to make sure that it runs okay and integrates well with the main program.
    The new internal edging system appears to work very well and it should be available for download within a few days or so. We have been faced with some computer and health problems but the work recently has gone very well and we have made good progress.
    The next log report will once again offer the choice of downloading all the VirtualU files or just the sub-program edges1.exe.

                                                      December 6, 2021
    No new versions of VirtualU are available at this time. This is another progress update.
    We had some more computer problems but we think that they are squared away. These problems have hindered progress but not stopped it. The hardest part of the new internal edging system is done. 
    We have decided to make some major changes to that system before it is made available and we have also decided to make some important changes to the Custom page.
    To us it seems a good idea to not upload a new version until all of these changes are done.
    We're sorry that there will be a delay in the availability of the new internal edging system but it will be an amazing tool and we promise to have it all ready by Christmas.
    Thank you for your patience.

                                                                  December 13, 2021
    No new versions of VirtualU are available at this time. This is just another progress update.
    The work on the new internal edging system and the changes made to the main program is basically done. All we are doing now is testing the new stuff and doing some fine tuning. We are on track to do what we promised.
    We've had some more computer problems and while those problems have only slightly interfered with the work it's always possible though very unlikely that these problems could grow. If we fail to deliver by Christmas or if no log report is seen here between now and Christmas then it will be due to those computer problems.
    If that happens then the new version will appear shortly after December 25.
    However, such a delay is very unlikely and we are confident that the new version will be available before or on December 22nd. We are very pleased with the new stuff and everything is functioning fine so far. 
    Thank you.

                                                                 December 21, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download. The main program and the edge softening page have both been changed so the current download includes all of the VirtualU files. The picture below on the left shows a raster scan first image after all its previous edge softening has been removed via an increase in contrast. The picture on the right shows that image after VirtualU internal and external edge softening have been appied to it.
    *As promised, we are pleased to announce that a new internal edging tool ("Tools\Use Internal Edge Softening") has been added to the edge softening page. This tool is the capstone of the edge softening page and completes the suite of edging tools. It works reasonably well and the increased extra processing time is not too much as long as several simple and easy rules are followed. The user clicks on a solid color anywhere in a video, picture or a picture in video mode and the program softens the internal edges of that color to whatever color/s surround it in the image, even if that color changes its shape or moves around.
    *User prompts, Help files, instructions and the Tutorial have been updated to reflect recent changes.
    *Minor bug found: In previous versions the outer gray (2nd) border around the capture area would sometimes erroneously change to black instead of remaining gray. This has been fixed.
    *From now on the sound wave box and certain other components on the Custom page will not be displayed until and unless a mono audio file has been imported into the project. If such a file is deleted then the box will disappear.
    *A new item titled "File\Import mono/stereo WAV/MP3 audio file" has been added to the Custom page File menu which directs the user to the "Load Mono/stereo" button on the Film Options page.
    *Program correction: The program no longer allows the project frame rate to be changed if any image-altering effect (contrast change, edging etc.) has been applied to any loaded video unless the frame rates of all such loaded videos divide evenly into newly chosen current project frame rate. Such an undesired frame rate change in previous versions would cause image-altering effects to be wiped out. If no image-altering effect has been applied to a video with a frame that is different than the newly chosen project frame rate then the program merely issues a warning that the video will become non-transparent.
    *Potential bug found: When the Custom page menu item "Tools\Use alternative capture method" is selected for the first time then the program performs a one-test to confirm coordinates. In previous versions if the user changes the color of the background area around the capture area to lime green prior to this test being run then the program would get erroneous data which would definitely lead to problems. In such a case the program now would temporarily change the background color to red and then back to green after the test is done.
    *The wording of some of the menu items on the Custom page has been changed to be more informative.
    *A new tool on the edge softening page displays the current capture area color.
    *Oversight corrected: If a picture is edge softened in video mode and a subsequent increase in the project frame rate results in a need for more frames than the number of frames which exist for that import then previous versions would erroneously not issue an edging alert. This has been fixed.
    *The November 20 log report was only partially correct when it stated that any edging session done on a picture in video mode could be cancelled on the edge softening page. If no prior edging exists for a picture in video mode then the deletion of the session edging is allowed.
    *Some buttons on the Custom page have been moved to other places on that page and all buttons relating to the Cartoon process have been moved to a new menu item titled "Toon". The cartoon system has become merely a novelty so its controls should not be on the Custom page. VirtualU began with the cartoon system and then grew from there. Other minor changes have also been made to the Custom page.
    *Bug found: While testing the edging page we edged 24 frames of a 30 fps. video. We increased the project duration from .8 sec. to 1.2 sec. and edged 12 more frames. We deleted that session edging and then did the edging again. We exited the edging page and applied the new edging for a total of 36 edged frames. We increased the project duration to 1.7 sec. and returned to the edging page to do more edging. However, the Status Of Current Page stated that only 24 frames had been done instead of the 36 frames that were actually edged. From that point the edging counters for that video were erroneous and caused further problems. We discovered that the deletion we did on the edging page did not correctly reset a crucial variable and this caused the problem. This bug has been fixed.
    *We have taken extra effort to tweak the SoftType edging system in general, especiall the SoftType Secondary method. The current revised SoftType system does a much better job than previous versions.
    *A new feature on the edge softening page is "Help/Info/Tips/Examples" which graphically displays different aspects and issues associated with edge softening.
    We have tested the new internal system and the rest of the program. During that testing we did find some issues that needed attention. We delayed the uploading this new version until we were as certain as possibe that no issues remained but we may have missed something. We made some major changes to the program recently so it's possible that some kinks remain to be discovered. If so then then we will eventually find them and fix 'em.
    We will continue in the future to tweak the SoftType edging system though it currently does okay on most images.
    We had more computer problems and we were depressed at the prospect of not being able to upload on time this version which has been ready for some time but fortunately those problems temporarily abated so we are happy that we were able to use this window of opportunity to upload this nice new version. VirtualU contains no known bugs.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes listed above. Merry Christmas.
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                                                                      December 22, 2021
    A new version of the Lazarus picture and video editing program VirtualU is available for download. The bad news is that we found two bugs. The good news is that it is not necessary to download all the programs files if you already have VirtualU.
    *The edging page is supposed to allow multiple passes in each edging session. However, we found that this did not always happen. For example, we applied two edging passes to the first 24 frames of a 30 fps. video (.8 sec.), exited the edging page and applied the edging on the Custom page. We then increased the project duration to 1.7 and edged the remaining 27 frames. At that point the counter keeping track of the number of edged frames should have still been 24 but it erroneously was 0, meaning that the next frame to be edged would be the first frame instead of correctly being the 25th frame. Thus, multiples passes would be erroneously prevented and further edging would be incorrect. This bug has been fixed.
    *Bug found: The edging page in the previous version would not always correctly remove the 1-pixel temporary edge from video frames when using internal edging. This bug has been fixed.
    If you do not have VirtualU then you need to download all of the program files. If you already have VirtualU then you only need to do the following: 
        1. Download edges1.exe from: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMjQ1NDM5MTlf
        2. In the folder that contains the program files replace the existing file edges1.exe with the downloaded file edges1.exe.
    We are very sorry that we missed these two bugs but at least they were found soon after the previous version was uploaded. These things happen.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.


                                                              December 26, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes listed below.
    *A new edge softening page tool titled "Misc.\Apply Fine Tuning" can improve the edging of complex foreground images or of foreground images that are very close to each other.
    *The Custom page tool "Special\Search image for a color" can now handle videos. This tool has been renamed to "Search picture or video for a color".
    *Bug found: If the capture area color is changed on the edging page from what it was before the edging page was opened and external edging is applied then in some cases the edging would in previous versions not be correct. This bug is fixed.
    *User prompts and Help files have been updated.
    *Minor bug found: If on the edging page the capture area color is changed to a different color than what it was before the edging page is opened and edging is done with the new capture area color then the program is supposed to remind the user of this fact when the edging is applied on the Custom page but previous versions of the program did not always display that reminder. This bug has been fixed. 
    All the program files must be downloaded for this version at https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8
    Do not use previous versions of edges1.exe with this version of VirtualU! If a previous version of edges1.exe is run with the current download version then VirtualU will crash.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.



                                                              December 27, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes listed below. The bad news is that we found a very bad bug but the good news again is that not all the program files need to be downloaded if you already have the December 26th version of VirtualU.
    *On some not so rare occasions when the edging page tool "Video\Apply Method 2/3 Edging" was selected while eding a video or a picture in video mode then the edging page would crash. This is an unfortunate result of some recent changes to the program. This bug has been fixed.
    If you have the December 26th version of VirtualU then download edges1.exe at https://od.lk/f/NDJfMjQ1Njg1MzJf and use it instead of the existing file. If you do not have the December 26th version then you will have to download all the VirtualU program files at https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8
    If you are in doubt about what to do then download all of the program files at https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8
    This is embarrassing and we are very sorry that this happened but at least it's fixed now. There should be no more problems. You can take that to the bank.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                               December 28, 2021
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes listed below.
    *Previous versions of VirtualU included a Custom page menu item titled "Tools\Change processing speed" which has been changed to "Computer information page". The processing speed of the Playback/Recording page no longer needs to be set by the user. The program now always uses the highest possible speed for recording a project movie.
    *The Tutorial and the Help files have been updated.
    *Bug found: Well, we said that you could take it to the bank that there would be no more problems but we were wrong. To our consternation we found that the Custom page menu item "Special\Search picture or video for a color" was not working for pictures though it would work for videos. When a picture was run an error message kept popping up. This bug has been fixed.
    We apologize for this latest upload so soon after the previous ones but we could not tolerate the thought of knowing that the Dec. 27th version had a known bug in it even though it meant more uploading work. We promise that things will settle down. We recently made some big changes to the program and we think that the resulting kinks have finally been fixed. We are doing the best that we can and we appreciate your patience. At least the recent bugs were found quickly.
    All the program files must be downloaded from https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8 to get these changes.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                         December 31, 2021
    There is no new version of VirtualU available at this time nor is any upload needed. The current download version is running fine and we are aware of no problems. This is merely an update.
    Considering recent log reports, no news is good news.
    We noticed that we incorrectly used 2022 instead of 2021 in the last log report. Duh.
    On this last day of 2021 we are glad to report that the current version of VirtualU is the best ever and we are proud of it. We will continue to test it and make some minor improvements though we do not plan to do anything major for a month or so since we need to deal with some other issuses, including the acquisition of a new main computer.
    In the unlikely event that we find any problems then we will fix 'em and report 'em as per usual, even if they are discovered within the next few weeks.
    Thank you and best wishes for the new year.

                                                          January 2, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of changes made to it. We acquired a new main computer so that should help us out though it also caused a problem as described below. We feel that this problem is not really our fault but is actually due to some computer differences. For example, all our computers except for the new machine are 32-bit machines. The new machine is 64-bit and the problem occurred only with it. Not everyone will need to download this version as explained in this log report.
    *Potential problem found: The program usually performs a one-time test in which the Custom page moves to the left and upward to get some settings. This test failed repeatedly on our new computer. We discovered that the program just needed a bit more time to perform the test on the new 64-bit machine. This problem has been fixed.
    *We changed the way in which the program saves AVI project movie clips.
    *The Help files and user prompts have been updated and changed.
    There is no need to download this version if you have not had any problems when the one-time test is done.
    VirtualU should also work okay on Windows 11. We have tested VirtualU on Windows XP, Windows 7 and Windows 10 32-bit and Windows 10 64-bit.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                              January 5, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes listed below. Once again, the bad news is that we found a bug but the silver lining in this cloud is that users who already have VirtualU do not need to download all the program files.
    *Rare but serious bug found: When doing internal edging on a video, the foreground color chosen to be edged might not exist in all the frames of that video. We discovered that in such a case the program would issue an error report and halt the edging. This bug has been fixed so that the program now simply skips such a frame and continues with the edging.
    If you have VirtualU then download edges1.exe from https://od.lk/f/NDJfMjQ2OTAyODZf and then copy it into the folder where VirtualU (virtualu.exe) is located, overwriting the existing file edges1.exe.
    If you do not have VirtualU then download https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8 which contains all of the program files including the revised version of edges1.exe.
    Of course we regret that the bug described above was not found earlier but with a complex program like VirtualU it's not always possible when writing the code to immediately be aware of all possible outcomes, interactions or imcompleteness. This bug is a perfect illustration of that.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                              January 7, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes listed below. You need to download all of the program files from https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8  to get these changes.
    *New tool added to VirtualU: A new checkbox titled "Get Exact Est." has been added to the Film Options page. This checkbox is checked by default. If this box is checked when frames are extracted from videos on the Film Options page or on the Playback/Recording page then a text box appears on the progressbar page which displays the exact amount of processing time that remains to be done.
    *Rare bug found: During testing while building an external movie with a continuity-checked video (60 sec. dur., 30 fps.) we recorded the first 15 sec. scene on the Playback/Recording page. After the recording was done the program extracted 15 more sec. of frames as usual and we closed the Playback/Recording page. On the Film Options page we right clicked the colored timeline of the video which caused the Update Build button to start flashing. We pressed that button and got an error message which reported that not enough frames had been extracted from the video. The message said to press the now-flashing Build Clip button to extract the needed frames. We pressed that button but the frames either were not successfully extracted or the process took a very long time. This has been fixed so that now the message contains a button which extracts the needed frames when it is pressed.
    The "Get Exact Est." tool described above has been needed for a long time. This great new tool is very accurate and finally the user can see without any uncertainty just how much processing time is left to do. This option requires slightly more processing time but it is useful with large and/or long videos.
    If you have a computer which extracts the video frames very quickly then the appearance of the Exact Est. box will be so brief that there will not be enough time to display any valid numbers and that's a very good situation.
    Note: The file edges1.exe is no longer available for download by itself. This should avoid confusion.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                           January 13, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is an update.
    The program is running fine and the current download version has no known problems. We continue to test the program and we are in the process of making some minor yet useful changes to it.
    When we have made and accumulated a fair number of changes then we will upload a new version.

                                                           January 18, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of some minor yet useful improvements made to it. If you are not much concerned about the changes listed below then U may not need this new version of VirtualU. The previous version and this version have no known bugs but this version is better than the previous Jan. 7th version in a number of ways.
    *The program no longer allows the project frame rate to be changed while the Convert page (form241) is showing. The Convert page shows what videos are to be converted after a build begins.
    *User help prompts and Help files have been updated.
    *Improvement made: The Convert page which sometimes appears before a build on the Film Options page has been improved. New text on that page, new text info boxes and an on-site Help page remove confusion about conversions.
    *Minor bug found: In previous versions the "Words Spoken In Soundtrack" box on the Custom page and the text above and below it would sometimes appear when they should not have appeared. This has been fixed.
    *When a project AVI movie is saved on the Playback/Recording page or the Custom page, the program now displays an alert about the time it takes to save that video only if the size and duration of the project movie exceeds a certain limit.
    *Program improvement made: The program at some point in its use usually performs a "One-Time" test to calibrate itself which causes the Custom page to move toward the upper left corner of the computer screen. This test is usually done only once if at all but previous versions would run this test again if the capture area was larger than a certain set limit and this was annoying. The program has been changed so that this no longer happens unless the Capture Image button seems to produce what appears to be incorrect results. In such a case the user can now select the new tool "Tools\Change capture settings" which will re-run the test or provide other options. This test has been improved and strengthened so that it should never fail.
    *The progressbar page now always displays the name of the video file from which frames are being extracted.
    The speed of the process that extracts frames from video imports depends upon the computer on which VirtualU is being run. If the computer is a 64-bit machine then the speed can be very fast. For example, testing showed that such a computer can extract 1800 640x360 frames in as little as 4 or 5 seconds.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                           January 24, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of some minor yet useful improvements made to it and because one serious bug and another potential bug were found.
    *Serious bug found: While testing the Contrast/hue/luminance/saturation" page (sub-program color1.exe) the program crashed when the Apply Settings button was pressed. This has never happened until recently even though the code was the same that it has been for a long time. We replaced some of the existing code with new routines and this fixed the problem.
    *The Playback/Recording page no longer displays tools or boxes formerly shown below the "Playback speed" pointer scale when that page is opened. A short line of text just above the capture area instructs the user to press the "Show Items" button to show those tools. The text disappears if the button is pressed. The tools and the boxes briefly appear when the page is opened and then they vanish, leaving a clean-looking page. Their brief appearance lets the user know that they exist while yet providing a less cluttered, nicer initial appearance.
    *Potential bug found: We discovered that in recent previous versions the Contrast/hue/lum/sat page and the edge softening page would not work if they were run on a 32-bit computer. The program would attempt and fail to launch these two pages and these failures would lead to other serious problems since the program would at the point of failure assume that those pages were successfully launched. This problem has been fixed.
    *On-site user help prompts and messages have been updated to provide better user interface and convenience.
    We apologize for the existence of the two problems mentioned above which took us completely by surprise. The Contrast/hue/lum/sat page worked fine for months but suddenly it malfunctioned without any change having been made to it. It shouldn't have done that yet it did and we have taken steps to ensure that these problems never happen again.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 January 28, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is an update.
    The current download version (Jan. 24) is running fine and we are making some minor yet useful improvements to it. We don't expect to upload a new version anytime soon unless we find a problem.
    The current Jan. 24th download version includes some serious bug fixes. These bugs were caused by some mistakes we made while juggling some bit rate issues. We erroneously used a Lazarus 64-bit compiler to edit the sub-programs color1.exe and edges1.exe which meant that these sub-programs would not function correctly on 32-bit computers. We re-edited them using a 32-bit compiler which fixed the problems so that they now work on 64 and 32 bit machines.
    The next version will include a new internal edge softening system that does not use the VirtualU edge softening page. This system is very, very fast but it's designed to edge only simple, symmetrical, large foreground images on pictures and videos. In some cases this method is sufficient but if not then the VirtualU edge softening page will do the job.
    The Custom page menu item "Image\Apply image color change" is something else that we will be looking at. This tool sometimes fails on the first attempt to alter the frames of a video. Even though a second attempt always succeeds we still find this irritating and time consuming since a second attempt requires the user to start all over again so we will try to improve this situation. This is something that has needed doing for a long time.
    We will upload a new version of VirualU after we make a fair number of changes.

                                                                    February 3, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because a few improvements were made to it. VirtualU is running fine but the minor yet useful changes shown below considerably improve the program.
    *VirtualU has a new internal edge softening system that does not use the edge softening page. This system is very, very fast but it's designed to edge only simple, symmetrical, large foreground picture and video images. In some cases this method is sufficient but in most other cases the VirtualU edge softening page is needed.
    *Improvement made: The usually hidden display of onscreen tools on the Playback/Recording page no longer re-appear after a recording is made.
    *User prompts, messages, Help files and the Tutorial have been edited and updated.
    *The Custom page menu item "Image\Apply image color change" has been improved: This tool would sometimes fail to alter the frames of a video. This new VirtualU version provides easier and faster solutions if and when this occasional problem occurs. This is something that has needed doing for a long time.
    *Minor bug found: The video conversion process on the Film Options page would always fail if the import video was an animated GIF file that needed conversion to the project frame rate. The program has been changed so that this error is unlikely to happen again. We called this a minor bug since previous versions would of course provide fail safe solutions if this error did happen and because it only happened to GIF videos but it should not happen at all and now it doesn't. If it does happen then the error prompts which appear now provide even better information about fast and easy fail safe solutions to this problem.
    *We will continue to test VirtualU even though recent changes to it have become more and more minor in nature. We will also devote more time and effort toward finishing the Legacy document (Legacy.rtf) which will be sort of a manual for any possible coders who may work on VirtualU in the future. Hopefully Legacy.rtf will help Lazarus free pascal coders become oriented to the code and guide them to how the program works. 
    We will report any new developments. The program has no known bugs.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                      March 2, 2022
    We are currently making some changes to VirtualU's edge softening page. A new upload will be available shortly.

                                                                      March 4, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the very important changes shown below. The main program and the edge softening page (edges1.exe) have both been changed so all the program files must be downloaded to get the improved versions of both. The file edges1.exe is no longer available for separate download. All previous versions of the edge softening page are incorrect compared to this version.
    *Design flaws found: The edge softening page has been changed and re-designed so that now the correct frames are edged when edging videos and pictures in video mode. We think we got it this time because we have added restrictions to the program which will ensure that all images are correctly edged. These restrictions are typically painless since in every case in which the user is restricted from doing something then the program also provides easy and fast ways to escape the restrictions.
    *The main program has been altered to handle the changes made to the edge softening process. New procedures are in place.
    *Bug found: We discovered that some buttons erroneously remained disabled after a certain prompt was shown on the edge softening page. This has been fixed.
    *User prompts, Help files and instructions have been updated.
    *Bug found: On one occasion when we tried to load the edge softening page we got a program error message which said "Possible error: A file (or frame) needed by the program seems to be missing." This bug has been fixed.
    *New tool: The edge softening page has a new tool option titled "Misc.\Play As Recording". By default all playbacks start with the first frame of every loaded video and picture being edged in video mode. However, an edging recording operation may or may not begin with the first video frame, depending upon circumstances. This new option enables the user to have playbacks run as if a recording is being made without altering any frames.
    *Bug found: The Custom page tool "Special\Restore original picture" is supposed to reject any picture that has been edge softened in video mode but previous version did not do that. This bug has been fixed.
    *New feature: The edging alert page shows all imports that need new edging prior to a project movie recording. The new version of this page now tells the user the correct order to edge each import based on the hierarchical level of each import. This information can also be obtained by visual means but this new feature provides convenient and instant corroboration.
    *Minor bugs found: When a playback is run on the edge softening page then other operations should not be allowed but previous versions did not always do that. These potential problems have been fixed.
    This new version of the edge softening page does better edging than previous versions. It now works like it is supposed to work and all frames are edged correctly. In some cases these recent edging page problems may have been unnoticeable but in other cases they might have been more obvious. The program is very complex and we currently have only one overworked programmer working on it. We continue to test VirtualU and its sub-programs like the edging page and we will keep you advised.
    It's unfortunate that some problems lingered for a long time but VirtualU is a work in progress and anyone reading these log reports can see that progress is indeed being made and that problems are being fixed. This version is the best ever and no one should have any problems using it. It's always possible that that some kinks remain to be discovered but if so then they will be eventually found and removed. It never stops.
    Finally, you don't have to take our word for VirtualU's edge softening frame accuracy, you can prove it for yourself. Just make a project movie and use the Playback/Recording page numbering option to number every frame of the video. Import and build that video, import another numbered video or a picture to be edged in video mode and then edge them all. On the edge softening page you will see the video numbers during an edging session and know that they are correct.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     March 21, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because a new tool has been added to it. Anyone who has VirtualU but does not need this new tool has no need to download the current download version of VirtualU.
    *The Custom page has a fast new tool titled "Tools\Convert to a new frame rate w/same playback speed/duration". This tool converts a video to the same format but with a higher frame rate while preserving the playback speed, transparent status, quality and duration of the original video even though the new copy video has a higher frame rate. This is useful when the original video rate is different than the existing project rate. This is accomplished during the copying process by repeating certain frames which are played faster than the original. If the user enters a lower frame rate then frames are removed for a slower playback.  The default conversion system is good and sufficient in many cases but it cannot preserve the transparent qualities of a video like this new tool can.
    *Improvement made: The new Custom page tool "Tools\Convert to a new frame rate w/same playback speed/duration" sometimes makes a copy video that may have a slightly different duration than the expected original rate. The Help files in the current download version of VirtualU now provide in most cases a solution to this anomaly which only affects, oddly enough, videos with frame rates that divide evenly into the desired rate. This new tool should not be used on such files and the user is given an alternative in the tool prompt and the Help file.
    *Minor bug found: We discovered that if an attempt is made to open the edging using a video that has been rotated then the program erroneously displays an error message saying that the video cannot be edged because the Transparencies Repair tool has been used on it when in fact that was not true. This bug has been fixed.
    *The edge softening page menu item "Help/Info/Tips/Picture examples of problems and solutions 1" has a new example of a potential edging problem and its solution.
    *User prompts, Help files and instructions have been updated.
    *Correction made: On one occasion when loading a video with huge size dimensions the File Size box on the File Information page displayed a negative number. If this ever happens again then this new download version will display the word "Unknown".
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     March 27, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is merely an update.
    We are currently tweaking and fine tuning the SoftType external edge softening system. We are only changing the edge softening page so anyone who already has VirtualU will only have to download the edging page sub-program edges1.exe instead of downloading all of the program files.
    The new SoftType system will do a better job overall, it will be more responsive to the settings on the "Adjust SoftType Level of Change" page and the user can expect better results when externally edging to black or darker background colors. Initial tests of the new SoftType external system have produced excellent results, as good as the internal system but also capable of handling both solid and multi-colored foreground images. This is good news since the internal system is limited to handling only foreground images that have solid colors.
    This should be the final adjustment of the SoftType system.


                                                                     March 29, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of a major improvement made to the edge softening page. We have been having technical difficulties with the downloading of the edging page (edges1.exe) by itself so you will have to download all of the program files to get the new edging page. It is well worth it.
    *We fine tuned the SoftType external edge softening system. The new SoftType system does a much better job overall, it is more responsive to the settings on the "Adjust SoftType Level of Change" page and the user can expect better results when externally edging to black or darker background colors. Tests of the new SoftType external system have produced excellent results, as good as the internal system but also capable of handling both solid and multi-colored foreground images. This is good news since the internal system is limited to handling only foreground images that have solid colors. This should be the final adjustment of the SoftType system. We are very pleased with this new system because it means that SoftType will more often do the job well on its own without needing to use the Default system first. Some foreground colors and the background colors under them to which the former will be edged have in the past not edged well solely using SoftType but now they will. This also means that fewer layers of Default edging are needed when Default is used prior to using SoftType.
    *Minor bug found: We call this a minor bug since there were three remedies to avoid it but it needed fixing anyway. On some occasions an image edged with interior SoftType edging would contain pixels which would be the wrong color as shown in the picture below which contains the word "edging". In that picture some pixels which should be white are erroneously dark. This bug has been fixed.
    *The "Picture examples of problems and solutions 2" page in the Help/Info/Tips menu has some new picture illustrations which show the differences between internal and external edge softening.
    *User prompts and instruction menu items have been updated.
    *The edge softening page has a new menu item titled "Tools\External vrs. Internal Edging Methods" which explains the differences between them and how each method works.
    The picture below of the planet Jupiter shows how well the revised exterior SoftType edging system works. The picture on the left shows the planet before its edges are softened. Notice how its raster scan edges are rough and hard, especially on its right side. The picture on the right shows the planet after its edges have been softened.
    Edge softening doesn't get any better than that.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
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                                                                            April 7 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time but in this update we want to mention some exciting 'coming attractions' in the next version which will be available soon.
    We are very satisfied with the new external SoftType edging system. The internal system is adequate for many situations and it is as fast as the external system but it is not quite as good as the external system. 
    Thus, we are currently working on a new alternative internal SoftType edging system. The new internal system will be slower than the default internal system but it will produce the same quality as the external system. Testing has produced good results so the new internal method should be available within a week or so.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
    
                                                                         April 14, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below.
    *User prompts, instructions and Help files have been updated. The main program has been changed.
    *A new item has been added to the "Help/Info/Tips" menu on the edge softening page titled "Overview" which explains the capabilities of the various edging tools.
    *A new tool titled "Tools\Use Hybrid Internal Edge Softening (Alt. Internal)" has been added to the edge softening page. Like the original primary internal system, this new tool softens the internal edges of foreground images. The original internal system is adequate in many cases but the new system generally does a better job though it is slightly slower. Unlike the original system, the new system can only be applied once to each color. This one application is usually enough but if it is not then the original system can be used after the new system has been applied. It is called "Hybrid" because it uses both external and internal edging properties.
    *The menu item "Help/Info/Tips\Picture examples of problems and solutions 1" on the edge softening page has a new example of a solution to a problem.
    *Bug found: When SoftType edging was done on a video we noticed that the edging in the frames was not correct nor did it resemble the preliminary edging in the edged image displayed on the edging page. We do not know how we missed this issue but this bug has been fixed. All internal and external SoftType systems are now working properly and edging videos very well.
    *A new menu item titled "Help/Info/Tips\Edging a video color not present in the first frame" has been added to the edge softening page. This selection explains how to edge a video color which appears in a frame other than the first frame.
    *A new edging page tool titled "Misc.\Prevent Edging Anomaly" prevents various unwanted problems such as miscolored pixels from occurring.
    The new Hybrid internal edging system is the capstone of the edge softening page and completes a suite of tools that can soften the edges of just about anything except when "forbidden colors" are edged together. Even in such cases this system will work if the colors involved are not primary standard colors but are merely tones of those colors. This new tool produces outstanding results.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.


                                                                         April 17, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below. Things are moving fast and the edge softening page has some new tools. Anyone who already has VirtualU can download the revised edging page (edges1.exe) instead of all the program files, using the new file in place of the old one.
    *New edging page tool: "Misc.\Use Alternate Hybrid Method" initiates an option to use a method which produces the same results as the Standard current method while using a different color edging order. The Standard default method is 25 percent faster but will cancel the edging of any color that is inside of the color being edged, resulting in the need to re-edging the inside color. In this case inner colors are edged after the outer colors. The slightly slower Alternate method does not change the existing edging of any other color.
    *The edging page has a new menu item titled "Misc.\Hybrid Alternate Vrs. Standard Info" which provides details about the differences between the two Hybrid internal edging methods.
    Download edges1.exe from: 
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                            April 19, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available at this time. This is an update. We discovered that the new Hybrid internal edging system is not edging video frames as well as it should though it works fine on pictures.
    We're sorry that we missed this nasty surprise but we are currently working on it and will fix it shortly.
    When the problem is fixed then we will upload a new version. Anyone who already has VirtualU will only need to upload the repaired edge softening page (edges1.exe) instead of all the program files.

                                                                   April 21, 2022 (Update and notice of erroneous version)
    We are very sorry to report that the edge softening page (edges1.exe) contained in the VirtualU download version announced on April 20 was the wrong file. We made a mistake and uploaded the wrong file. Anyone who has one of the latest versions of VirtualU only needs to download the current correct version of the edge softening page (edges1.exe) and use it instead of the old file. The file edges1.exe is available at: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMjY3NTY1OTZf
    The April 20 version of all the VirtualU program files also contained the wrong file. The correct downloads are available now and described in the April 21 version described below. The erroneous file does not work properly.
    Again, we apologize but at least we caught the error quickly. The new correct version works superbly. The incorrect file file would not do any harm but it did not work right and was not meant for upload and download.
    All downloads are now correct.

                                                                   April 21, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes shown below. If you already have one of the latest versions of VirtualU then you only need to download the edge softening page (edges1.exe) and then use it instead of the existing file. Download edges1.exe at: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMjY3NTY1OTZf
    *User prompts, instructions and Help files have been updated.
    *A new item has been added to the "Help/Info/Tips" menu on the edge softening page titled "Overview" which explains the capabilities of the various edging tools.
    *A new tool titled "Tools\Use Hybrid Internal Edge Softening (Alt. Internal)" has been added to the edge softening page. Like the original primary internal system, this new tool softens the internal edges of foreground image colors. The original internal system is adequate in many cases but the new system generally does a better job though it is slightly slower. Unlike the original system, the new system can only be applied once to each color. This one application is usually enough but if it is not then the original system can be used after the new system has been applied.
    *The menu item "Help/Info/Tips\Picture examples of problems and solutions 1" on the edge softening page has a new example of a solution to a problem.
    *Bug found: When SoftType edging was done on a video we noticed that the edging in the frames was not correct nor did it resemble the preliminary edging in the edged image displayed on the edging page. We do not know how we missed this issue but this bug has been fixed. All internal and external SoftType systems are now working properly and edging videos very well.
    *A new menu item titled "Help/Info/Tips\Edging a video color not present in the first frame" has been added to the edge softening page. This selection explains how to edge a video color which appears in a frame other than the first frame.
    *A new edging page tool titled "Misc.\Prevent Edging Anomaly" prevents some various unwanted problems such as miscolored pixels from occurring.
    *A new tool on the edging page titled "Misc.\Check Edging Of Frames" enables the user to quickly examine the edging of the video frames.
    *Potential bug found: In the event of a major error when video frames were being processed on the edge softening page, previous versions would erroneously make all images be invisible except for the image being edged. No error like this has happened in a very long time but this bug has been fixed.
    *A new tool has been added to the edge softening page titled "Misc.\Use Alternate Hybrid Method". This tool toggles between the alternate and standard Hybrid internal edging systems. The standard method is faster but it requires that the innermost colors that are inside of other colors be edged first. The alternate system is slower but it enables the user to edge foreground colors in any order.
    *A new menu item titled "Help/Info/Tips\Picture examples of problems and solutions 3" has been added to the edging page. This item shows more examples of solutions to problems.
    The new Hybrid internal edging system is the capstone of the edge softening page and completes a suite of tools that can soften the edges of just about anything except when "forbidden colors" are edged together. Even in such cases this system will work if the colors involved are not primary standard colors but are merely tones of those colors. This new tool produces outstanding results.
    The program has some quirks but no real problems or bugs that we know of. However, on one occasion the image that appeared on the Custom page when edging to a video was applied happened to be totally incorrect since its background color was wrong. The first frame was wrong but all the others were correct. We were unable to recreate this anomaly which may have been just a fluke but we will monitor the situation.
    We hope that we haven't missed anything but if something turns up then it will be resolved.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                  April 25, 2022
    No new version of VirtualU is available or needed at this time. This is an update of coming attractions.
    We are very pleased to report that the next version of the edge softening page will have a new tool titled "Tools\Use Special Internal Edge Softening (System 3)". The SoftType internal edging systems perform edge softening on interior foreground solid colors which are partially or completely surrounded by a color other than the background color of the image. It has been our continuous goal to develop an internal edging system that provides the same quality as the SoftType external edging system and the new tool accomplishes that.
    Internal Systems 1 and 2 can edge some colors as well as the new System 3 and they provide other options so they will be retained, providing good coverage of all situations.
    The new edging page will also provide speed information about the three internal edging systems. There are actually four internal systems since the Hybrid system offers standard and alternate options of operations.
    The new edging page will be available for download within a few days. Once again, the main program will be the same so only the edging page (edges1.exe) will need to be downloaded by anyone who already has VirtualU.


                                                                    April 30, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of the changes made to the edge softening page. The main program has not been changed so anyone who already has VirtualU will only need to download the edging page (edges1.exe) and use it in place of the previous version of edges1.exe.
    The file edges1.exe can be downloaded from: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMjY3NTY1OTZf
    *User prompts, instructions and Help files have been updated.
    *Potential problem found: When one of the internal edging systems is used on a video then the program asks the user to choose a color to edge. In previous versions, if the chosen color did not exist in one or more frames then the program would declare an error. The program has been changed so that if this happens then the program simply skips that frame.
    *New internal edging system: We are very pleased to announce that the edge softening page has a new tool titled "Tools\Use Special Internal Edge Softening (System 2)" which internally softens the edges of foreground images. This system works very well and produces results as good as external edging. The program now has two internal edging systems and two external edging systems. The two internal systems have different capabilities that are well suited to different requirements.
    *We removed the Hybrid internal edging system from the edge softening page. Its performance did not match the other two systems and it wasn't really needed anyway.
    *New capability: When one of the internal edging systems is used on a video then the program asks the user to choose a color to edge. If an internal edging edging process is being used then the program now allows the user to get the color either from the colordialog palette of from some other picture on the page. This can be useful if the user wants to edge a color that does not appear on the first frame showing on the edging page.
    *Bad bug found: This problem did not surface until recently. On some occasions while testing the program the edging page crashed during the processing of a video while using internal edging. We think that this error only happened while we were testing the program and that it was never uploaded but we are not sure. In any event it is fixed now.
    *A new menu item on the edging page titled "Misc.\Mini Tutorial" explains how to do edge softening using a sample image included with VirtualU.
    *We noticed that playback on the edge softening page was very, very slow. This was caused by some recent changes that we made and it has been fixed.
    *A new menu item on the edging page titled "Help/Info/Tips\Picture examples of edging procedures" provides illustrations that graphically show basic concepts involved in edge softening.
    *Minor bug found: In previous versions after a video was flood filled on the "Contrast/hue/lum/sat" page, the program would not allow any other changes unless the page was closed and reopened. This bug has been fixed.
    *Correction made: The bottom example of the problem solution page 1 on the edging page was wrong. The solution was incorrectly worded. This has been fixed.
    We have extensively tested the new edge softening page and we know of no bugs but some major changes have been made recently and there's always the possibility that some kinks might remain. We hope that the new user prompts, instructions and help files clarify and suitably inform the user about how these complex concepts function.
    If kinks still exist then we will fix 'em. Best wishes.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     May 11, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU and the edging page are available or needed at this time. This is an update.
    The next version of VirtualU will include a new tool on the image rotation page that will enable the user to do rotations at any angle, not just 90, 180 and 270 degrees. This will probably be the only change to the next version so anyone who does not need the new rotation tool will also not need to download it.

                                                                     May 22, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of changes made to it. New tools have been added to the program. The main program as well as sub programs have been altered so all program files must be downloaded to get the new tools. The edge softening page (edges1.exe) is no longer available for separate download.
    *Correction made: If a video was rotated or flipped using previous versions and the Restore button was pressed then the program would erroneously restore the displayed image while leaving the frames altered. In such a case the program now leaves the displayed image in its altered state and shows a message stating that cancellations or rotations and flips can only be made on the Custom page.
    *Various changes have been made to the Rotation/Flip page to improve operations and to remove confusion. New help files, instructions and illustrations have been added to this page.
    *The Rotation page now allows the user to use any angle for rotation, not just 90, 180 and 270 degrees. 
    *The Rotation page now offers progressive video rotation which means that each frame is rotated more than the previous frame, resulting in a video that rotates during playback and recording.
    *The new tool on the Custom page titled "Special\Save image as transparent BMP or PNG" enables the user to save any loaded picture or the first frame of a video as a picture that will automatically be transparent when loaded into VirtualU or any other program.
    *New tool: A new button titled Clean Edges on the rotation page cleans and smooths out the raster scan edges of foreground images that have been custom rotated to angles other than 90, 180 and 270 degrees. This tool makes the edges more ready for good edge softening since custom rotation to a non-perpendicular angle always results in slightly jagged, irregular edges.
    We are very pleased with the new features in the VirtualU suite. All praise to Lazarus.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                        May 24, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU has been uploaded and is available for download. The main program and sub-programs have been changed and a new tool has been added to the program. Someone might get irritated at the fact that lately we have been uploading new versions regularly but consider the reasons: New tools have been added to VirtualU so new versions are necessary to provide those new tools expediently.
    The changes have been minor except for the new tool described below so anyone who does not need this does not need to download this new version of VirtualU but we want to make it available to anyone who wants it.
    *User prompts, help files and instructions have been updated.
    *A new tool titled "Special\Find center of foreground image (for rotation)" has been added to the Custom page. This new tool enables the user to identify and mark the center of any foreground image. This can be useful especially for purposes of rotation, ensuring that any rotation focusing on a particular image will be smooth and freer of quality loss in the edges of images being rotated.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.


                                                                     June 2, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of new capabilities that have been added to it. Anyone who does not need these new capabilities does not need to download this new version of VirtualU.
    *User prompts, messages, Help files and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *The highest frame rate that VirtualU allows for imported videos has been raised to 60 fps. The program now allows the importation of AVI videos with any frame rate between 1 and 60 fps. and any MPG with a frame rate of 24, 25, 30, 50 or 60 fps. The program still requires that any project frame rate be a non-decimal integer but this is not really a problem since the Custom page tool "Tools\Convert to a new frame rate w/same playback speed/duration" will convert any video to a copy with a new frame rate. The converted copy has the same playback speed, quality, duration and synchronization as the original.
    *Improvement made: On any occasion when the edge softening page is not closed properly then the program will prompt the user to do a reset before any Custom page operation is allowed. The program has been changed so that in such a case the program from that point on will assume that no edging has been done and will show a message explaining the situation and offering several options. This is to protect any alteration that was done prior to sending the involved image to the edging page.
    *Improvement made: Sometimes the first frame of a video displayed on the Custom page will have slightly different colors than the frames extracted from that video and in a few cases this can lead to minor problems. The program has been changed so that now the image showing on the Custom page has the exact same color as the first video frame.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                       June 12, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is an update about coming attractions.
    Among other nice new things, the next version of VirtualU will contain a great new tool that will clean up the interiors of foreground images after a non-perpendicular angle (45 degrees etc.) of rotation has been done. Any image rotated to an angle other than 90, 180 or 270 degrees will suffer some quality loss but the new Clean Edges button and the Clean Interior button on the rotation page can clean up such pictures and videos to an impressive degree. Rotations are not required to use these two tools. The Clean Interior process works by slightly softening picture and video images.
    We are putting the final touches to the new tool and we will make it available after testing is done. The new version of Virt;ualU will be avaiable probably within a week or so.


                                                                        June 20, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of some great new capabilities and changes that have been added to it.
    *User prompts, messages and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *Big improvement made: When VirtualU is run for the first time then the program will usually do a "One-Time" test that gets some settings. This test causes the Custom page to move to the left and upward before returning to its original position. With previous versions, this test would be run every time that VirtualU was run. The program has been changed so that now the test is run only once and then never again unless the program detects that the computer monitor is different than the monitor used on the prior run.
    *Huge new improvement made: The program now has a new tool on the rotation page that will substantially clean up a picture or video that has been custom rotated to a non-perpendicular angle like 45 degrees etc. Such rotations sometimes result in some quality loss but the new button tool titled "Clean Interior" and the previously existing button Clean Edges can clean up even edge softened images very nicely.
    *A new Custom page menu item titled "Special\Clean up rotated images" calls attention to and directs the user toward the new button tools on the rotation page titled "Clean Edges" and "Clean Interior".
    *Improvement made: The rotation page will now clean the edges or interior of an image even if that image has not been rotated or flipped.
    *New capabilities and help pages have been added to the page that finds the center of foreground images.
    *A new tool on the Custom page titled "Tools\Get diagonal distance of rectangle" finds the diagonal distance of a picture or video. This tool is useful in determining how much solid color background an image must have in order to rotate foreground images without clipping any of them.
    *Some inconsistencies and confusing properties on the rotation/flip page have been fixed.
    *Bug found: With previous versions the project frame rate box on the Film Options page would accept a frame rate between 1 - 30 fps. as well as 50 fps. and 60 fps. but would not accept frame rates of 31 fps., 32 fps., 40 fps. etc. This bug has been fixed so that now the program will accept any frame rate between 1 fps. - 60 fps.
    *Some new menu items have been added to the rotation page. These menu items show text and illustrated pictures that provide help and instructions.
    The Clean Edges button and especially the Clean Interior button on the rotation page represent major breakthroughs in the handling of images that are rotated to angles other than 90, 180 and 270 degrees. Even with cleaning, some images do not look good after being custom rotated but these two tools ensure that most images will look good after being rotated, no matter what angle is used. The Clean Interior button is very effective in most cases, depending upon the quality of the original images.
    The pictures below illustrate what these tools do. Fig. 1 shows a flower before rotation. This image has interior edge softening but raster scan edges. Fig. 2 shows the flower after it has been rotated 45 degrees clockwise. The exterior and interior edges of the petals are jagged with messed up pixels. Fig. 3 shows the rotated flower after the tools Clean Edges and Clean Interior have been used. The entire image has been improved from Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows the image after edge softening has been applied.
    The bottom picture shows how these tools can be used on images that have not been rotated. Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 show images that have some individual pixels which are too bright. This often happens with animated GIFs. Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 show the images after treatment with the Clean Interior button.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
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                                                                     July 20, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of recent changes made to it and sub-programs.
    *User prompts, messages and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *Serious bug found: We discovered that an attempt to use a JPG file on the centering page can result in the crash of the centering page. This bug has been fixed.
    *Some changes have been made to the Rotation page, the Edge Softening page, the Centering page and the Contrast/hue/lum/sat page. For example, the latter page program code now insures that the visible image is non-transparent before the target color is chosen when using the Floodfill tool, which prevents an incorrect color choice.
    *Improvement made: On some occasions after importing a video, the colored timeline of a video would end up not being the correct width after the Build Clip button was pressed. This minor bug has been fixed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     August 11, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of recent changes made to it and because we want to announce an upcoming event..
    *User prompts, messages and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *Bug found: The Custom page tool "Audio\Extract audio from video" would sometimes fail if the video was very long in duration though fortunately it never would crash. This bug has been fixed.
    * The audio import process initiated by the "Load Mono/stereo" button on the Film Options page has been modified to better handle very long audio files.
    Announcement: We have begun work on the 8th episode of our YouTube program "World Of The Future" which goes by the YouTube name of wtf8. This show is being made entirely with VirtualU. Besides being a hopefully interesting program, we also are using the production of this show to shake down, improve and fix VirtualU. We have already found stuff to improve as shown by the items above. We will keep you advised.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    September 2, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of recent changes.
    *User prompts, messages and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *New capability: The "Text wth." button on the Custom page now changes the width of all text banners, not just text banners copied from the original pasted-in text.
    *New tool: A new tool titled "Tools\Set text width (alternative method)" enables the user to change the width of any text banner based on the number in the "Text wth." box, even if that box and its button are not showing.
    *Improvement made: When the Custom page is moved after selecting "Tools\Set custom page to default size" then the program in previous versions would sometimes erroneously go to or back to a maximized condition, which was very annoying. This has been fixed.
    *A new menu item titled "Tools\Internal Edging System 1 vrs. Internal Edging System 2" has been added to the edge softening page. This item shows information about the differences between the internal edging systems 1 and 2.
    *Bug found: When a playback was halted on the Zoom page then sometimes problems would occur. One or more buttons on the Zoom page would erroneously be disabled and on other occasions the Zoom page might crash. These problems have been fixed.
    *Bug found: On too many occasions the program would reject the importation of perfectly good WAV or MP3 files. In addition to that, if the Clip Length In button on the Film Options page was pressed after such a rejection then on some occasions VirtualU would crash. We also discovered that if an attempt was made to load a stereo audio file using "File\Import mono WAV or MP3 audio file" then the program would crash if Windows 10 (and possibly other OS) was being used. These problems have been fixed.
    *New capability added: With previous versions, if the menu item "File\Save project audio to file" was selected but no audio file had been loaded using the Custom page tool "File\Import mono WAV or MP3 audio file" then the program would show a message saying "No sound file is loaded". The program has been changed so that the program will instead now save any file loaded with the Film Options page "Load Mono/stereo" button if no other audio file is loaded.
    *Improvement made: The size of VirtualU has been reduced by almost 15 MB.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                       September 3, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because an error was made.
    We discovered that the edge softening page showed a button titled "Button7" which should not have been visible or enabled. If this button were to be pressed then the edging page would probably crash though its mere presence would not affect edging results as long as it was not pressed. We do not know how this oversight occurred but it has been fixed and the button has been removed. We are very sorry that this error occurred but these things happen.
    If you have already downloaded the Sep. 2 version of VirtualU then you do not need to re-download the entire program. Just click on https://od.lk/f/NDJfMzExMTg5MjVf  to download edges1.exe which is the edge softening page and then replace the erroneous existing sub program edges1.exe with the new download version of edges1.exe.

                                                                       September 7, 2022
    If you have trouble downloading edges1.exe using Microsoft Edge then use Chrome instead or download edges1.zip at https://od.lk/f/NDJfMzExNjc0MDVf
    After you download it then unzip it and copy it to your folder than contains the VirtualU files.

                                                                       September 12, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of recent changes.
    *Help files, user prompts and the Tutorial have been changed and updated.
    *Minor bug found: With previous versions, the level of a copied text banner (whether it is above or under other text banners) would be at a certain level on the Custom page but at a different level on the Playback/Recording page. This has been fixed.
    *New feature: A Transparent button on the Diagonal object movement page makes the image to be moved become transparent.
    *New feature: A Cap. Area Color button on the Diagonal page enables the color of the capture area be changed.
    *New feature: A Show Cross Outline button on the Diagonal page displays a colored box around the centering cross that represents the image to be moved. The box is the same size as the image to be moved. This capability enables the user to see the exact final position where the image will be located at the end of the movement.
    *New feature: The Outline Color button on the diagonal page changes the color of the cross outline box.
    New feature: The Show Media button on the diagonal page displays all imports and active text banners which can be very useful when moving an image. 
    *Other changes were made to the diagonal page.
    *New tool: The new Custom page tool "Project\Remotely press the Move button" enables the user to move images or text to new locations if the Move button is not visible.
    We are in the process of making a video tutorial that will visually and audibly explain the installation and operation of VirtualU. Many of the recent changes and improvements made to VirtualU are the result of working on that tutorial. When a substantial amount of progress has been made to the tutorial then we will announce its availability here in these log reports.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 September 13, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of recent changes.
    *A number of additional improvements have been made to the Diagonal Object Movement Page. The biggest change is that the colored outline box has been replaced with a copy of the image to be moved. The outline moves with the centering cross and enables the user to see the exact final position where the image will be at the end of the movement, especially with the new outline setup. This new outline can also be made transparent.
    We are sorry that there have been numerous recent versions but after this there shouldn't be any new versions for a while. If you do not think that you will need to make use of the recent changes made to the Diagonal page then you do not need to download the new current version.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 September 14, 2022
    The Diagonal page is still not correct. It does work but it's confusing, inaccurate and has numerous things wrong with it, including problems with the new buttons. We missed some things. We are working on it and it should be ready in a day or two. Please bear with us. Thank you.

                                                                 September 15, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of recent changes.
    *New tool: The Diagonal Object Movement page has a new menu item that enables the page color to be changed.
    *Bug found: Pictures, videos and text that were deleted after a previous run of the Diagonal page would erroneously appear when that page was reopened. This has been fixed.
    *Minor bug found: When the Diagonal page was reopened after a previous run then the toggle buttons on that page then those buttons might be set at their previous values instead of being set at their default values. This has been fixed.
    *Improvement made: The accuracy of the Diagonal page has been perfected so that now any image moved with a visible crosshair outline (a copy of the image residing under the crosshair) now moves to the exact desired position, whether or not the image has odd size dimensions, even dimensions or a combination of them.
    *Text imported to the Diagonal page from the Custom page would be on top of  buttons, edit boxes and other controls instead of being under them. This has been fixed.
    *Minor bugs: A few other minor bugs and issues have been fixed.
    *The Diagonal page has a button titled Transparent Outline that makes the crosshair outline be transparent.
    We apologize for the time it took to get the coding right for the new features on the Diagonal page. The recent innovations on that page were ambitious and more complex than we initially realized but at least we think that we finally got it done correctly. The new tools on that page are amazing and they enable images to be accurately moved to any location in and around the capture area using horizontal or diagonal angles. We have been constantly working hard on the Diagonal page and we have tested it extensively. It is well worth the wait and angst.
    Thank you for your patience.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                   September 19, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of recent changes.
    *Minor bug found: With previous versions when the tool "Project\Remotely press the Move button" was used while in the custom (expanded) view then the size of the image being moved was not always the correct size after the movement. Changing to the default view and then back to the custom view would solve the problem though this remedy was inconvenient. This bug has been fixed.
    *Changes have been made here and there throughout the program.
    We were hesitant to upload a new version after so many recent uploads and because it means extra work for us but we decided that we could not tolerate knowing that a download version contained a known bug.
    This program is a work in progress and we will do what we have to do to ensure that the best possible program is available for download. It takes time to get it right. We want users to have the very best.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.


                                                                       September 20, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because of some major breakthroughs made on the Diagonal object movement page. These developments are unrelated to recent changes made to that page.
    *Breakthrough improvement: With previous versions the Diagonal page would reject for movement any picture or video image if the center of that image was not visible. This severely limited the movement of images, especially from the top or left sides of the capture area. We are happy to report that any image can now be moved across even large capture sizes, even if only a small part of the image is initially visible
    *Work is continuing on the VirtualU video vutorial and it will be available soon.
    *Improvement made: The crosshairs on the Diagonal page would not always extend far enough across the capture area with previous versions. This has been fixed.
    *Bug found: With previous versions when the Diagonal page was first opened, if part of a picture or video image overlapped the initial center of the capture area then the resulting movement would not be correct or only partially correct unless the Change Ctr. button was pressed immediately after the page was opened. This has been fixed.
    On one hand we are sorry that the upload of this new version follows so closely after numerous other rencent uploads but on the other hand we are not sorry because the changes made to the Diagonal page remove some serious previous limitations and give the user much more use of that page. We only just today discovered that the new changes made to the Diagonal page were even possible without too much effort and we just had to make this new version available now.      
    We are sorry that the Diagonal page limitations have existed for so long and we hope that no new versions will need to be uploaded for some time. We are keeping our fingers crossed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     September 26, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download. We have no problems or bugs to report but a major change has been made to the program.
    *Help files, prompts and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *Major change: Past versions limited the length of project durations and would not allow a duration change if it resulted in the attempt to extract more than 3600 frames at any given point. The program has been changed so that now it places no restrictions on any chosen duration. If the chosen duration is very large or if an attempt is made to extract a very large number of frames via a right click on a video timeline then the program now simply warns the user about possible long processing times. The user has the option of turning the warnings off so that they don't appear anymore.
    The first part of the VirtualU Tutorial is ready and available for viewing. Use this link: https://youtu.be/p2fMfDKiySk or do a search on YouTube for VirtualU Tutorial 01 to watch it. This first episode discusses installment of VirtualU, basic operations, removing artifacts, transparencies and animated GIF videos.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.



                                                                     September 27, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made.
    *Help files, prompts and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *As stated in the previous log report, the program issues a warning if the project duration multiplied by the project frame rate will result in the potential extraction of a very large number of frames or it the user tries to extract a great number of frames from a long video. The program has been changed so that if such a warning is issued then it will occur only once and then never again during each run of the program. There is now no need for the user to cancel warnings.
    *Various other minor changes have been made to the program.
    We apologize for the frequency and number of recent new versions but it's not always possible to get things right all at once. These are merely growing pains of a program that is better than it used to be and things are indeed settling down. The recent changes are big improvements and we think that they are well worth our increased work load and any inconvenience.
    Thank you for your patience.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     September 29, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is an update.
    The next version of VirtualU will have a new tool on the Rotation page that will do edge smoothing, mainly on picture and video images that have been rotated using non-perpendicular angles. Edge smoothing will remove bumps that appear on image edges after rotation. This tool is similar to the Clean Edges tool.
    Anyone who already has a version that contains the Rotation page will not need to download the entire VirtualU program but will only need to download the new sub-program rotate1.exe which will be made available for download. 
    The edge smoothing tool will be available within a few days. 

                                                                     October 3, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download. We have no problems or bugs to report but a new tool has been added to the program. Note: This log report and version replaces the September 30 report and version.
    *Help files, prompts and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *New tool: The Rotate page has a new tool titled "Misc.\Smooth Image Edges" which removes bumps and crevices from the raster scan (unsoftened) edges of foreground images, usually images that have been rotated using angles other than 90, 180 and 279 degrees. This tool can prepare images for edge softening.
    *Typo error corrected: The text on the Set Custom Angle prompt on the rotation page erroreously stated that a positive rotation of 315 degrees equals a negative rotation of 15 degrees. This text has been corrected.
    Anyone who already has a version that contains the Rotation page does not need to download the entire program. The user can download the new Rotation page (rotate1.exe) at: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMzIwMjg3ODBf and then use it instead of the current file. If you unable to download and use this file then you will have to download https://od.lk/f/NDJfMTM3NDQ0OV8 which contains all of the program files including the new rotation page or you can try using a different browser to download rotate1.exe.
    Note: The files edges1.exe and edges1.zip are no longer available for separate download.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     October 7, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because substantial changes were made to it. 
    *Help files and prompts have been updated.
    *Improvement made: Previous versions of VirtualU would not allow a picture to be edged softened in video mode if any other image was below it in heirarchal order. The program now allows a picture to be used in this way as long as no videos are under it.
    *The program now does not allow a picture edged in video mode to be moved to the top if such a move would place it over any video.
    *Problem found: In previous versions if the Custom page tool "Image\Change image color to solid color" was used to change a picture foreground color to the picture background color then the foreground color would change okay until the picture was made to be transparent, in which case the foreground image would erroneously reappear in the background color even though the rest of the picture would go transparent. For example, let us say that a white ball surrounded by a green background was changed to the same green color as the background. If the picture was then made to be transparent then the ball would erroneously reappear as a green ball instead of going transparent like the rest of the background. This problem has been fixed. This problem did not occur with videos.
    *Problem found: The same problem described above also happened with the Custom page tool "Transparencies\Use eraser or do hand/auto draw". This problem has also been fixed.
    We are working on a new tutorial episode and it will be available soon. The topics in this episode will include the repair of images rotated to odd angles, edge softening, building external movies scene by scene, moving images during recordings and using transparencies.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                     October 9, 2022
    No new versions or VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is just an update.
    When processing a video, the Custom page tool "Image\Change image color to solid color" displays a preview page just before the frames of the video are processed which allows the user to make sure that the color change was successful and is what the user wants. The image shown on the preview page in versions of VirtualU prior to the October 7 version would very often be incorrect. The posted remedy for this problem was not terribly inconvenient but was in fact a bit bothersome and should not have been necessary.
    In spite of extensive examination of the code we could never figure out what was causing this problem.
    We now think that this problem has been solved and that the solution to the first problem listed in the October 7 log report also solved this preview page problem. We have just finished doing numerous tests of the preview page and it worked correctly every time.
    The preview page in the current download version of VirtualU now works perfectly.

                                                                     October 16, 2022
    No new versions or VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is just an update.
    A new tutorial (VirtualU Tutorial 02) is available for viewing. Do a search for VirtualU Tutorial on YouTube to see it.
    The new tutorial covers repair of images rotated to odd angles, the use of transparencies and edge softening of foreground images.
    We currently know of no problems with the current download version of VirtualU. It is running fine and true.

                                                                     October 28, 2022
    No new versions or VirtualU are available or needed at this time. This is just an update.
    The current download version of VirtualU runs fine and contains no known bugs.
    A new tutorial (VirtualU Tutorial 03) will be available soon. This tutorial describes how to build external movies and how to make pictures, videos and text move around in the capture area during a recording. When an external movie is under construction then each project movie clip is automatically joined as a scene to the video under construction. This tutorial will also contain info on changing the contrast, edge softening and working with transparencies.

                                                                     October 31, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it.       *Help files and prompts have been updated.
    *Minor problem found: Previous versions of the program would not allow picture, video and text objects to be moved beyond a certain distance using the Custom page menu item "Project\Remotely press the Move button". This problem has been fixed so that now objects may be moved anywhere within the Custom page as long as they remain in view. We call this a minor problem since in spite of it objects could still be dragged to any location but it was still an inconvenience.
    *Text problem: With previous versions when transparent text was dragged over other images on the Custom page then the dragged text banner would annoyingly pick up portions of images below it like what is shown in the top image below. The dragged text banner should look like the lower image. Switching to the default view and then back to the custom view would temporarily fix the problem but the problem could return when the text banner was dragged again. This problem has been fixed so that when a text banner is dragged then it will look like the clean lower image.
    *Progress is being made on the new video tutorial and it will be available soon.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
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                                                                     November 5, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because new tools have been added to it..       
    *Help files and prompts have been updated.
    *New tool: A new has been added to the Custom page titled "Tools\Change Font\Use alt. text mode". This tool addresses the second problem about text dragging listed in the October 31 log report. If a text banner has been made transparent but it is not completely transparent when dragged while using the default text dragging mode then this alternative tool is designed to fix that problem. Certain elements of the Custom page may flicker when this option is used but the dragging itself provides true text transparency on some computers.
    *New tool: A new tool on the Custom page titled "Tools\Change Font\Use text panel mode" provides another option in ensuring that text will be completely transparent when dragged if that text has been made transparent. This tool opens a separate page (panel) where the dragging is done. The changes are automatically applied on the Custom page after the panel is closed. The panel displays everything that is displayed on the Custom page. The only other difference between the panel method and the method described above is that no flickering occurs when the transparent text is dragged.
    *Work progresses on the new tutorial chapter (VirtualU Tutorial 03) and it will be ready soon. This tutorial covers the movement of pictures, videos and text during recordings and it also covers the creation of external movies in which each project video is joined as a scene to an external under construction.
    With the addition of the two new tools described above the program now offers three methods to use when dragging transparent text. The default original method does not provide complete text transpareny on all computers but at least one of these three methods is sure to solve the text transparency problem.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    November 10, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available at this time. This is an update.
    Bad bug found: We discovered that if a text banner consisting of more than one line of text exists when the Custom page tool "Tools\Change Font\Use text panel mode..." is chosen then the panel will crash. This bug will be fixed in the next version of VirtualU which will be available in a day or two.

                                                                    November 11, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it.
    *Help files and prompts have been updated.
    *Improvement made: With previous versions if the wrong extension/format was chosen when selecting a save file name on the Playback/Recording page then the program would show an error message which instructs the user to re-record the clip. The program has been changed so that in such a case the user is now given another chance to choose a save name instead of being forced to re-record the clip.
    *Improvement made: The Custom page tool "Tools\Change Font\Use text panel mode" has been improved so that it is now more accurate and more representative of the fonts in loaded text banners. Thus, the text banners that will appear on the text drag page more closely represent what the original text banners look like.
    *Bad bug found: We discovered that if a text banner consisting of more than one line of text was sent to the text drag panel then the panel would crash. This bug has been fixed.
    *A new tutorial is available for viewing and it can be seen on YouTube by doing a search on YouTube for VirtualU Tutorial 03. This tutorial covers the movement of text, pictures and videos within the capture area during a recording. It also covers the operations involved in the creation of external movies under construction in which each project movie clip is automatically joined as a scene to a video being constructed.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    November 19, 2022
    No new versions of VirtualU are available at this time. This is an update to announce that we have made a major technical breakthrough that vastly improves the quality of MPG movies made by VirtualU. This nice development will involve the introduction of some new tools and the improvement of some existing tools by means of new codecs.
    This fortuitious situation is one of the biggest events of all and the testing results have been amazing. Even MPGs with solid colors and backgrounds look almost as good or as good as AVIs is some cases.
    If may even be possible to transfer the improved quality of MPGs to other compressed video formats.
    A new version of VirtualU containing the above changes will be available in a few days.

                                                                    November 23, 2022
    This is another update about our progress on VirtualU. Work is proceeding and we have been making important changes to the program, especially to its MPG movie making capabilities. The next version of VirtualU will offer two methods for making MPG movies, the original Standard/Default mode method and our own new Alternative (Alt.) mode method. We are very excited about the Alt. method for making compressed MPGs because this new method makes compressed MPGs that almost equal the quality of uncompressed AVIs. Each of the two methods have advantages and minor disadvantages but the biggest advantage is that the user will have more options.
    We will spend the next day or two in further altering the program so that it accomodates the new MPG capabilities and this will be followed by some more time devoted to testing these changes. The next version should be available within 3 to 5 days. Thank you.

                                                                      November 29, 2022
    This should be the final update before the next version of VirtualU will be available. We ran into some serious snags which took some time to solve but those developmental problems have been fixed and we are on track again.
    All the coding and preliminary testing procedures are finished and the only thing left to do is to perform another short series of tests to make sure that everything is working right.
    The big news is that the new system for making compressed videos is working just fine and we are inspired by it. VirtualU's own new alternative compressed movie system creates what we call Alt. mode movies and their quality rivals that of uncompressed AVIs.
    The next version of VirtualU should be available no later than December 3. Thank you for your patience.

                                                                       December 1, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it.     
    *Help files, the Tutorial and prompts have been updated.
    *Major improvement: We did some experimentation with codecs and achieved great improvment in the quality of MPGs and other compressed format videos made by VirtualU. On the Playback/Recording page the user may now choose between the Default original MPG method (Standard) mode and the new Alt. MPG mode using the toggle menu item titled "Miscellaneous\Use Alt. MPG mode". The Default mode usually does a good job in some projects but the new method can handle solid colors much better and it makes compressed videos that have almost the same top quality of uncompressed AVI videos. Both modes have their advantages and disadvantages but now the program can offer more options for higher quality. This new capability is well documented in the program. This is big. This is really big.
    *The frame extraction process used on the Film Options page has been improved.
    *All tools in VirtualU have been updated to handle Alt. mode videos, including MPGs, MP4s, WMVs, MOVs and compressed AVIs. New menu items and prompts have been added to the program.
    *New tool: A new titled "Tools\Detect if a video is Standard or Alt. mode" on the Custom page tells the user if a compressed video is a standard/default mode video or Alt. mode video.
    *AVI movies made by VirtualU now have greater quality. Many improvements and changes not listed in this log report have been made throughout the program. More information is available and that info is provided up front when it is needed.
    *A new menu item titled "Help\Info\Tips\Edging Solid Colors In Compressed Videos" has been added to the edge softening page. This item opens a page that explains how to improve the results when edging solid colors in compressed format videos.
    *Improvement made: The tool "Tools\Create a dissolve between two movies" now handles MOVs, WMVs and MP4s in addition to MPGs.
    *Improvement made: The tool "Tools\Join an MPG movie to another MPG movie" has been changed to "Tools\Join two or more movies" because this tool can now handle MPG, AVI, WMV, MP4 and MOV formats.  
    The new changes represent a great leap forward even at this late stage of development, mainly because of the introduction of some new codecs. Fig. 1 below shows an example of the best results that can be expected in compressed videos when solid colors are edge softened with the Standard system. Fig. 2 shows what the Alt. system can do using the same settings and edge softening.
    At this moment we are currently testing the program but we wanted to upload this version without further delay, just in case our main computer or connection goes down because of bad weather. We want to be sure to make this version available by Dec. 3. We have extensively tested the program and it contains no known bugs. If any snags appear then we'll fix 'em.
    Future plans: We plan to add a new tool to the program that will do a quick crossfade on a movie.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
    Merry Christmas.
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                                                                       December 2, 2022
    No new versions are available or needed at this time. This is an update to report the discovery of a small bug that is unrelated to recent major changes. This minor problem does not justify the upload of a new version and below we provide a temporary solution.
    Problem: The Custom page tool "Special\Save image as transparent BMP or PNG" launches a page that displays the image chosen to be saved as a picture that will automatically be transparent whenever it is loaded into any program. If the user chooses to overwrite an existing file after pressing the Save File button then a prompt with a Save button and text asking whether to overwrite the file will appear. That Save button does not function nor does that prompt vanish like it is supposed to do.
    Solution: Anyone who wishes to overwrite an existing file on that page with the same name must first delete that file.
    This problem will be fixed in the next version.
    All other tools and processes are working correctly, including the new Alt. system. We are very happy about the Alt. system. That was a big development.
    The next version will probably include a new video fast crossfade tool, among other stuff.

                                                                      December 6, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it. The first item below could be potentially serious so by itself it merited the introduction of this new version.
    *Bugs found: In previous versions the message prompt "Please Wait..." would be visible when it was supposed to vanish. This could be very serious. In some cases this message would be visible while in fact no processing was being done. The user would be waiting for something to finish when nothing was going on. This problem occurred because we failed to account for recent changes related to the introduction of Alt. mode videos. We are very sorry that we missed this. This bug has been fixed.
    *Small bug found: The Custom page tool "Special\Save image as transparent BMP or PNG" launches a page that displays the image chosen to be saved as a picture that will automatically be transparent whenever it is loaded into any program. If the user chooses to overwrite an existing file after pressing the Save File button then a prompt with a Save button and text asking whether to overwrite the file will appear. In the previous version that Save button did not function nor did that prompt vanish like it is supposed to do. That page would only accept new file names. This bug has been fixed.
    *New tool: The Custom page tool "Tools\Create a dissolve between two movies" has been renamed to "Tools\Create a dissolve or crossfade between two movies" because it now also creates crossfades and 'crossfade dissolves' on compressed standard mode videos. It also explains how to make crossfades on Alt. mode videos with other tools.
    *The dissolve process now handles Alt. mode MPGs.
    Help files, prompts and menus have been updated and created.
    *Bug found: The menu item "Tools\Create movie from frames" opens the movie creation page (form263). We discovered that this page under some conditions would not close! This error is related to the introduction of Alt. mode videos. It's another bug that we missed but it has been fixed.
    *Bug found: When "Tools\Join two or more movies" is run then the program will show an error and halt the process is an attempt is made to join two Alt. mode videos together. When this bug would happen in previous versions then the "Please Wait" message would erroneously still be showing when it should have disappeared. This bug has been fixed.
    Testing of the new Alt. mode system for compressed videos has proceeded with good results. We do not anticipate any problems but if a bug surfaces then we will fix them. We are testing VirtualU now.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                              December 12, 2022 (Date change + update content)
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it.
    *Change made: VirtualU will make an Alt. mode MPG but it will not make an Alt. mode MPG with an audio track. The solution to this limitation is to make an Alt. mode silent MPG, convert it to some other format like Alt. MP4 for example and then to add the audio to the MP4.
    *The Help files, prompts, messages and Tutorial have been updated.
    *The entire program has been updated to handle the new Alt. mode compressed video system.
    *Bug found: This problem is unrelated to recent changes involving the Alt. mode system. When the Capture Image button on the Custom page is pressed then the program asks the user for the save file name. In previous versions if the save file name has the wrong format extension then Windows shows an exception error message with a choice to either continue or cancel. If the user chooses to cancel then VirtualU prematurely shuts down in what amounts to a crash. This bug has been fixed.
    *Corrections made: Some parts of the program erroneously stated in various places that the Custom page Quick Play player will not play any Alt. mode videos. These statements have been changed to state that the Quick Play player will play MP4, MOV and AVI Alt. mode videos.
    *One or two "open dialog" pages did not list all of the approved format extension allowed for their particular operations. This has been corrected.
    *Bug found: We discovered that the Custom page tool "Tools\Join two or more movies" was not working correctly. This bug has been fixed.
    *Correction made: On some occasions the program shows a prompt asking the user to choose whether the video about to be made should be Standard mode or the new Alt. mode. In previous versions the text in this prompt was in some cases incorrect, repetition, confusing and misleading. This problem has been fixed.
    *The program is more user-friendly. For example, if any tool does not handle some video format then the user is informed of this as soon as possible so as to avoid needless steps.
    The new Alt. mode compressed video system is working fine and testing continues. The program contains no bugs.
    We apologize for not catching problems sooner but we're doing the best that we can and things appear to have settled down. VirtualU is a complex program and we have recently made some huge improvements to it so it's not always possible to get everything right the first time around. Those problems were just growing pains but it was worth it because the program now can do so much more.
    We feel bad enough that we did not catch certain problems sooner but not too bad since the high quality of the new VirtualU Alt. mode compressed videos is worth going through just about any angst.
    Thank you for your patience. We do not plan on uploading any new versions for a while unless we find a problem in this one. We hope that we won't have to eat any crow on that.
    The new Alt. mode videos are amazing!
    The current download version of VirtualU contains all the changes mentioned above.

                                                                 December 12, 2022
    This is an update. The date and content of the previous Dec. 12 log report have changed over the course of the last few days. Suffice to say that a new version was uploaded on Dec. 12.
    Anyone who has encountered problems will probably find that those problems do not exist in the current download version and should reexamine the problems listed in the previous report since new listings have been added recently. 
    None of those bugs exist in the current version.
    We apologize for any confusion. The blame should be put on our workload.
    The new Alt. mode system is running fine and we thing that we have finally removed any related problems.
    Testing continues.

                                                                      December 20, 2022
    This is an update. No new version of VirtualU is available now but a new version will be available shortly.
    We tried EVERYTHING possible to make the Alt. mode MPG system work but it is clear by now that the program is incapable of consistently making good Alt. mode MPGs with reliable and accurate durations on all computers.
    The good news is that VirtualU can still make Alt. mode MP4s, MOVs and compressed AVIs. In the next version the user would simply make a project uncompressed AVI and then convert it to an Alt. mode MP4, MOV or compressed AVI. This is all for the best since a pre-conversion AVI can have a sound track, unlike Alt. MPGs.
    We are in the process of changing the program so that it will no longer attempt to make Alt. mode MPGs and we also have to change much documention and instructions that referred to Alt. mode MPGs.
    The next version will be available before Christmas so the timing is just right.
    Other good news is that many other improvements have been made including the addition of a great new edge softening tool. Fig. 1 below shows a raster scan image and Fig. shows what it looks like after the new edging tool has been used on it. Happy new year.    
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                                                                      December 21, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it and a great new tool has been added to it.
    *As announced in the Dec. 20 log report, VirtualU no longer makes Alt. mode MPGs. That system would work okay on some computers but not others so it was removed. It is no great loss since it is easy to make a project uncompressed AVI and then convert it to an Alt. mode MP4, MOV or compressed AVI. Plus, a sound track can be added to the uncompressed AVI and the new Alt. mode conversion will also have that audio.
    *Improvement made: With previous versions a video that had edging or some other image-altering method applied to it would not be allowed by the program to go to the rotation page unless the other methods were first removed or the video recorded, saved and re-imported. The program now allows a video to go directly to the rotation page even if other image-altering methods have been applied to it.
    *Potential bug found: On rare occasions after pressing the Soften Edges button on the edge softening page then all or part of the foreground image/s of a picture or video would disappear. This rare bug has been fixed.
    *New tool: The Custom page has a new tool titled "Image\Edge softening - Method 3". This tool is designed particularly for pictures and videos that contain solid color backgrounds. See the previous update log report for an example of what this new tool can do.
    We believe that we have finally removed the kinks associated with recent changes. This always seems to happen; some great new stuff is added to the problem followed by problems. New tools can often affect other areas of the program and these affects are not always noticed right away.
    Recent changes seem to have cleared up problems with the Alt. mode system. We will see. The inability of the program to make Alt. mode MPGs was a disappointment but we are very pleased and happy with the new Alt. system and this version of VirtualU. The new Alt. mode system and the new edge softening system are fabulous and they enhance the suite of tools in VirtualU.
    We learned that MPG and WMV movies are not as compatible and adaptable as other compressed formats.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
    Happy new year.

                                                                   December 26, 2022
    This is an update. No new versions are available or needed at this time.
    We will upload a new version soon. Operationally it will probably be the same as the current version. However, the user prompts dealing with Alt. mode videos, edge softening and the tools on the Rotation page will be better documented with better on-site info and instructions. This should ease some of the possible confusion sowed by these new systems.
    Anyone who is satisfied with the current version may not need to download the next one when it becomes available. Changes should be minor (knock on wood) except for the items described above.
    Of course it's always possible that we will again find something new that we feel we must include.
    The rewards and capabilities of new discoveries are often worth any subsequent angst and kinks.
    VirtualU is running fine and we know of no problems. We are incapable of saying too much about the nice new tools and capabilities. We are constantly amazed at what they can do.
    Best wishes for the new year.

                                                                   December 27, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it. These are so-called minor improvements and do not involve any major new operational changes. Anyone who uses VirtualU and is satisfied does not need to download this version but this new version does include message prompts that have better information. Other improvements have been made as shown below.
    *The message prompt that appears when the Clean Interior button on the Rotation page is pressed now provides better and more clear information so that the user can make less confused decisions.
    *The message prompt that appears when it is time to decide between making a Standard or Alt. mode video now has addition information.
    *If the Custom page tool "Special\Make AVI "copy" of external movie being built" has been used then at shutdown of VirtualU the program now shows a message that asks the user to wait while any BMP frames created by that process are deleted.
    *On those rare occasions when the Custom page is shut down then that process has been improved to ensure that the Custom page returns to its original condition if it should be re-opened.
    *All message prompts that deal with Alt. mode vrs. Standard mode have been altered to provide better information about those processes.
    VirtualU is running fine and we are aware of no problems. The new tools are working fine. Undiscovered problems may exist but if so then they will eventually be found and fixed as they always are. These log reports show that development never stops. This new version explains things better.
    In terms of bugs, no news is good news and changes become smaller and smaller unles something new and big is found and that could be anything that improves VirtualU. 
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                   January 13, 2023
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it. These changes are not related to previous recent alterations.
    *Help files, user prompts, instructions and the Tutorial have been updated.
    *Improvement made: Users should never do anything with the program files and folders but one exception to this are the frames extracted from videos which are stored in bin4 - bin10. Users may on some occasions have legitimate artistic reasons for using other programs to alter one or more of these frames but such actions can corrupt them or cause them to have the wrong image format.
    For example, let us say that a bin frame named image1.png is loaded into Paint and altered there. The user then selects "File\Save As", types "image1.png" into the File name box and then presses the Save button. If the "Save as type" box contains "24-bit Bitmap" instead of "PNG" then the frame will be save as a corrupted type of BMP even though it will be listed as a PNG file. Thus it would have the wrong extension.
    The same result can happen if the Command Prompt is used to copy say, test1.bmp to test1.png. Other actions can also corrupt bin frames in different ways. In previous version such files could act like a bomb waiting to crash VirtualU if the program tries to load them but the program now has protection against such bad files. If the program attempts to load a bad bin frame then instead of crashing it will halt processing and inform the user about what to do or it will notify the user that such frames will be skipped during processing.
    The updated code took a long time to write and test but we finally finished it. It goes without saying that these kind of bugs are extremely rare but we went the extra mile to make sure that VirtualU never crashes, even from problems caused by users. Of course, VirtualU can still crash if a user removes of alters program files and folders but that's a different ballgame and it is not the fault of the program. Any program can be sabotaged.
    *All of the tools that load bin frames extracted from videos have been updated to correctly handle bad frames without crashing.
    *New tool: A new tool titled "Special\Ensure that video frames have 24-bits and the correct format" has been added to the Custom page. This tool will search the PNG frames extracted from a video when it is built into the project and detect if any of them have the wrong image format or are corrupted in some other way. This tool also ensures that all extracted frames have 24-bits and not 32-bits since 32-bit images cause problems.
    *We noticed some minor problems with the two de-edging tools so we tweaked them and they should be okay now.
    *We went through the Custom page code and here and there made some changes to strengthen the program and ensure that it will not crash, even if the user makes a mistake. These changes are unrelated to the above issues..
    VirtualU is running fine and it contains no known bugs. Testing continues.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                       January 22, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it and some new tools have been added. These changes are not related to previous recent alterations.
    *The edge softening page has a new menu item titled "Basics" which shows a page that illustrates the basic principles and steps involved with edge softening. In particular it describes how the edge softening page can be used with the Clean Interior button on the rotation page to produce the best possible results.
    *Prompts, messages and Help files have been updated.
    *New tool: A new tool titled "Image\Convert picture/s to new format" has been added to the Custom page. This tool converts a single picture or a group of numbered pictures to new formats such as BMPs, PNGs or JPGs.
    *New tool: The Custom page menu item "Tools\Renumber/Rename a set of movie frames" opens the Renumbering page and that page has a new tool named Method 7 which removes placeholding prefix zeros in the number part of frame names.
    *Took more steps to ensure that VirtualU is safe from crashes and bad, corrupted files. We left no stone unturned.
    *We checked VirtualU for memory leaks. It has no leaks.
    *Specific improvements were made in various places throughout the program.
    VirtualU is running fine and it contains no known bugs.
    Note: The De-Edging page (unedge1.exe) is no longer available for separate download.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.   
                   
                                                               February 5, 2023
    This is an update. No new versions of VirtualU are available or needed at this time. The current download version is a good version with no known problems.
    We want to announce that the next version will be available very soon and it will contain several exciting new tools. One of them is a tracing tool that draws an outline of images in pictures and videos with optional thicknesses. 
    The other is a great new edge softening tool called Method 4. In conjunction with the main edge softening page, this new two part system does outstanding internal and external edge softening. It is really quite amazing and we are putting the finishing touches to it now.
    Our main computer went down and that set us back and caused us some major problems but we are working on it.
    The new version of VirtualU will be available soon.

                                                                    February 9, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because some new tools have been added to it.
    *Numerous pages and tools have been updated with additional information.
    *A new tool listed on the Custom page can draw tracing outlines around foreground images and solid colors in pictures and videos of optional thicknesses. It is very fast.
    *User prompts have been updated.
    *We noticed that the selection of "Misc.\Cleaning Non-Rotated Images (w/pictures)" on the Rotation page would erroneously not show anything. This has been fixed.
    *This is the big one, a tremendous new edge softening tool called Method 4 that has it all. It is listed in the new menu item titled Misc-Machines. This tool can do anything and the results are always perfect. There is nothing that this tool cannot do with pictures and videos. It can be a one part or two part system and it works best when it is used in conjunction with one pass of SoftType on the main edge softening page. It only affects those areas of an image that need softening while not changing the rest of the image and it is very, very fast. An example of what it can do is shown below.
    The image of a bouncing ball shown below on the far left needs interior softening of the black lines on the ball and the edges of the ball need to be softened to the green background. We use the Clean Interior button on the Rotation page to soften the black lines and this is followed by one pass of the SoftType method on the main edge softening page. We press the Trace button on the Method 4 page and then we press the Soften button on the same page to get the finished product shown on the right.
    Fig. 1 shows an image of a bird before its raster scan edges are softened to the sky. Fig. 2 shows the result after the edges of the bird were softened with SoftType on the main edging page and Method 4.
    Method 4 is a failsafe method, meaning that it is simple to use and it will always succeed as long as the process begins with pictures or videos that contain foreground images surrounded by a solid color that can be made transparent. In other words, exterior edges on a transparency can either be edged to the solid background color or they can be edged to images under it. Method 4 can soften the edges of foreground images as well as interior solid colors that do not touch the background.
    VirtualU is running fine and has no known bugs. We recently lost our main computer and that caused problems but we are doing the best that we can.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
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                                                                        February 10, 2022
    This is an update. After we uploaded the February 9th version of VirtualU we decided to add some things to it so on Feb. 10 we put the following changes into the Feb. 9th version. 
    *When the Soften button on the Method 4 page is pressed, the program has been changed so that it now allows a user to preview the alterations being made to a video before those alterations are made to the frames extracted from that video. At that point the user can decide either to apply those changes to the frames or to cancel.
    *We recently discovered that a video with a new format created with the tool "Tools\Convert from one video format to another" did not have the correct duration if the video it was made from had recently been made with the tool "Tools\Convert to a new frame rate w/same playback speed/duration". We have alerted the user to this possibility in both tools and provided solutions.
    *Future plans: We plan to review, update and edit all the Help files about edge softening. Major changes have occurred since those files were created.
    VirtualU is running fine and contains no known bugs.
    The new Method 4 edge softening system is amazing and it produces professional results.
    The current download Feb. 9 version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                   February 16, 2023
    This is just an update. No new versions are available now though a new version will be available in the near future.
    VirtualU is running okay with no problems and the new tools are working out fine. Those tools are the new VirtualU Alt. mode compressed videos and the new edge softening tool Method 4.
    The Method 4 page in the next version will have a new help menu item that explains how to use Method 4 with picture and video images that move around in the capture area during recordings and playbacks. We continue to be amazed at Method 4 and what it can do in almost any situation.
    The next version will contains updated, reviewed and edited Help files that pertain to edging.
    There may also be some more substantial changes but it is too early to say.
    Testing continues and a new version will be available soon. Thank you.

                                                                   February 23, 2023
    This is an update.
    We are creating an automatic or semi-auto edge softening system that will work with the Method 4 edge softening process. As it now exists in its basic initial form, Method 4 currently handles only pictures or videos that do not move around in the capture area during playback and recordings and it is not compatible with the process of building external movies scene by scene.
    The next version of VirtualU will enable the Playback/Recording page to automatically perform Method 4 edging when a recording is done.
    See the Feb. 9th log report for examples of what the Method 4 edging system can do.
    The new Method 4 system and the next version of VirtualU should be available in a week or two.
    
                                                                    March 4, 2023
    This is an update to report current developments.
    The new Method 4 automatic edge softening tool is finished and we are currently doing a series of tests on it.
    After testing is done then we will update all references to edge softening in the Help files.
    Method 4 is awesome. It's a no brainer to use, it will handle anything and it produces top level edge softening when it is used in conjunction with 1 prior pass of SoftType on the main edge softening page.
    Of course, processing time is increased but that is a small price compared to the quality it produces.
    A new version of VirtualU with the Method 4 auto edging system will be available very soon.

                                                                 March 19, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because important changes were made to it.
    As promised, here it is. Wowser. Another great edge softening tool among other stuff.
    *Help files, prompts and instructions have been updated.
    *Big breakthrough: VirtualU at long last can make AVI project movies that do not contain artifacts. An artifact is a part of the solid background color of a transparent-capable picture or video image that will not go transparent like the rest of the background when the image is made transparent. This problem has existed for a long time and we never could solve it until now. Some tools like the edge softening process will not accept artifacts so the user must use other tools to remove the artifacts. Titled "Misc-Machines\Ensure That Project AVI Will Have No Artifacts", this Custom page tool enables the user to save time and steps by preventing the existence of Aftifacts.
    *Changes were made to ensure that the Playback/Recording page is the correct size when a recording is made.
    *The Method 4 Manual edge softening page has been improved so that it is less confusing.
    *All references to edge softening in the Help files have been updated.
    *Another breakthrough: VirtualU now has a new edge softening tool called Method 4 auto edging. It's forerunner is the less capable Method 4 manual edging page. The Method 4 automatic system is a no brainer to use, it can handle almost anything and the quality it produces is top level. It is initiated by selecting the Playback/Recording page menu item "Misc.\Use Method 4 Auto Edging". This system can do both exterior and interior edge softening!
    *Numerous other improvements have been made which enhance performance and user interaction.
    The new Method 4 edge softening system is amazing and its only drawback is that it makes recordings take four times longer than usual so it is more appropriate to projects that are not too large and/or long but it's a nice fallback if the main edging page can't do the job by itself. It is almost failsafe in terms of its results.
    These last few months have been extraordinary and we have stumbled upon one great thing after another. The new current version of VirtualU is one of the most important uploads we have ever made.
    We have extensively tested the program and we are aware of no problems. However, innovation and major changes can sometimes result in unexpected problems which only turn up later after further runs of the program. We trust that such kinks won't happen but testing will continue and if we find anything wrong then it will be fixed and reported.
    *Future plans: We will continue testing VirtualU and we plan to add more tools to the Misc-Machines menu on the Custom page including a tool that will move images to the center of the capture area and a tool that gets the frame rate of any designated video.
    The top text below is a raster scan, unedged image. The 2nd text below shows the text after it was softened with SoftType(Method 1/2)+Method 4+Clean Interior button on the Rotation page. The 3rd text was made with MicroSoft ClearType. The 4th text shows the result after Method 4 was applied to the ClearType text.
    Which do you think is better?
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
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                                                                         March 26, 2023
    This is an update.
    *We made a mistake and uploaded an incorrect sub-program. The name of the sub-program is tracer1.exe and it opens and runs the Method 4 manual edge softening page. If you have downloaded the March 19 version of VirtualU then you don't have to download all the program files again. All you have to do is to download tracer1.exe and use it instead of the existing incorrect file. It can be downloaded at: https://od.lk/f/NDJfMzcxNjU1MDZf  If you have trouble downloading it then try using a different browser. The current download version of VirtualU also now contains the correct version of tracer1.exe.
    We made other additionsl changes to tracer1.exe that should ensure that it is free of problems.
    We apologize for this error and for any inconvenience.

                                                                          April 4, 2023
    This is an update. No new versions of VirtualU other than the current download version are available or needed.
    VirtualU is running fine. The new Method 4 edge softening system is performing brilliantly.
    The next version of VirtualU will be available soon and it will contain several nice new tools including an AVI color shift correction system in addition to a tool that will center objects in the capture area.
    We will keep you advised.

                                                                         April 7, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because important changes were made to it.
    *Help files and prompts have been updated and new prompts have been added.
    *More progress bars have been added to the Method 4 auto edging system.
    *Minor bug found: When an image is moved to the center of the capture area on the Diagonal Object Movement page we discovered that the final horizontal and vertical positions of the image were one pixel off from the center. This bug has been fixed.
    *New tools: The Misc-Machines menu item on the Custom page has a set of tools that can correct color and density shifts in AVIs made by VirtualU. The colors in AVI movies made by VirtualU always shift slightly from the original images that went into the recording because of technical reasons. This minor technical issue could be fixed but it would greatly increase the size of the program. This shift is not visually noticeable and it can't be removed from the video itself but with these new tools the shift can be removed after the AVI is imported back into the program. 
    *New tool: Misc-Machines has a new tool that will move any chosen picture, video or text to the center of the capture area. This change frees up access to the de-edging tools, making them available at any time instead of only certain times.
    *The program has been changed so that now the de-edging tools in the Custom page Image menu may now be used on a video even if other alterations have been previously done to the video. This only applies to videos, not pictures. When an alteration is cancelled on the frames of a video, all previous changes are also cancelled but pictures are different. Each alteration of a picture goes into a queue so that when a particular alteration is cancelled, the picture image reverts to the previous queue image and so on back to the original image. Thus, de-edging of a picture must still be done first, followed by any use of the tools on the Rotation page, followed by any other changes (edging, Method 8 etc.).
    *The main edge softening page has been improved so that it now contains more upfront and timely warnings and alerts about potential problems before they occur.
    *Changes have been made to the Playback/Recording page to ensure that no inappropriate components are showing when a recording is being made. Changes have been made to the Pause button so that nothing happens if it is pressed while no playback is happening.
    We are very pleased with this version of VirtualU. It has really grown.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.


                                                                        April 16, 2023
    This is an update to report that a new version of VirtualU will be available soon and it will contain some new features including a tool that shows the frame rate of any video as well as a tool that changes pictures and videos images to grayscale. The latter tool gives the user the option to either alter the entire image image or to alter only foreground images.
    We will keep you advised.
    
                                                                        April 17, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because corrections were made and new tools were added..
    *New tool: A new Custom page tool titled "Misc-Machines\Get The Frame Rate Of A Video" reports the frame rate of a video.
    *Change made: The main edge softening page uses randomly chosen colors as work colors to accomplish processing requirements. When that page is opened, the program may on rare occasions ask the user's help in choosing one or more of those work colors. The program has been altered to help ensure that any such request will most likely never be made.
    *Bug found: We discovered that if "Misc-Machines\Fix Color Shift In Imported Marked AVI" on the Custom page is selected before building a marked AVI into the project then the video would not play or edge correctly on the main edge softening page. This bug has been fixed so that now the user must first build a video into the project or cancel the build before any color shift corrections are made. Cancelling the build of a video marked for color shift correction and then applying the color correction instead can save time with a large and/or long video. The color correction process in such a case as this will itself do the build.
    *New tool: A new tool titled "Misc-Machines\Change Picture Or Video Colors To Grayscale" on the Custom page changes the colors of a picture or video to grayscale. This tool is actually located on the contrast/hue/lum/sat page. The user can apply grayscale to an entire image or in the case of a transparency can apply the grayscale only to foreground images.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                                    April 23, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it. Nothing tremendous has been introduced this time, just a few improvements and some other nice new stuff.
    *Improvement made: The maximum size of the color sample box that is used with the Custom page menu item "Image\Change image color to solid color" has been increased from 50 to 100.
    *Help files, user prompts and instructions have been updated.
    *A new menu item titled "Misc-Machines\How To Make A Transparent Picture Or Video" has been added to the Custom page. This mini tutorial explains how to make a transparency. Fig. 1 below shows the foreground image of a man standing in front of a red bed sheet that is draped over a wall behind him. Fig. 2 shows that image after the red has been made to be transparent. The edges of the foreground image in Fig. 2 have been de-edged to produce raster scan edges which are ready to be edge softened to whatever images may be under it.
    *The menu item "Project\Show active image altering methods" shows a page which now lists all the tools that have been applied to any particular picture or video except for Method 4 edge softening. This page now will include any applied de-edging or rotation alterations. A new button on this page titled "Details" provides information about the listings shown on this page.
   *New menu item: When a video is imported into VirtualU for the first time then there will always be a very, very slight color and density shift in the frames extracted from the video as well as the image that will shown on the Custom page. A new Custom page menu item titled "Misc-Machines\Prevent color shift when a video is first imported" explains how to prevent the color and density of a video from shifting when it is first imported into VirtualU.
    *Possible bug found: On one occasion and only on this one occasion an exception error (possible crash error) occurred during testing when we selected "Image\Apply image color change" while working on a video. We were not able to recreate this error and the problem may have been a computer error rather than a program error since the problem happened while the program was being run on a computer that contained known problems. In any event, we strengthened the pertinent code by adding additional exception handlers so this problem should not happen again.
    *New tool: A new Custom page tool titled "Misc-Machines\Refresh Video Image" enables the user to load the first frame of an imported video into the video image that is shown on the Custom page. This ensures that the image showing on the Custom page is exactly the same as the first extracted frame of the video. This tool is usually only used after the instructions described in the new menu item above are conducted.
    We think that we will now begin work on making a new 30 minute video which will be an opportunity to once again shake down and test VirtualU, not that it needs it. The video may possibly include narration about philosophy and spirituality sprinkled with graphic and visual eye candy. We will keep you advised. 
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.
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                                                            May 8, 2023     
    This is an update. No new versions of VirtualU are available at this time.
    At some point when VirtualU is being used the program usually performs a 'one-time' test to get settings that are used by some of the tools. To our horror and surprise we discovered that if the screen scale is set larger than 100% then the program would not work very well in saving picture captures and in making recordings. We refer to changing the screen scale on the Windows Settings page. The size of the resolution has no effect but the scale does. 
    This problem will be fixed in the next download version of VirtualU, which will also contain some new tools and improvements.
    The next version will be available in a few days.

                                                             May 13, 2023
    This is an update. No new versions of VirtualU are available yet.
    The work on the new code described in the previous May 8 update is taking longer than expected but we are on track and progress is being made. The work has been challenging but the new code algorithms and concepts are working out fine.
    The display scale issue described in the previous log report will be fixed in the next version of VirtualU which will be available very soon.


                                                            May 19, 2022
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because changes were made to it. New tools have been added to the program and numerous improvements have been made.
    *Potentially serious bug found: As mentioned in the May 8 log report, we discovered while using the previous version of VirtualU that if the display scale shown on the Windows Settings page was changed from 100 percent to a higher scale then the picture captures and recordings would be dramatically incorrect. This problem has been fixed so that now all captures and recordings will be correct regardless of the scale setting though it should be noted that any increase of the scale reduces the size available for captures and recordings. For example, if the scale on a 1920x1080 monitor is increased to 125 percent then the size available for captures and recordings is reduced to a size of 1536x864.
    *The Help files now contain alternative techniques that achieve the same results as Method 3 and Method 4 transparent mask systems which are found in the Transparencies menu on the Custom page.
    *Restriction added: The Quick Play video player on the Custom page now will not work if the monitor display scale is greater than 100 percent. If the user wants to use this player but the scale is larger than 100 percent, the user is instructed to temporarily reset the scale to 100 percent, use Quick Play and then set the scale back to what it was.
    *Minor bug found: We discovered that the items activated and deactivated by the Show Items button on the Playback/Recording page erroneously did not disappear if they were shown when a recording was made. This problem has been fixed.
    *New tool: A new tool titled "Misc-Machines\Get The Specs Of A Picture Or Video" on the Custom page reports the data, encoding and specifications on any picture or video file.
    *Bug found: The item "Tools\Show entire capture area" would not always work correctly. This has been fixed.
    *Various improvements have been made throughout the program to improve it.
    *New capability: When a progressbar appears while the program does the sub processing for the color shift correction process, a Cancel button now appears to give the user the opportunity to halt that process while leaving the recording unaffected.
    *Minor bug found: With previous versions, if an AVI recording was made with the color shift correction system enabled ("Custom page\Misc-Machines\Mark Proj. AVI For Color Shift Removal") and that movie was saved from the Custom page instead of from the Playback/Recording page then the color shift correction would not be applied to the saved movie. The program has been changed so that in such a case the program will alert the user if the movie is saved from the Custom page.
    *Some long standing problems with "Project\Capture area size" have been fixed.
    *New tool: A new tool on the Custom page titled "Misc-Machines\Get Actual Screen Size Vrs. Monitor Size" shows the size of the monitor and the size available for captures and recordings, as well as the current screen display scale setting. When the display scale is increased on the Windows Settings page, the size available for captures and recordings decrease. For example, if the scale is increased to 125 percent on a computer with a 1920x1080 monitor then the size available for captures and recordings decreases to a width of 1536 and a height of 864.
    *Restriction removed: In previous versions the Capture Image button on the Custom page would not work while some transparency masks were showing. This restriction has been removed.We have extensively tested the program and we know of no faults but some big changes were made so it's possible that we missed something. If so then any problems will be fixed. Thank you and we will keep you advised.
    Special thanks to the Lazarus Forum for their help in fixing the display scale problem.
    When editing and making movies the user often has a lot to think about and may not always remember to do every little thing but VirtualU has the user's back. For example, if the user changes the monitor display scale and forgets to change the capture image settings which assure good results then the program will alert that user before any captures or recordings are done.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above.

                                                    May 21, 2023
    A new version of VirtualU is available because we left something out of the previous May 19 version, something that should have been done.
    On the Playback/Recording page in that previous version while an external movie is being built, if the user has opted to use MPlayer for visual and audio playback but the display screen scale is set higher than 100 percent then the playback would not be correct. This is now fixed.
    We apologize for this error but at least now the current download version of VirtualU is correct. Thank you and best regards.

                                                        May 22, 2023
    A new version of VirtualU is available because we made another mistake. The code that was supposed to fix the problem described in the May 21 version and log report was put in the wrong place in the program. Thus, we had to upload another version.
    In the May 21 version, the error message that will appear if the current display scale is greater than 100 percent while using option 2 on the Playback/Recording page Options page would erroneously appear when the Play Project or Play Scene buttons were pressed instead of appearing only if the "Run\Ext. movie under construction" menu item was selected.
    If this sounds confusing then we are sorry since it is confusing. We made an error and then compounded that error.
    Suffice to say that the current download version of VirtualU is now correct.
    We apologize again. We put the blame on overwork and human imperfections.

                                                             May 22, 2023
    A new version of VirtualU is available for download because a serious bug was found though this problem is unrelated to recent developments. This one hit us like a shocking bolt from the blue and it has existed for a long time. We received no bug reports on it and we had no idea that this problem existed. We have been involved with other stuff so we haven't tested the tool involved for quite some time. This has been very embarrassing.
    *We discovered that the process which builds external movies scene-by-scene was failing to join a loaded audio file to the movie under construction when this process was ended. This process involves the tool "Project\Create and build external movie". This bug has been fixed.
    We can only apologize while we consume a rather large dish of crow. We thought everything was fine with this process but we were wrong.
    The current download version of VirtualU contains the changes mentioned above. Thank U.
   





________________________________________________________________________
    
    Note: We have not yet obtained a digital certificate for this program so if U download and run it for the first time then you may get a message saying that it's been blocked because it's from an unknown publisher. If you opt to run VirtualU anyway then subsequent runs won't show this message. This only seems to happen to files downloaded w/Windows 10.
    If you download temp15.zip, you are advised to use a program other than your operating system's default unzipper to unzip it. Use a program like 7-Zip so that you won't get any unnecessary and erroneous warning messages about unpublished programs. 
    VirtualU isn't 'certified' by a so-called certification service for an exorbitant fee to the satisfaction of Microsoft but it's ironic that it IS published; VirtualU is published, certified and registered at the U.S. Copyright Office.
         
                    
   
                                                                                   


    









